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OVERSIGHT: OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE
AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON JUVENILE JUSTICE,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met at 9:30 a.m., in room 226, Dirksen Senate
Office Building, Hon. Arlen Specter (chairman of the subcommit-
tee) presiding.

Present: Senator Metzenbaum.
Staff present: Mary Louise Westmoreland, chief counsel; Scott

Wallace, counsel; Bruce King, counsel; Tracy McGee, chief clerk;
and Marsha Cohen, staff assistant.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ARLEN SPECTER, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOM-
MITTEE ON JUVENILE JUSTICE
Senator SPECTER. The Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice of the

Committee on the Judiciary will come to order on this oversight
hearing on the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preven-
tion.

This is a significant hearing for a number of reasons. What is the
general oversight as to the operation of this important unit?

Second, there are pending considerations on the Justice Assist-
ance Act for possible changes in the structure of the Office of Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, possibility of integrating
it in a different way into the Department of Justice. This function
is a very important one. It has withstood a number of challenges in
the course of the past 31/2 years with the maintenance of funding
at a $70 million level.

This subcommittee has had a wide variety of hearings over the
past :W2 years on the problems of juvenile crime, violence, as juve-
nile offenders move into career criminal status. hearings on prob-
lems of runaways, on sexual abuse of children, recently on the
issue of preventive detention of children who are accused of of-
fenses. If we are to find some way to break the crime cycle and
move people out of the cycle, moving from truancy to petty larceny
to robbery, to robbery-murder, it is going to be necessary that we
have innovative planning in the Office of Juvenile Justice and De-
linquency Prevention, to do what can be done in this very impor-
tant area. The activities of this office are very important indeed,
and that is the focus of our hearing today.

(II
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I am particularly interested in two aspects as we review the ac-
tivities of this office. One is the question of competition on awards
which are granted, and the second is the issue of peer review as
that may be an important item to assure that there is objectivity,
and the best standard of the allocation of the limited resources
which are available.

I would like to turn now to my colleague, the ranking member,
Democratic side of the subcommittee, Senator Howard Metz-
enbaum.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. HOWARD M. METZENBAUM, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Chairman, I think I am going to
waive an opportunity to make a lengthy opening statement because
I think the questions and answers are particularly relevant in this
subject. I do have a number of questions of Mr. Regnery and
others.

My understanding is that Mr. Nicholson is not going to be with
us today, is that correct?

Senator SPECTER. That is correct. He could not be here.
Senator METZENBAUM. Well, I do not know what he has to do

that is more important than coming before the committee has over-
sight.

You and I both know that he indicated he wanted to meet with
me prior to this hearing. He indicated a willingness to do so. I also
understand that he indicated that he wanted some restraints with
respect to the area of my inquiry if he appeared before this com-
mittee and--

Senator SPECTER. No, that is not so. There was no request to me
for any limitations as to what Mr. Nicholson would testify to.

Senatof METZENBAUM. It was to me.
Senator SPECTER. Who made the representation?
Senator METZENBAUM. To staff, who indicated that Mr. Nicholson

would like to meet with me for the purpose of discussing some
limits in connection with my inquiry.

I indicated that I would be willing to meet with him but that I
would not be willing to agree to any limits as to what I might in-
quire of him concerning.

Senator SPECTER. Senator Metzenbaum, as to your meeting with
him, that is true, and that is something that I took up with you
personally. It was represented to me that Mr. Nicholson did want
to meet with you prior to the time that he testified. I discussed
that with you.

Senator METZENBAUM. And I said OK.
Senator SPECTER. And you said that would be acceptable, but

there has been no statement to me, and I just double checked with
the staff, about any limitations as to the scope of what Mr. Nichol.
on would testify to. I would not agree to that. Anybody who ap-

pears before this subcommittee, as far as I am concerned, is subject
to being asked any question which is germane.

I do agree with you that Mr. Nicholson ought to be here. And
reasons that he gave were tint he had scheduling difficulties and
he was not feeling well, and he had family considerations where he
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was not feeling well, and none of the reasons which were stated ap-
peared to be compelling. We may have him at a later date.

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, let me -Rs, that we both agree that
he should be here. Certainly you did h indicate any restraints as
pertaining to any questions that I migh have or that this commit-
tee might have.

I was informed and was asked whether or not I would be willing
to meet with him, that is through my staff, which has been in con-
tact with your staff, and whether or not I would agree not to ask
him any questions in connection with his personal background
matters. I said no, I would not do that. But that is not really the
central question.

The central question is Mr. Nicholson should be here. You and I
are in agreement on that. Mr. Nicholson was the recipient of close
to a $4 million grant which we believed was awarded to him to
create a facility under extremely unusual circumstances. And I
would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Nicholson be advised that
we want him here. I heard he had travel problems, but it is not
very difficult to travel from Los Angeles to Washington.

Well, since he is using Federal funds entirely for his facility, I
certainly think he could have changed his schedule to be here. And
this Senator is not happy about it. But I do not want to delay the
hearing further on this subject since I think some of the witnesses
who are here should be given full and adequate time to answer our
inquiries.

Senator SPECTER. Well, I repeat that Mr. Nicholson is a relevant
witness, and I think he should be here. There were discussions as
to his appearing here, and there was a discussion as to meeting
with you in advance so that it is apparent that the matter is before
him, at least preliminarily there were plans undertaken on his
part to be here. The reasons given to me are not satisfactory either.

I think we should pursue the matter. We have a written state-
ment. I have not yet examined the written statement. I do not
know if you have. But we shall pursue the matter after this hear-
ing is over.

Senator METZENBAUM. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The prepared statement of Senator Denton and a letter from

Senator Denton to Senator Specter follow:1

PREPARED STATEMENT Olo 110N. JEREMIAH DENTON. A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE
OF ALABAMA

Mr Chairman. I commend you for scheduling this oversight hearing on the Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (0JJDPi. Like you, Mr. Chairman. I
believe that 0JDP represents the level of commitment and emphasis that the Fed-
eral Government must continue to place on the area of juvenile justice. I therefore
,tronglv support the reauthorization of OJJDP at its current level of funding, as in
diated by my cosponsormhip of S. 2014. 1 also support the concept of maintaining
the existing structure of 0.1JDP, so as not to allow for a weakening of our resolve to
continue support of jail removal and separation of non-criminal behavior from
criminal behavior

While I am supportive of the existing structure of OJJDP, I am not unaware of
,.oricertis which have been raised regarding its current administration. Those con-
cerns include. but are not limited to

1 An apparent slant towards the biological causation of criminal behavior;
:.l A major focus on apprehension and prosecutorial services rather than on pre-

%potion of crime and therefore the prevention of people becoming victims of crime:
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3. Awarding of a number of questionable non-competitive grants (cooperative
agreements) including a $s(X),000 agreement to study pornography;

4. A disregard of the need for federal identification and promotion of prevention
efforts that are effective and transferrable to other parts of the nation; and

5. An apparent unwillingness to receive input in the juvenile jus'ice and youth
areas.

I look forward to having these concerns addressed.
Thank you Mr Chairman.

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.C.. August 2. 1984.

lion. ARLEN Sexy TER,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice, SH-81.5 Hart Senate Office Building,

Washington. DC.
DF.Alt ARLEN: There was an inference made at yesterday's oversight hearing on

the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention which I believe needs to
be addressed. During the hearing Mr. Wooten, Administrator Regnery's Chief
Deputy, noted that I had met with Dr. Judith Reisman prior to the awarding of the
$800,000 cooperation agreement which was made by OJJDP. The inference was that
I influenced the awarding of the grant.

In fact. I did meet with Dr. Reisman, Mr. Wooten and members of my staff to
listen to a presentation by Dr. Reisman regarding pornography. I must say that I
WEIS and still am intrigued by Dr. Reisman's theories. However, no mention was
made of the pending grant application nor did I promise to use the auspices of my
office to get federal funding for Dr. Reisman's project.

Again. while I am supportive of Dr. Reisman's work, I provided no assistance in
her obtaining federal backing. In fact I continue to have some question on the
amount of the final award.

I thank you for the opportunity to clarify this point for the record.
Sincerely.

JEREMIAH DENTON.

Senator SPECTER. Mr Regnery, will you stand and raise your
right hand and be sworn?

Do you solemnly swear that your testimony in evidence that you
present before this subcommittee will be the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. REGNERY. I do.
Senator SPECTER. Mr. Regnery, we welcome you here. We have

had you testify before on a number of occasions, and we have had
cooperation from your unit as we have sought to move ahead on a
number of common goals on juvenile justice and delinquency pre-
vention. We look forward to your testimony.

You may proceed as you choose.

TESTIMONY 01 HON. ALFRED S. REGNERY, ADMINISTRATOR,
OFFICE OF JCVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

Mr. REGNERY. Thank you very much, Senator.
I do have a prepared statement, which I believe you have, and I

ask that it be included in the record.
Senator SPECTER. We have the prepared statement and it will be

made a part of the record fully. You may refer to it or summarize.
Mr. RE:GNEity. I will summarize.
I would also like to say we have a number of other witnesses

here from my staff. I think virtually everybody who is connected
with the issues that you are interested in is here, and we will be
willing to present them to you. I think they will be able to answer
any questions you have regarding the Pepperdine grant.

It me clarify one misconception on the part of Senator Metz-
enhaum before I begin.
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George Nicholson did not get a grant from our office. Pepperdine
University did, and George Nicholson is an employee of Pepperdine
University.

Senator MerzENBAtim. I understand that. Bv also my under-
standing, although I am not certain of the facts, that he called the
university and offered them the grant and his relationship with the
university was such, in making the telephone call, that he actually
did not ever know who the president of the university was, and
that it is an unusual procedure for a grantee to befor somebody
to take a grant to a university.

Mr. REGNERY. Well, he did not have a grant to give. I had the
grant to give and I gave the grant to Pepperdine University.

We discussed it with George Nicholson before he went to Pepper-
dine University and we discussed the possibility of his putting to-
gether a project if he could find an acceptable grantee, which he
ultimately didPepperdine University. He is an employee of Pep-
perdine University. He can be fired any time by Pepperdine Uni-
versity. Pepperdine has the obligation to the Federal Government
to carry out the grant itself as specified. So I think it is important
to understand that relationship.

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, I think it is important to under-
stand that relationship, and I also want to get into interrogating
you concerning the question of whether or not it is in the highly
unusual procedure for people to have grants to be able to offer
them to universities, as Mr. Nicholson did, and Ms. Reisman did.

Mr. REGNERY. That is fine. We can talk about that.
Senator SPECTER. Senator Metzenbaum, let us proceed with Mr.

Regnery.
Senator METZENBAUM. I did.
Senator SPECTER. He wanted to raise a clarification concerning

Mr. Nicholson's status, and we appreciate that. But let us proceed
to your testimony in chief, and we will then move as customary se-
quence on the questioning.

Mr. REGNERY. Thank you very much, Senator.
The first thing I would like to say is that the Senate is in the

midst of the reauthorization process for my Office. I understand
headway is being made on that with my department, your office,
and with Senator Hawkins' office, and we certainly appreciate the
cooperation and the help that you are giving. We have been work-
ing closely with your staff, and I think that process is well on the
way to becoming finalized. I hope it is.

Since I last testified, there have been a number of developments
within my office which I think are significant and which I would
like to outline briefly to the committee.

First of all, as you know, Senator Specter, the Missing Children's
Center was opened on June 1a by the President at the White
House. It is now functioning. The staff has been hired. I believe
they have 29 or 3( people on their staff. They are receiving literal-
ly hundreds of phone calls from parents, parent organizations, law
enforcement and others, asking for assistance in missing children's
cases And they are in fact beginning to render that assistance.
There c' an son phone number that is in the process of being set
up. Apparently it takes AT&T a long time to do that these days,
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but I guess they ure slowly getting the thing together and I believe
it should be operational within another month or so.

Generally I think the Center is in good hands. It is well on its
way to becoming a significant entity in the missing children's prob-
lem, and I think it will be a great asset to the country generally.

Second, we recently made a significant grant to the National
Council of Juvenile Family Court Judges for a program that we
call the Court Appointed Special Advocates Program, which is de-
signed to recruit volunteers to represent the interests of abused
and neglected children in family courts. That was a $1.5 million
noncompetitive grant which we gave to the National Council. They
have been working with 35 to 40 organizations and volunteer
groups around the country, beginning to get the thing set up.
Again, it is a project that we are very high on. We believe that it
will ultimately have as much impact on the subject of juvenile de-
linquency as virtually anything my office has done because of the
very great numbers of children who have been abused and neglect-
ed who ultimately wind up in juvenile courts as delinquents. And if
we can find permanent homes for those children, which is what
that program is designed to do, I think it will have a very great
impact on then''.

We just awarded a number of grants to prosecutors' offices across
the country with which to prosecute habitual juvenile offenders.
There are 13 of these grants at a cost of $250,000 to $300,000 each.

We are also about to let a contract for an evaluation of that proc-
ess. That has been a competitive process throughout. It has been a
very successful one. I might add, Senator, that Philadelphia is one
Gf the cities that received one of those grants. The program is
based on the theory that a relatively small number of juveniles,
probably 5 to S percent, commit 50 to 70 percent of all the serious
juvenile crime. Much of the research which that program is based
on came from Philadelphia, Senator, from Professor Wolfgang,
with whom I believe you discussed it, and also from Mrs. Hampar-
ianwith whom Senator Metzenbaum is familiar as wellwho has
done some very good research on the question of juvenile offenders
which has been very valuable to us in setting up this program.

I was in Chicago on Friday with the State's attorney there, and
his office has developed some numbers which I think are signifi-
cant. They found that only 1.1 percent of all 10- 1_, 16-year olds in
('oak Countythat is a number of about 3,700, I believeaccount-
ed for :30 percent of all juvenile arrests. Furthermore, that group of
1.1 percent had been arrested on an average of 10 times each. I
think that certainly verifies the numbers that we have collected
elsewhere which show that there is a very small percentage of ju-
veniles who are the worst chronic offenders, and who need to be
dealt with as strenuously as possible by the juvenile justice system.

We. have also found that those chronic juvenile offenders are the
SIMI(' people who have become career criminals. I think this solidi-
fies our notion that one needs to deal with them as early as possi-
ble. Again, preliminary research that we have coming into our
office indicates that as many as 77 percent, I believe, of the chronic
juvenile offenders have been arrested over five times more than
adult offenders by the time they are 2:3 years old and, in fact, most
chronic adult offenders were also chronic juvenile offenders. So, it



is a cycle that we have not been very successful in breaking to
date.

If the criminal justice system and the juvenile justice system
offers any way of working with these children in this system, I be-
lieve the program that we just initiated will be able to deal with
these chronic offenders.

We are in the midst of determining who will be the recipient of a
grant to train counties across the country in restitution program-.
Again, this is a competitive process and, in fact, the competition :s
on-going as we speak to determine who the recipient of that grant
will be. That will be a $1.4 million project which we believe will be
able to provide training to between 800 and 1,000 jurisdictions in
setting up juvenile restitution programs.

We are also in the midst of a competitive process to determine
who will be recipients of four or five grants in the private sector
corrections area. As you know, Senator Specter, the juvenile area
has laid a high degree of private involvellent in the corrections
area. We believe that from what we have seen, the private sector
can do a better job with rehabilitating children than the public
sector. At least that is what is indicated by some studiesthough
the numbers are not very good, as no one has done a careful eval-
uation. We are therefore in the process of funding four or five new
entities. We will have a careful evaluation of that project, so in 2
or 3 years, we will be able to tell you whether or not, in fact, these
groups are able to rehabilitate juvenile offenders in a way different
from the public sector. Again, it is a program that we think has
bees extremely well designed. It has taken us about 1 year and 3
manths to get this far into it. We will be giving grants of about
half a million dollars each to these organizations. Of the grant ap-
plications we have received, and I think we have about 26 under
tt:is project: we are very encouraged that will be successful.

the area of school discipline and school crime, we have funded
the National School Safety Center at Pepperdine University with a
grant of j'ist over $2 million. There is a possibility that another $2
million may be awarded if the first year is successfully completed.
So, in fact, it is not a $4 million grant.

That office has been set up in Sacramento. It is functioning and
staff have been hired. The staff is in the process of writing and pre-
paring for the school year. They have spent a lot of time contacting
educational organizations in preparing for conferences and develop-
ing ti clearinghouse that they will ultimately establish, Senator.
They have developed a brochure which I think might be valuable
to add to the record, which I have here, which describes what they
will be doing. This, of course, is a project which was part of the
Presidential initiative on school discipline which was discussed at a
hearing before this subcommittee in January, and to which, so far,
we have had a very positive reaction to from the educational com-
munity. We have worked carefully with the Education Di portment
on it. We have worked with groups such as the National Associa-
t icn of School Boards and Secondary School Principals, the School
Safety Officers organ'7.ation, and many others in establishing what
they need. And again we have had almost universally a positive re-
action to what we are doing.

-1 1
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We find, in fact, that there is great need on the part of many
educators for the services that we will be able to provide.

I might also add, just as an aside, that yesterday the Justice De-
partment filed a amicus brief in the New Jersey v. T.L.O. case
before the Supreme Court, which is a case pending on the fourth
amendment search and seizure issue in the schools. The brief, I
suspect, will be available to you if you would like to see it. I believe
it is the first amicus brief the Justice Department has filed pursu-
ant to the Presidential request that we look for such cases in which
to file those briefs.

In the area of training, we continue to train many different
groups connected with the juvenile justice fieldpolice officers,
judges, district attorneys, correctional officials, restitution officers,
and private nonprofit organizations which work with children. We
provide both technical assistance and training to them. That
budget is significant, and again, we get very positive reaction I
think virtually universally, from tr. people we do train.

We have one program that I would like to mention at the Feder-
al Law Enforcement Training Center in Glynco, GA, to train police
officers. I believe in the last year we have trained over 500 juvenile
officerspeople in policymaking decisions across the countryin
how to deal with delinquency, how to deal with child abuse, and in
other areas of which they should be aware. It is a program that is
very professionally carried out, and the letters that I get, Senator,
from police officers who have been there are astounding in their
praise for the program. Generally, people think we should expand
itwe are trying to do soto bring more people in to provide pro-
fessionally training. Of course, the police officer are on the front
line. They are the first to deal with problems of delinquency and,
in many cases in the past, they have not been particularly well
trained for the job. I think this program is beginning to turn that
cycle so that we have a cadre of police officers who understand the
problems of children, both in abuse and neglect, as well as delin-
quency, and who they can deal with it on a front line basis.

You asked about the area of competition. My office does have a
policy on competition which is nonstatutory. It is delineated in
guidelines. Since coming to the office in November 1982, I have not
changed that policy. We try to compete programs when we can. In
some cases we cannot compete programs. We have developed some
numbers as well as we could for you, Senator, on what we do com-
pete and what we do not.

Unlike many grant-making agencies, we are not required to
make grants competitive. We do have the policy guidelines, as I
mentioned, which we have developed internally. We adhere to
those policy guidelines, I believe, exactly.

I have attached to my testimony a copy of the memorandum
from the General Counsel's Office which was developed about 1

year ago, which spells out what that policy is. I think you have it
in front of you

Legislation recently passed by the House would require all of our
o.ants to he made competitively. The Senate language does not in-
clude that provision Because of the diverse nature of grants that
we k.:ive. and because we make many small grants both to research
organi/at ions and for special emphasis projects, the grant making
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roves:. that we have is not universally well suited to competition.
We make demonstration awards for research, training, and techni-
cal assistance, as well as certain d.rect service grants;. Although
many of these are granted competitively, others would be virtually
impossible to grant under the competitive process. For example,
our training division has almost never made competitive grants be-
cause of the singular nature of its work. There is usually only ore
organization capable of training the target constituency. For exam-
ple, we have given grants to the National College of District Attor-
neys to train prosecutors. The National College is virtually the
only organization in the United States that is either equipped to or
capable of training prosecutors. Such a grant could not be made
onnpoitively.

Similarly, training judges and even police officers is done best by
individual organizations which have access to those constituencies,
which have credibility, and which may have a certain curriculum
to teach. Accordingly, we often seek out such organizations and ne-
gotiate an award with them.

I should point out, however, that we are in the midst of making a
competitive grant for training counties to set up restitution pro-
grams for juveniles, as I mentioned, which apparently is the first
competitive grant the training division has ever made, at least to
the recollection of the people who are now in that division.

Similarly. the numerous small research grants which we give,
many to small research organizations or to individual experts,
Would be impossible under a competitive process. This is because
these researchers will often come to us with a proposal which is
unique and which only that researcher is equipped to do. Without
having to compete such a process, we are in a position to have such
research done quickly and efficiently. It has been estimated that
the cost of competing for grants runs upward of $10,000, and the
process often takes 1; months or more. small researchers, who
have been an important part ( 0,1,11P work, have estimated that
if co.,,petition were required. they would not he able to afford to
co mpete h. our grants, with the result that only the large research
urL;am/ations and large universiti.s would be able to successfully

anpete tor our money.
Nevert htdess. grant.; are awarded competitively unless there is a

I.;ood and omp.11ing reason to do otherwise. Thus Our in fiscal year
His I. a, tog special emphasis funds. we have made a total of 13
.0A,1111 to, a total .dill :;..:1:).1.'.09,ono. Of those, were made com-
pel itivf.1 h )1. .:I;.:111,1101), l:i were made noncompetitively for

)1), and five awards totaling :P;I-).11011 were interagency
t r,o!-.ter, ,1nti, 1patt' making at least six additional competitive
.0...1Hk %%oh emphasis funds this year, totaling $3.8 million.
_it'd .1101,11,11e making three or four more sole source grants during
I ht. rr!,.00dr of Pis 1, riluA cot %% mould he less than

At curdlogl. t he end of Pe% 1. about hall of all the awards
ids ,1,eci.t1 emphasis hinds will have been MA(' competi-

I ) , 1 1 I i : i l - t . 1 ! \ I I . 1 1 I ii t hero wets' categoncal
rot: M thou'. do %V('N' Made COM

,, 1111111,,11. I; riLidt ounconi pet it ively kn'
.1w .0!.' 1(0.111114 s. sere interagency

li
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transfers and statutorily mandated insular area awards. Thus, of
the $15.7 million awarded during fiscal year 1983, excluding insu-
lar areas and interagency transfers, more than half of the money
was awarded competitively.

In the Natkna! Institute, all awards made so far in fiscal year
1984 have been noncompetitivea total of 18 awards for a total of
$3.2 million. Only five of those, however, at a total of $1.8 million,
were new awards and the remainder were continuations of awards
made before I came to the office. We do have special competitive
projects pending in the Institute, including a $200,000 project on
legal issues, several project evaluations, a project on the quality
and availability of juvenile records, and our restitution project, to
mention a few. Most of those will be awarded in fiscal year 1984.

The competitive process that we have in our office is certainly
not perfect, Senator. I would be the last to say that it was. Compe-
tition has certain advantages, and it has certain disadvantages. I
think that in an office like mine where the juvenile justice area is
fairly limited in its scope and the number of people who work in it
is small, it is probably valuable not to have to compete grants, be-
cause by not competing, we can bring in new organizations and
new people who otherwise would not be able to successfully com-
pete against the larger old line organizations who know so well
how to compete. We are trying to improve that system. We are cer-
tainly cognizant of the criticism that has been leveled against us. I
am aware that there are some grants which might have been
better if we had competed them. On the other hand, there are some
competitive grants that we have made which certainly are far from
perfect. I think you cannot conclude that by competing everything,
you are going to straighten out problems that you otherwise might
have.

One of the other problems with competing grants is the fact,
which I have alluded to, that the large organizations with the re-
ources and skills to write a good grant application are the ones

who invariably win, and the smaller researchers who, as I men-
tioned, have been so important in our work, may not be able to
compete for those grants because of the cost and the time of doing
so.

In the area of juvenile delinquency prevention versus juvenile de-
linquency control, again, I am certainly aware of the criticism that
has been leveled against us. Press accounts have claimed that we
have "scrapped- prevention and that all we are interested in doing
is locking kids up. We have carefully gone through the number of
grants that we have made, and determined that, in fact, nothing
could be further from the truth. Prevention is still very much alive
and well in our office. We have many more prevention grants, in
fact, than control grants. We have spent, over the years, tens of
millions of dollars on delinquency prevention. Much of this money
has been spent aimlessly. that is, spent on the general population,
whether the general population needs delinquency prevention or
not The result has been, unfortunately, less than successful, and
ealuation, of those prevention activities have been almost univer-
sally pessimistic

It has often been said that many delinquency prevention efforts
r,ult in doing the right things for the wrong reasons: we have

1 4
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tried to teach people to read to prevent delinquency, we have tried
to cure learning disabilities to prevent delinquency, we have built
new basketball courts to prevent delinquency, we have even pur-
chr led minibikes for innercity children to prevent delinquency,
an i we have sent children to summer camp, to mention a few.
Those are things that society probably should be doing for children
anyway, but not in the name of delinquency prevention.

Accordingly, since I have been in the office, we have tried to re-
direct our prevention activities to focus on children who appear to
have a higher risk of becoming delinquents or who, for one reason
or another, are more susceptible to prevention activity. So far
during fiscal year 1984, of the more than 60 awards signed, which I
mentioned, 32 have been for prevention activities, for a total of
$12.2 million, and only 18 for ccntrol of delinquency, at a total of
$4.1 million. The remainder of our grants fall in neither category.

We do anticipate making six additional grants which fall in the
control category during the remainder of this fiscal year for a total
of about $3 8 million. Accordingly, by the end of the year, we will
haw. spent about $8 million on control and over $12 million on pre-
vent ion

By focusing our prevention activities carefully, we are not only
using our money more efficiently, but also having greater impact
on juvenile crime.

The permanent families for abused and neglected children
project, which I mentioned in the beginning, will focus particularly
on the dependent and neglected child, a group with an extremely
high rate of subsequent delinquent activity. By assisting the juve-
nile court system in finding permanent homes for these children,
we believe that we may have a very significant impact on prevent-
ing delinquency.

Ou..- grant to Pepperdine University for the National School
Safety ('enter. by the same token, is aimed particularly at prevent-
ing delinquency in the schools. From the experience of similar ef-
forts and from what we have learned about school crime and school
discipline, we believe that its impact may be very significant.

Similarly, during 1983, we made a large grant to the Boys Clubs
of America, requiring that the Boys Clubs go into the juvenile jus-
tice system to recruit children who have already had some contact
with law enforcement because of delinquent activity, and bring
them to the Boys Clubs for their prevention activities

Previous awards to such groups as the Boys Clubs simply sup-
ported their general activities, and a great deal of our money was
used for children who were not likely to become delinquents
anyway

Other examples of some of our prevention awards include the
Center for Community Change here in Washington, DC, which will
provide training and technical assistance to eight neighborhood
ha,eit orvanizations to implement local projects such as providing
alternatives to the institutionalization of juveniles and reducing
1,,Iviit juvenile crime and the fear of such crime.

An -ether one is the National ('enter for Neighborhood Enterprise,
and 1 believe Bob Woodson is going to testify later today and ex-
plain that one.
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In addition, wt. funded the Law Enforcement Explorer Scouts
and the five law-related education projects, a project which we
have been involved in for some time. I would add, incidentally, that
all of those grants were made noncompetitively.

Among grants we have made to assist the juvenile justice system
in controlling offenders are the 13 grants to the district attorneys'
offices which I have already described, training programs for pros-
ecutors, judges, police officers, corrections officials and others
within the system, the private sector corrections grants, and our
new restitution project.

On the issue of peer review, Senator, I have some testimony in
my prepared statement which I will not read. We generally use the
peer review process at all stages of our grant-making awards, in-
cluding peer review while the grant is ongoing and during the
review process for publications. Peer review may mean different
things to different people. And as I have read the descriptions in
the Federal bulletins at the National Science Foundation, NIMH,
and places like those, they have a very formal review process. Ours
would probably be much more informal. To some extent, we have a
list of peer reviewers that we use regularly. I think are about
S5 people on this list who we pay when we want something re-
viewed. But we also have an informal process whereby people
around the country whom my staff or I know may simply be asked
to comment.

For example, I recently completed a project looking at an unso-
licited grunt application. I sent out letters with copies of the appli-
cation to about 12 people around the country who were involved in
that area in different capacitiesboth professors and scholars,
frontline people, Government people, and people in other agen-
ciesand I simply said I would appreciate their review and com-
ment on the materials. When replies to such requests come back,
we try to assimilate them and make some sense out of them.

By the same token, we will convene panels from time to time.
Wt. are convening a panel tomorrow, in fact, here in Washington
with a number of experts on the question of juvenile records. In
fact, it is an area that we had a hearing on about a year ago. We
have wrestled with this area and have found it to be a difficult
area to do anything about. So we are convening a panel of people
for 2 days to advise us on our approach and types of projects that
sm. should undertake.

My staff will explain in more detail how they use the peer
review process. Again, it is certainly not a perfect process. The ju-
vnile justice area, I think, is so diverse and has such a limited
number of people concerned, that it does not really lend itself to
hitt.ing a formalized process such as NIMII or some other scientific
activities and organizations. Nevertheless, I think that it certainly
could he improved there is no question about that.

We will be happy to work with your staff if they think there are
things that we either should do by guideline or regulation, or even
by statute. to it the process.

But, :wain, I do not think it is something that lends itself' to a
,imple answer, that is, saying one hits to do this or that because of
t he mat ore of t he beast

1 tj
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In the fcffinula grant area, Senator, we continue to have all but
four States in our program. Those States that are not in the pro-
gram are North and South Dakota, Nevada, and Wyoming. The
State of Ohio has presently been temporarily terminated from the
program because of the high number of juveniles that it has in its
institutions. We are working with State officials on an ongoing
basis to try to straighten that out. There seems to be some discrep-
ancy in the way they actually make the count. But we found from
the numbers that they have given to us that Ohio has more juve-
niles than any other State. We are hoping that we can resolve that
issue by the end of the year. There are other States that have prob-
lems but none to that degree. So it does appear as though, with the
beginning of the next year, we will probably continue to have all
but four States in the project.

One of the issues that came up at the last hearing was the figure
in our budget request for 1985 that claimed there were 35,000
status offenders and nonoffenders in secure detention facilities. In
fact, you asked me about that. That number was one that was very
rough, and it was developed I believe a year ago. My staff has gone
through and recomputed those figures, and they have concluded
that there is somewhere in the vicinity of 12,700 juveniles in those
institutions in participating Statesdown from 35,000. Again, I
would be leery of that number because, to some extent, it is a pro-
jection. Each State makes the count differently. Some will count
for a month, others will count for a year, and one must extrapolate
thost numbers to try to come up with a number. That is an admis-
sion figure.

Incidentally, that is the number of status and nonoffenders who
were admitted to those institutions during the course of the year.

We talked a little bit at the last hearing about the Monday count
figures, which I tend to think are probably more accurate. Those
are the figures developed by the Census Bureau for their children
in custody survey. The last survey for 1983 showed that in 1983
there were 1.100 status offenders and nonoffenders in all secure fa-
cilities as defined by our statute in the United States. That was
down from 1,175 in 1979.

Incidentally, the children in custody survey also found that on
the same day in 1983 there were 36,500 juveniles in all secure fa-
cilities everywhere in the United States. And we would point out
that the status offender count is only 3 percent of that total
number So I think we have gotten a fairly good handle on that
problem over the years.

In terms of the status of funds, Senator, through the 5th of July,
we have spent i.:19.8 million of our discretionary money. We began
in 1981 with .;;:it; 7 million. which included a substantial amount of
camover from previous years. With the grants that are in the
pipeline now. as well as those that I have signed since the 5th of
July, and t hose that we will sign between now and the end of the
I kcal .ear. helieve that we will use up all but a small amount.
It N du.!icult to exactly how much it will he because, as the
Cnniptrolle.-4 Office works on the grants that are in process, the
numbers utten come out differently from the amount actually
budgeted But it does appear that by the end of fiscal year 1984,

1'(
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virtually all the discretionary money, together with, of course, the
formula grant money, will have been spent.

That concludes the summary of my testimony. I would be pleased
to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Regnery follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALFRED S, REGNERY

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to testify this

morning on the activities of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention (OJJDP).

There have been several significant developments concerning OJJDP

since I last testified on this subject before the Subcommittee in March.

Perhaps the most important development is the substitute legislation

drafted by the Administration and the Department of Justice with the

cooperation and assistance of the Senate leadership that would create a

program of financial and technical assistance for state and local criminal

justice, reauthorize OJJDP and establish a program to aid missing

children. We appreciate the efforts of this committee in working on this

legislation and hope for expeditious final passage.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the draft substitute amendment would

establish, within the Department of Justice, an Office of Justice

Assistance (WA) headed by an Assistant Attorney General. In conjunction

with that Office, OJJDP would administer financial and technical

assistance at the state and local levels, fund demonstration projects similar

to those now authorized, and maintain other previously identified OJJDP

priorities. The legislation authorizes a $70 million appropriation for the

OJJDP.

Missing Children

In addition, the OJJDP Administrator would be responsible for a new

national program, authorized at $10 million per year, for providing training

and technical assistance to law enforcement and citizen organizations

dealing with missing children issues.

When I last testified, I voiced the Department's support for the

1,1 issing Children's program as outlined in S. 2014 and noted 0:13DP's plans
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for a National Center for Missing and Exploited Children. lam happy to

report that the Center was formally opened by President Reagan on June

13th in a ceremony at the White House. Although the Center has been open

only a few short weeks, it already has handled hundreds of calls from

concerned parents and law enforcement officials and assisted in dozens of

missing children's cases. We hope that the Center will be able to assist in

even more cases after its telephone hotline begins operation.

The National Center will sponsor and host the first National

Conference on Missing and Exploited Children. This conference will bring

together highly motivated, experienced professionals who are familiar with

the issue of missing and exploited children. These participants will share

their expertise with parents, law enforcement personnel, school officials,

community leaders and other child advocates to address the problem of

missing and exploited children.

Permanent Families for Abused and Neglected Children

My office has recently funded an outstanding prevention program

which will focus national attention on the need for providing permanent

homes for abused and neglected children. It is being conducted under a

$1.5 million grant to the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court

Judges.

Studies show that abuse and neglect often cause children to become

involved in aggressive, anti-social, and delinquent behavior. Unfortunately,

the victim often becomes the aggressor and many of these children go on to

become adult criminals. But studies also indicate that a strong and stable

family environment can help prevent delinquency. The aim of this program

is to find such families for these children.

To aid judges in their decisions in child abuse and neglect cases, the



program will work to recruit and train one million volunteers to be sworn

court officers who will devote themselves to a child's case. Such Court-

Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) are currently working in CASA

programs in 26 states. Through their ef.orts, placements of children in

long-ter .Ater care have been dramatically reduced.

We expect that through this partnership of juvenile and family court

judges, volunteers, and others interested in the welfare of children, we can

reduce the number of children in foster care, reduce juvenile delinquency

and greatly enrich the lives of the nation's abused and neglected children.

Habitual Serious and Violent Juvenile Offenders

The projects I have just described serve the needs of children who

come in contact with the juvenile justice system as victims victims of

exploitation, abuse, or neglect. Another new project which we have just

funded is aimed at a different group of children. Many of these children

also are the victims of abuse or nglect, but the juvenile justice system has

failed them. They have not been reached by prevention programs or by the

probation or other community-based treatment ordered time after time,

offense after offense. Their history of violent and serious criminal

behavior necessitates a new approach.

While these habitual, serious and violent juvenile offenders make up

only 5-8% of the 'juvenile population, studies show this group accounts for

over 50% of juvenile crime. We believe that concentrating prosecution

efforts on this small number of habitual offenders may be the best way of

dealing with serious juvenile crime.

c.)3J1)1) has awarded a total of $3.7 million to prosecutors in thirteen

pir,sclictions across the country to establish Habitual Serious and Violent

Juvenile Of fender programs. Through these programs, c,.ses of chronic
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juvenile offenders will be prepared and presented to the courts in an

accelerated manner. The programs concentrate on these repeat serious

offenders by reducing pretrial, dispositional, and trial delays; restricting or

eliminating plea bargaining; reducing the number of dismissals for reasons

other than merit; ensuring that all evidence is collected in an admissible

manner; improving methods for obtaining the cooperation of victims and

witnesses; and assigning one prosecutor to the same case from the time of

arrest through final disposition. The programs also include a correctional

component that will develop and monitor individualized treatment plans for

each adjudicated juvenile offender. This focus on vertical prosecution and

continuous case management is intended to increase the consistency o2 the

juvenile justice system in holding a youth accountable lor his or her

actions.

There are several more general ;.,sues in which I understand the

Subcommittee is interested and which I would like. to discuss one by one.

Peer Review

Mr. Chairman, you have asked about peer re'riew of grant proposals,

whether we use that process, and if so, how. We regularly use peer review,

both by outside consultants and by our own staff. Our statute authorizes

033C P to enter into contracts for the partial performance of any of tne

functions of the Institute, and to compensate consultants and members of

technical advisory councils (Section 241 e (4) (5)). We use this provision to

employ consultants to review our projects, but we also use an informal

review process under which reviewers are not paid. Peer reviews take

place at different phases of a project. The form of the peer review process

differs, depending on the scope and nature of the program under

consideration. During the earliest phase, determining whether 03JDP

2 `I
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should allocate funds to d particular program area, we often seek the

opinions of practitioners and researchers regarding the importance of the

area, and the critical issues to be addressed. This is usually accomplished

through telephone calls, or in conjunction with visits to 033DP-supported

projects. For particularly complex areas, or areas in which there is

controversy, a small group of experts is convened to provide advice on

program development. We are presently using such an approach in the area

of drug abuse and delinquency.

At the proposal stage, peer review can take two forms. Written

reviews by outside experts focuses on such issues as significance,

feasibility, methodology, and the potential usefulness of the products. We

can also elect to convene a panel of experts to assist in identifying the

most significant issues, and alternative strategies. As an example, our

approach to the area of the quality and accessibility of juvenile records

exemplifies a combination of these approaches. In response to the Federal

Register,announc lnent of the 1984 Program Plan, we receivt..1 an

unsolicited proposal to review the use of juvenile criminal records in both

juvenile and criminal courts. We forwarded this proposal to several experts

for their review Based on their comments, we determined that a panel

should be convened to identify the most significant issues concerning the

development and use of official records, and to suggest alternative

stratep-s for resolving those issues. That panel will be convened within

the next several days to thoroughly re. view the problem.

Formal applications are reviewed before and/or after award by

ternal experts. This may be accomplished either by selecting consultants

through .1 management contract to review the application on a one-time-

ly basis, Or by establishing a project advisory committee, which works
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with the award recipient for the We of the award. This committee reviews

the application and all subsequent phases of the research or program

development process.

Virtually all final reports on research and program development

projects are subjected to peer r.view. Two to three reviewers are asked to

address a comprehensive set of specific questions. The results of the

reviews are sent to the authors to provide them an opportunity to make

revisions prior to the OJJDP decision regarding publications and

dissemination.

Competition and Sole Source Grants

In recent weeks, our critics have made much of the issue of

competitive versus non-competitive grants. Press accounts have claimed

that we are giving away federal money wholesale to our friends, and that,

since becoming Administrator, I have "scrapped" the competitive

grantmaking process. Nothing could be further from the truth.

Unlike many grantmaking agencies, we are not required to make

grants competitively. We do have policy guidelines however, developed

internally, to which we adhere. I have attached a copy of a memorandum

to me from the Office of Justice Assistance Research and Statistics

((JARS) Office of General Counsel dated August 8, 1983, which spells out

that policy. (Attachment 1).

Legislation recently passed by the House of Representatives requires

that all new awards made 13, OJJDP have to be made competitively. The

Sente bill does not include such a provision.

lecause of the diverse nature of the grants which we give, and

because OJJDP makes many small research and special emphasis grants,

our grantrnaking pr,cess is not universally well suited to competition.
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We make awards for demonstration projects, research, training, and

technical assistance, as well as certain direct service grants. Although

many of these are granted competitively, others vo be virtually

impossible to grant under the competitive process. For example, our

training division has almost never made competitive grants because of the

singular nature of its work. There is usually only one organization capable

of training the target constitutency. For example, we have given grants to

the National College of District Attorneys to train prosecutors. The

National College is virtually the only organization in the U.S. that is either

equipped to or capable of training prosecutors. Such a grant could not be

made competitively. Similarly, training judges and even police officers is

best done by individual organizations which have access to those

constituencies, which have credibility, and which may have a certain

curriculum to teach. Accordingly, we often seek out such organizations

and negotiate an award with them. !should point out, however, that we are

in the midst of making a competitive grant for training counties in setting

up restitution programs for juveniles, which is apparently the first

competitive grant that our training division has ever given in the history of

OnDP.

Similarly, the numerous small research grants which we give, many

to small research organizations or to individual experts, would be

impossible under a competitive process. This is because these researchers

will often come to us with a proposal which is unique and which only that

researcher is equipped to do. Without having to compete such a process,

we are in a position to have such research done quickly and efficiently. It

has been estimated that the cost of competing for grants runs upward of

S10,000, and the process often takes six months or more. The small
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researchers, which have been an important part of 033DP work, have

estimated that if competition were required, they would not be able to

afford to compete for our grants, with the result that only the large

research organizations and large universities would be able to succesfully

compete for our money.

Nevertheless, grants are awarded competitively unless there is a

good and compelling reason to do otherwise. So far this year, using special

emphasis funds, we have made a total of 43 awards for a total sum of

$15,209,000. Of those, 25 were made competitively, for $6,341,000, 13

were made non-competitively for $8,262,000, and 3 awards totaling

$605,000 were interagency transfers. We anticipate making at least six

additional competitive grants with special emphasis funds, totaling

$3,800,000, before the end of fiscal year (FY) 1984, and anticipate making

three or four more sole source grants during the remainder of 1984.

Accordingly, during FY '84, about half of all awards made with special

emphasis funds will have been made competitively.

During FY '83, in all divisions, there were 91 categorical awards

made totaling $17,515,000. Of those, 36 were made competitively for

$8,081,228, 43 were made non-competitively for 57,626,369, and 12 awards

totaling $1,807,183 were interagency transfers and statutorily mandated

insular area awards. Thus of the $15,707,579 awarded during FY '83 (which

sum excludes insular areas and interagency transfers) more than half of the

money was awarded competitively.

In the National Institute of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention (NIIJJDF), all awards made so far in FY '84 have been non-

competitive a total of eighteen awards, for a total of $3,257,000. Only

five of those, however, at a total of $1,849,421, were new awards and the



remainder were continuations of awards made before I came to OJJDP. We

do have several competitive projects pending in NI33DP, including a

$200,000 project on legal issues, several project evaluations, a project on

the quality and availability of juvenile records, and our restitution project,

to mention a few.

Delinquency Prevention

We have also been criticized for allegedly ceasing to fund

delinquency prevention programs and for concentrating instead solely on

prosecution and punishment of juvenile offenders. Again, Mr. Chairman,

these reports bear little resemblance to reality.

OJJDP has spent, over the years, tens of millions of dollars on

delinquency prevention. Much of this money has been spent aimlessly

that is, spent on the general population whether the general population

needed delinquency prevention or not. The result often has been,

unfortunately, less than successful, and evaluations of those prevention

activities have been almost universally pessimistic..

It has often been said that many delinquency prevention efforts

result in doing the right things for the wrong reasons: we have tried to

teach people to read to prevent delinquency, we have tried to cure learning

disabilities to prevent delinquency, we have built new basketball courts to

prevent delinquency, we have purchased mini-bikes for intercity children to

prevent delinquency, we have sent children to summer camp to prevent

delinquency, to mention a few. Those are things that society should be

doing for children anyway, but not in the name of delinquency prevention.

Accordingly, we have tried to redirect our prevention activities,

since I have been Administrator, to focus on children who appear to have a

higher risk of becoming delinquents, or who, for one reason or another, are
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more susceptible to prevention activity. So far during FY '84, of the more

than 60 awards signed which 1 mentioned above, 32 have been for

prevention activities, for a total of $12,271,996, and only 18 for control of

juvenile delinquents, at a total of $4,184,306. The remainder of our grants

fall in neither category. We do anticipate making six additional grants

which fall in the control category during the remainder of FY '84, for a

total of about $3.8 million. Among those, however, is our restitution

project which has a considerable prevention component included in it.

By focusing our prevention activities better, we are both using our

money more efficiently and having greater impact on juvenile crime. The

Permanent Families for Abused and Neglected Children project, which 1

described earlier, will focus particularly c i dependent and neglected

children, a group with an extremely high rate of subsequent delinquent

activity. By assisting the juvenile court system in finding permanent homes

for those children, we believe that we may have a very significant impact

on preventing delinquency. Our grant to Pepperdine University for the

National School Safety Center, by the same token, is aimed particularly at

preventing delinquency in the schools and, from the experience of similar

activities and from what we have learned about school crime and school

discipline, we believe that its impact may be significant. Similarly, during

1983, we made a large grant to the Boys Clubs of America, requiring that

the Boys Clubs go into the juvenile justice system to recruit children who

have already had some contact with law enforcement because of delinquent

activity, and bring them into the Boys Clubs for their prevention

activities, Previous awards to such groups as the Boys Clubs simply

supported their general activities, and a great deal of our money was used

for children who were not likely to have become delinquent anyway.
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Other examples of some of our prevention awards include the Center

for Community Change here in Washington, D.C., which will provide

training and technical assistance to eight neighborhood-based organizations

to implement local projects such as providing alternatives to the

institutionalization of juveniles and reducing violent juvenile crime and the

fear of such crime. In addition, we funded the grant to the Law

Enforcement Explorers Scouts, and the five law-related education grants, a

project which 033DP has been involved in for some time. I might add that

all of the above grants were made non-competitively.

Among grants we have made to assist the juvenile justice system in

controlling juvenile offenders are the thirteen grants to district attorneys

which I have already described, training programs for juvenile prosecutors,

juvenile judges, police officers, corrections officials, and others within the

juvenile justice system, and our private sector corrections grants and our

new restitution project, both of which will be funded shortly.

Status of Funds

Mr. Chairman, it appears that we will have spent virtually all of our

FY '84 allocations by the end of the fiscal year. We started FY '84 with a

total sum of $36,737,648 in discretionary funds, which included both FY '84

allocations and carryover funds and commitments from previous years. As

of July 5th, we had actually obligated $19,841,475. Commitments, projects

which are in the pipeline, together with projects actually commenced since

July 5th will have consumed just about all of the balance. Thus, we

anticipate entering FY '85 with only a small amount of carryover money.

1985 Program Plan

You have asked for information concerning our 1985 Program Plan;

we have informed the Subcommittee that it has not yet been completed and

is thus unavailable.

2:4
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We are in the process of developing that plan now, but are somewhat

hampered by the fact that our reauthorization has not yet been enacted.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the House bill places significant restrictions

on the sort of new programs we can undertake. Therfore, until we know

what the final legislation requires, we cannot plan new projects.

Nevertheless, we have begun the planning process for 1985, and are

reviewing several possible new projects. We will keep the Subcommittee

informed of those plans as we progress with them.

It is our hope, and the hope of the Administration, that if the OJJDP

program is reauthorized, we can continue this important work and, in so

doing, improve the quality of juvenile justice in the United States.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I will be pleased to respond to any

questions you or members of the Subcommittee may have.

Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Regnery.
I would like to start with this issue of a competitive matter. The

Congress has been very explicit in calling for competition in
making grants and as mandated through congression direction,
competition in certain areas and the internal policy of the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention specifies that compe-
tition for assistance shall be further to the maximum extent practi-
cal, and later portion of the agency instruction further delineates
that objective by saying that the award of grants outside of the
scope of published programs shall be exercised sparingly and only
in exceptional circumstances. Also, that the exceptions shall be
made only where "such outstanding merit is present so that the
award of a grant without competition is justified."

I take it from your testimony in general that you agree with
those articulations'?

Mr. REGNERY. Absolutely, yes, and we try to adhere to them.
Senator SPECTER. Well, the difficulty that I think arises in the

application, Mr. Regnery, which requires further analysis, perhaps
explanation, perhaps further change in policy, arises because of the
application, is that 71 percent of the grants and 85 percent of the
total funds involved have been awarded noncompetitively.

Mr. REGNERY. Could I correct that number?
Senator SPECTER. Well, if it is incorrect.
Mr REGNERY. It is incorrect.
Senator SPECI'ER. I believe we are working from your materials.
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Mr. REGNERY. That was a number that I believe was developed
by the House of Representatives. I am not sure where they came
up with it. We have worked through those numbers very carefully.
Those figures you quoted also were used some time ago. And let me
point out in terms o

Senator SPECTER. 1\..r. Regnery, I am told by staff that those sta-
tistics are based on information from your office, since you took
office.

Mr. REGNERY. Well, can I give you the figures that we worked
out this morning?

Mr. WocerroN. We talked with the staff yesterda1 and I was told
those figures came from Gordon Raley of the House of Representa-tives- -

Mr. REGNERY. The Democratic staff, that is right.
Mr. WoorroN. We do not know how they were developed and wehave tried very carefully to go through the numbers and to answer

that question, to be prepared to answer that question today.
Senator SPECTER. You are correct. I am advised by my staff that

Gordon Raley is a source, but he says that they came from the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, and he hasa computer printout.

Mr. REGNZRY. Let me say one thing. I believe that number wasas of sometime ago, first of all. As you are talking about--
Senator SPECTER. As of what date, Mr. Regnery?
Mr. REGNERY. I do not know what date, but it was at least 2 or 3months ago.
Mr. WoorroN. April.
Senator SPECTER. April 10?
Mr. REGNERY. It takes a lot longer to do a competitive project

than a noncompetitive project.
Senator SPECTER. Before we go to the justification for the reasons

for whatever you may be doing, I would like to understand what
the facts are.

Mr. REGNERY. Since I came to office on November 22, 1982, I
have made a total of 61 competitive grants and 70 noncompetitive
grants.

Senator SPECTER. Sixty-one competitive?
Mr. REGNERY. And 70 noncompetitive.
The dollars, competitive grants, $14,588,955.
Senator SPECTER. Noncompetitive?
Mr. 14:(;NKftv. No. These are competitive. $14,588,955, for a totalof 3 percent.
Noncompetitive, $19,322,794, for a total of 56.9 percent.
I can give you every grant with the date that I gave it, the

amount, the grantee and the grant number if you would like it.
Senator SPECTER. Mr. Regnery, on the decisionmaking process,

how is that made? You make the final determination as to whogets the award?
Mr. liEl;NERY. In most cases, yes. It is a rather complicated proc-ess
First of all. there are a number of grants which legally we have

to make. Those are grants that may be for a 3-year period that
were made before I came to office and which I have to sign when
they come up for renewal.

3 1
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Senator SPF:CTER No discretion to cancel?
Mr. REGNERY. No discretionwell, you can cancel if they are not

doing what they are supposed to be doing or if there is fraud or
abuse or something like that. But just on discretion, no, you
cannot. I am not sure what the total amount of those grants is.
That is a fairly significant figure. Some of those were let competi-
tively, some of those were noncompetitive.

Second, on grants which I initiate, it is up to me to determine
what grants are ultimately signed. I certainly take a lot of advice
from a lot of people, including the administration and our National
Advisory Committee, the Congress and other people. Ultimately, I
guess, legally it is up to me. It is also up to me to determine, to-
gether with my general counsel's office and my comptroller's office,
whether or not a grant should be competitive. If it is not competi-
tive, we prepare something that is called the sole source justifica-
tion which explains from the statute and the guidelines why that
grant could not be competed. In every grant that we sign, that is
not competitive, there is a sole source justification in that grant.

Senator SPECTER. All right.
Let us go back to the figures of 85 percent awarded noncompeti-

tively in terms of awards in dollar amounts, and 71 percent in
terms of grants.

Was that figure accurate as of April 10?
Mr. REGNERY. I do not have any idea. I do not know who devel-

oped it, how they developed it, or anything else.
Senator SelicrF.a. So you do not know that it is inaccurate?
Mr. REGNERY. I know that it is inaccurate now.
Senator SPECTER. You are representing that it is inaccurate now?
Mr. REGNERY. Right.
Senator SPECTER. But- -
Mr. REGNF:RY. It sounds to me as though it would have been inac-

curote then simply because there have not been that many grants
signed since April 30 which would skew it from, what would you
say, 71 percent down to 33 percent.

Senator SPECTER. Would you check that because I want to know
what the facts are.

Mr. REGNERY. If we can get the information from the House, I
would be happy to. sure.

Senator Se Erma. You have the records, do you not?
Mr. WoorroN. Senator, we will be glad to try.
Senator SPECTER. We have not had you identified for the record.
Mr. REGNERY. I am sorry. This is Mr. James Wootton, who is my

deputy administrator.
ato Si,EiTER. All right.
,ng the figure of 57 percent noncompetitive, that seems high

to me. Mr. Regnery. in the face of the kinds of standards which I
went through and read to you, and in the face of what the Con-
vress has done by way of just really insisting on competition in so
many lines and the 0.1.1I)1) standards themselves, 57 percent on a
noncompetitive basis. it just seems to me very high.

Mr 14:(;NF:itv. Well, it may be, Senator. As I say, we certainly
use the guidelines that we have. We have not changed those guide-
lines at all since I came to office. It is a matter of discretion and as
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I mentioned before, there probably are some noncompetitive grants
that we could have done competitively and vice versa.

Could you give me some figure of what we should try to achieve?
Senator SPECTER. I might. I might.
Mr. REGNERY. I would be happy to work with you you could

come up with something that we could shoot for.
Senator SPECTER. I would say that you ought to be in the 80 per-

cent range on competition and the deviations from the competitive
lines ought to be made where there is no one who can compete,
where it really is generally a sole source.

I think we are going to come to an analysis of that on the two
areas that we are going to discuss.

But if I were to give you a judgment based on what I know of the
field, and it is substantial, having worked in this field for a time, I
wound say something in the 80 percent range would be a targeted
goai and even as to those which delineate and move from competi-
tion, there ought to be very substantial reasons for the departure.

Let me move for a moment to the question of peer review. You
say you do that on an informal basis. Could you be a little more
explicit as to how you handle this question of peer review?

Mr. REGNERY. Well, it depends at what stage of the grant making
process it is. Before a grant is made, some of it may simply be dis-
cussions, some of it may be phone calls, some of it may be letters or
reports, some of it may be more formal and require submitting
something to somebody and asking them to comment on it.

Senator Se ETTER. Could you tell me how many of these 70 non-
competitive grants had peer review?

Mr. REGNERY. They probably all had peer review in some form or
anot her.

Senator SPECTER. Could you give me an illustration? Pick out the
one that is the best one on peer review and tell me what it was.

Mr. REGNERY. Well, there is one that I have not signed yet which
I feel very good about.

Senator SPECTER. Pick out one of the ones that you have already
granted, one of the 70 noncompetitive that you have granted.

Mr. REGNERY. Well, Pepperdine University I guess is a good ex-
ample.

Senator Seia-rEk. On the Pepperdine University, OK. Let us go.
Mr. Ri:GNERY. OK. I had many meetings with a lot of different

people about that. When the grant app,ication came in, it was care-fully scrutinized by a number of people at the education depart-
ment. We discussed it at length with at least five other educational
organizations-

Senator SPECTER. Let us be specific.
The point that I was making was just a generalized question, but

when yau took tip Pepperdine, let us pick it up. Start at the begin-o o of the Pepperdine grant and outline for the record just what
happened, what you were looking for, and how it came into focus.

Mr RE:f;NERy. Let me find my notes on that.
Senator SeErriot By the way, Mr. Regnery, while you are search-

m4 thrnugh our notes, the computer printout furnished to my
by your office regarding the Pepperdine grant states that the

total award amount is just over $2 million, and I had understood
that the figure was almost ;i1

t3 ,1
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Is there a discrepancy there?
Mr. REGNERY. Yes. We have given Pepperdine $2.02 million, I

think, so far. And the grant specifies that they may qualify for a
second year grant of something less than that. I think it is $1.9 mil-
lionif the first year is successfully carried out. I do not know if it
is mandated that they get the second year grant or not. I do not
believe it is. There are controls that we have on it before we sign a
second year's check.

Senator SPECTER. So Pepperdine may not get the other $2 mil-
lion?

Mr. REGNERY. That is true.
The first involvement was in September of 1983, at which time I

was appointed to the working group on school discipline withfor
the Cabinet Councel on Human Resources to examine the area of
school crime and school discipline generally. That was an inter-
agency working group to ultimately make a report to the Cabinet
on what steps the administration might take to assist the educa-
tional establishment in controlling school discipline.

We worked throughout the fall in a number of meetings on that
issue. One of the things that was suggested, in fact one of the
things that my office had done before, was a center which would
provide technical assistance, training, information, and other serv-
ices to schools. It was done in the late seventies, and, I am not sure
why it was not successful. It ended up in a lawsuit, in any case,
with the grantee. As we discussed the matter with people both
inside and outside the Government, it was one of the things which
people generally believed could be done through my office and
which certainly came specifically within the bounds of our statute
and which would be assisting the country.

In November 1983, I was in California, and I visited the Califor-
nia School Safety Center, which then Attorney General Deukmei-
jian has set up, and which the present Attorney General John Van
de Kamp has kept going about the same way it was before, which
has had a great deal of success in California working with these
issues.

I also visited a number of schools in California in that same trip
that the California center has assisted, and was able to turn
around- -

Senator SPECTER. All right.
So you wanted to get some studies on school violence, right?
Mr. RKGNERY. Well, we were not actually doing studies. I guess

we were examining the different issues and talking to the people
involved.

Senator SPECTER. What was the objective, what question did you
want answered?

Mr. 143;NEity. Whether or not it was possible to fund an entity
which would be able to provide information, data, training and
other services that would be helpful to schools.

Senator SPECTER. To be helpful to schools for what?
Mr. REGNERY. For controlling the crime and discipline problems.
And we found in California that they had a very successful ven-

ture which was strictly bipartisan in its approach because of the
flit that it had been, among other things, run by two different at-
'. rtievs general of two different parties and two different philo-
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sophical backgrounds. We talked to schools that had received the
California center's assistance in various areas of the State of Cali-
fornia, who we were told, virtually universally, that the center was
extremely helpful.

Senator SPECTER. But you found out that the information com-
piled by the two attorneys general was not sufficient. You needed a
further study?

Mr. REGNERY. Well, we did not really do a study. We found thatin fact- -
Senator SPECTER. What did you commission Pepperdine to do?
Mr. REGNERY. We commissioned Pepperdine to set up a National

School Safety Center to develop materials, hire a staff that would
be able to render assistance to school districts around the country,
and give them materials, be an informational exchange center for
schools so that if they had problems, if they needed a manual on
how to do something, if they needed an expert on how to set up a
disciplinary code, or for example, if they had problems with arson,
if they had problems with theft, we would have people that we
could supply to those schools to assist them in taking care of those
problems.

Senator SPECTER. Was this a noncompetitive award?
Mr. REGNERY. It was noncompetitive, yes.
Senator SPECTER. Why?
Mr. !WINERY. Well, we determined about how much we thought

we should spend on the project. We did that by using our own staff,
trying to determine from other people what was required, and de-
termining what sorts of money we had available.

Senator SPECTER. Do you have many grants as large as $4 mil-
lion?

Mr. REGVERY. Yes, we have lots of grants that big.
Senator SPECTER. What is your largest grant?
Mr. REGNERY. The largest single grant right now is the National

('enter for Missing and Exploited Children. That is about $2.3 mil-
lion per year. So that is about $300,000 bigger than Pepperdine.

There are other projects in which there may be two or three
grantees which exceed that amount. Then another example would
be an organization, such as the National Council for Juvenile
Family Court Judges, which might have four or five different
grants, for projects whose total might exceed that.

Senator SPECTER. So it was a large grant. You are talking about
very major matters if they exceed $4 million.

Mr. REGNERY. Yes. It was major. There is no question about that.
Senator SPECTER. Did you consider making it on a competitive

basis?
Mr. Itr.:(;NERv. Yes, we did.
Senator SPECTER. What consideration did you give'?
Mr. ItEGNEkv. Well, we tried to determine if we made it competi-

tive whether we could find somebody who could do it more effi-
ciently than if it were noncompetitive.

Senator SPECTER. Did you talk to any institution besides Pepper-
dine"

Mr liF:GNERY. Yes. We talked to several institutions, most of
whom were interested in doing it.

Senator SPECTER. Which ones?
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Mr Ittu;NErtv I cannot remember exactly which ones we talked
td, Senator.

Senator SPECTER Can you remember any of them?
Mr. REGNERY. 'yes. We talked to an organization in Nasfrille,

TN, and called the Committee for Excellence in Educotion. That is
not what it is called but something like that. It is run by Profes-sor--

Senator SPECTER. You talked to them personally?
Mr. REGNERY. Yes, I did. They came to my office. Two people

came to my office and discussed it. They concluded that they were
very interested in it, but that they could not actually do the sort of
things that we wanted.

Senator SPECTER. Who else did you talk to?
Mr. REGNERY. Well, we talked to a lot of people throughout the

educational establishment about the merits of what we wanted to
do and about how big it should be.

Ultimately, we began talking to Pepperdine University and,
frankly, one of the reasons that we decided Pepperdine would be
advantageous was because of the fact that we felt the rate that
they were charging for doing what we wanted them to do was
about as good a rate as possible. For one thing, their overhead rate
was 10 percent of what other organizations charge us in somecases-

Senator SPUTTER. What was their overhead rate?
Mr. REGNERY. Ten percent.
Senator SPECTE:R. What was it? 10 percent of what?
Mr. REGNERY. Ten percent of the total grant.
Senator SPECTER. Ten percent of the total grant?
Mr. REGNF.RY. Yes. It is not unusual for us to make a grant

where the overhead rate would be 100 percent. That is half, 50 per-
cent.

The Arthur D. Little grant-
Senator SPECTER. You lost me, 10 percent to 100 percent to 50

percent?
Mr. REGNERY. It varies. I think that the highest is 130 percent of

the noncould you explain that a little bit better?
Mr. WoorroN. Well, I would like to be able to explain it better

but it is hard.
Senator SPECTER. Try.
Mr VvroorroN. Well, each grant is different and you use a differ-

ent percentage of a different number of direct costs.
Senator SPECTEK. What figure do you come to at 130 percent of

what?
Mr. Woorrow. It is usually 130 percent of direct cost, but that

may mean that with that 130 percent you have to provide the
space, you may have to provide the accounting support, you may
have to provide some other services to the grant as part of the 130
percent, whereas some other grant may come in and bill those as
direct costs. So it is hard to compare exactly direct overhead and
Indirect cost rate.

Senator SPECTER. So iti the overhead figure meaningful?
qtr REGNERY. Yes, I think it is probably meaningful. It may not

be meaningful in every case. In this case, it certainly was. The
agreement we had with 11,..pperdine was thatbasically they were

:30
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very anxious to do it. They had never taken Federal money before.
They were anxious to do it because they believed in the project and
they were basically willing to do it without any additional cost to
themselves. That is, the only cost, with the exception of the 10 per-
cent which paid for the accounting services and so on, would be
what actually goes to the school districts, which is the assistance
we actually render in other words. That is very unusual to get
something that cheap.

In addition to that, Pepperdine has a school of education, a grad-
uate school of education, a graduate law school and a ginduate
business school. They were willing to provide the resources that
those schools could render to the center to help them in a varit.ty
of ways. We found this was extremely valuable.

As we checked around about Pepperdine, we found that it was a
university which was certainly recognized as a very good school. It
had a very good reputation. Basically I guess there were few down-
sides to doing it.

Senator SPECTER. What were they?
Mr. REC1NERY. Well, I do not know that there were really any

downsides other than what you would have with any organization.The fact that it was in California rather than in the Central
United States.

Senator SPECTER. Why is that a downside?
Mr. REGNERY. Because of people traveling a lot. It might be

somewhat less expensive to travel from Chicago rather than from
other places, although the difference was insignificant as we looked
at it. Other than that, we found that generally-

Senator SPECTER. Any other downsides besides location?
Mr. REGNERY. No, I guess there were really not any. And there

was nothing else that anybody else brought to our attention that
was negative.

I visited with the president of Pepperdine and with the executive
vice president and others, and I had long conversations with them.
I was impressed that they were willing to carry out the functions.

Senator SPECTER. Did you have conversations with any other in-
stitutions besides the one in Nashville?

Mr. REGNERY. We had some discussion with the organization that
had done that grant before.

Senator SPECTER. Which?
Mr. REGNERY. That was an organization here in Washington

which had received a grant from OJJDP back in the seventies.
Senator SPF:CTER. And you discussed this matter with them?
Mr. RF:GNERY. Right.
Senator SPECTER. So there were two others, one in Nashville and

one in Washington?
Mr. REGNERY. At least two others. I will have to go back and

check my records to see if there were others.
Senator SPF:CTER. What was wrong with the Washington group?
Mr. REGNERY Well, there were a lot of problems that had devel-

oped before with the grant, which, as I say, resulted in litigation.
Arid I am not really familiar with what that litigation was all
about. But the grant was ultimately cut off and there was a law-
suit.

Senator SPE(ER. All right.
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Provide to the subcommittee the specifics on how many you con-
sidered and why you rejected them and the scope of the discus-
sions.

Mr. REGNERY. I will be glad to.
[Never received for the record.]
Senator SPECTER. On the subject of peer review, where we had

started off before a number of digressions, what peer review was
given to the Pepperdine award?

Mr. REGNERY. As we got the preliminary papers in from Pepper-
dine and ultimately the final grant application. That all was re-
viewed for me by the Department of Education. I sent it to the
Deputy Under Secretary, I believe, who is in charge of su, h things.
He submitted it to his staff and they sent back reports on it to me.
I submitted it --

Senator SPECTER. You submitted it to whom again, the Deputy
Secretary?

Mr. REGNERY. The Deputy Under Secretary of the Department of
Education.

There were a number of academic people whom I submitted it to.
Senator SPECTER. Who were they?
Mr. REGNERY. Including Chester Finn and Diane Ravitch.
Senator SPECTER. Who are they?
Mr. REGNERY. Finn is at Vanderbilt and Ravitch is at Columbia.

They are both professors of education.
Senator SPECTER. What did they say?
71r. REGNERY. I do not remember exactly what they said. They

were very positive on it. I believe we got reports back from them.
Senator SPECTER. Had Pepperdine submitted to you a substantial

written proposal at this time that you could transmit to these
people for peer review?

Mr. REGNERY. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. Do you have a copy of that?
Mr. REGNERY. Yes, I do.
I do not have a copy with me. I will be glad to provide it to you.
Senator SPECTER. Would you?
Mr. REGNERY. Yes.
(Never received for the record.]
Senator SPECTER. Any other peer review?
Mr. 14:GNP:ay. Yes. We submitted it to and discussed it with

people from at least four educational organizations, with which we
continued to work carefully on the matter, including the National
School Boards Association, the National Association of Secondary
School Principals, and the National Association of School Security
Directors I may have sent it to some other people that I did not
receive a response from. I do not remember, Senator. I would be
glad to check that.

I can give you a complete list for the record if you would like.
Those are the ones that come to mind. There may have been
others.

[Never received for the record j
Senator METZENBAUM. Would you be good enough to ask the wit-

ness to include with a copy of the Pepperdine application such let-
ters of inquiry and such responses that he received from these or-
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ganizations which he mentions, as well as the report from the
Deputy Secretary of Education?

Senator SPECTER. Yes.
Would you provide those as well?
Mr. REGNERY. I will be glad to.
[Never received for the record.]
Senator SPECTER. Would you provide all of the materials which

you have with respect to these two questions, that is, the question
of competitive bid and the question of peer review?

Mr. REGNERY. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. Who elsenot competitive bid, but what other

possible sources you looked to, what documents you have reflecting
their submissions, your conversations with them, or on the matter
of peer review, whom you contacted, what questions were raised,
what they submitted by way of writing?

Mr. REGNERY. Some of that was probably face-to-face meetings,
Senator. I may have notes in my records.

In other cases, I may not. But in any case I will certainly submit
whatever we have got.

Senator Se Kc-rtat. Would you care to amplify in any way the rela-
tionship between Mr. Nicholson and Pepperdine? You started to
talk about that at the outset. I think it would be helpful--

Mr. REGNERY. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. Let rte finish my question.
I think it would Ix: helpful if you put in the record the full con-

text of that relationship.
Mr. REGNERY. Right.
As we discussed this thing with Mr. Nicholson, and I believe I

first discussed it with him on November 16, 1983, we discussed the
possibility of the concept of a center that would provide data and
other services to schools. I do not believe it was until sometime
after that, probably in December, that we actually began discussing
with Mr. Nicholson the possibility of his involvement. Mr. Nichol-
son was the director of the California School Safety Center, ap-
pointed by Mr. Deukmejian, and I believe he was kept on for a
while by Mr. Van de Kamp. We discussed the possibility of his be-
coming involved in it, although it was always qualified with having
somebody to whom we could give a grant.

Senator SPECTER. The contact with Pepperdine on what date
again'?

Mr. REGNEay. I believe Mr. Nicholson first contacted Pepperdine
in late December.

Senator SPECTER. So Mr. Nicholson made the first contact with
Pepperdine as opposed to your office'?

Mr REt;NEKY. As I recall, we were talking on the telephone. And
he said. let me call Pepperdine, I do not know anything about it,
but it has got a good reputation in California, to see if they were
interested. We were interested in involving the university in order
to make the contract. So he made the contact with Pepperdine and
apparently got a hold of the executive vice president on the phone,
who he did not even know, I believe. There was some interest on
l'epperdine's part. We then sent one of our staff members who
oversees these kinds of grants, Len Johnson, who I believe is here
today, to California to discuss the possibility of such a venture with

3.1
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Pepperdine. lie met with the executive vice president and others at
Pepperdine to determine whether or not Pepperdine would be a
competent grantee, whether it could provide the-

Senator SPECTER. Let us call him forward since we are on the
subject and get it directly from him.

What is your name, sir?
Mr. JOHNSON. My name is Leonard Johnson.
Senator SPECTER. Mr. Johnson, would you rise, and Mr. Wootton,

if you are going to be providing testimony, would you rise too?
Do you solemnly swear that the evidence you will provide in this

hearing will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?

Mr. WOOTTON. I do.
Mr. JOHNSON. I do.
Senator SPECTER. Mr. Johnson, you were the staff man who went

to Pepperdine?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir.
Senator SPECTER. Tell us about it.

TESTIMONY OF LEONARD JOHNSON, STAFF, OFFICE OF JUVENILE
JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, actualty I was in Reno at the time working
on a proposal with the National Council of Juvenile and Family
Court Judges, and from there went to Sacramento where I met Mr.
Nicholson. We discussed many things about the grant, such as the
budget to give him some insight as to what is required of a Federal
grantee, and answer any questions that he might have.

From Sacramento I flew down to Los Angeles and rented a car
and drove up to Malibu where I met with the executive vice presi-
dent, Dr. Davenport, and his staff. There again we discussed the re-
quirements of a Federal grantee.

Senator SPECTER. How much input did Mr. Nicholson have on the
matter as it evolved, contrasted with the other people from Pepper-
dine?

Mr. JOHNSON. How much involvement did he have?
Senator SPECTER. Yes.
Mr. JOHNSON. I do not know. I discussed with Mr. Nicholson, as I

interpreted it, that he probably would be running the program as
the project director if, in fact,the grant was awarded.

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Regnery, I want to move ahe..41. There are
a great many things to cover- -

Senator METZENBAUM. Can I ask what date was that you went up
to Pepperdine?

Mr. JoiiNsoN. That was approximately January 25, somewhere
in that neighborhood.

Senator METZENBAUM. Of 19
Mr. JOHNSON. Of 198-1.
Senator SPECTER. Mr. Regnery, I want to move ahead to the ques-

tion of the American University grant, this question of peer review.
I want to explore that and the matters that are involved. There
will be quite a few questions which we will submit in writing to
you, but I do want to call on Senator Metzenbaum to give him an
opportunity to question here in a few moments, and on the ques-
tion of peer review, it has been reported in the APA publication,
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The Monitor. that two experts in areas related to the AmericanUniversity grant, lir. (;ilbet Guyus of the University of California
at Irvine, and Mr. Leonard Eron of the University of Illinois, re-viewed the proposal and stated that it would not have passed peerreview had it been put through the process.

The' subcommittee staff has consulted a third independent expertfor corroboration and has been advised that the proposal would nothave passed in a number of respects.
Without getting into the specifics at this time, I would be inter-ested in your comment and observation on peer review subjects asit relates to the American University grant.
Mr. REGNERY. OK. First of all, I think one thing that is impor-tant to understand about the American University grant is that itis called a cooperative agreement rather than a grant. That meansthat we have substantially more control over what American Uni-

versity does than we would had we given a grant.
The amount of money that is in the cooperative agreement is aceiling, and we control how much is spent up to that ceiling. Theceiling on that grant was about $800,000 for 2 years. And one ofthe things that we have done since we made the grant, and one ofthe reasons we made it a cooperative agreement, is because wewere not sure, entering into the area that American University

was investigating, just what the boundaries were, what sorts ofthings we were going to run into, or anything else.
Now, in fact, as we have looked at what we have done so far in 6months, we spent about $84,000, I believe, or we are spending

money at the rate of $320,00'.) for 2 years. So, in fact, that grant
may be very much smaller than $800,000, In any case, in terms ofpeer review, the people who were directly involved in that grantand who have handled that whole thing all are here and can giveyou the best evidence, as it were, rather than-

Senator SPErrEit. Your staff members?
Mr Iti.:(;NERY. My staff members, Mrs. Reisman from the Ameri-can Tniversity, and I believe other officials from American Univer-sity who have been directly involved. They can tell you preciselywhat has happened step by step. And we' are prepared to presentthose people to you. They can do it better than I because what Iknow is what they told me.
Senator Semriat. Well, on the peer review subject, would Mrs.

Rei-man he able to comment on that'?
Mr REI;NEItY Either Mrs. Reisman or Pam Swain from my staff,%'. ho is the Grant Monitor.
Senator SeErrEa. Does Mrs. Reisman know about the peer reviewquest ion'
Mr REA; N 1.:It4 I bed WV(' either she or Ms. Swain would.
Senator SlEVI F.H The peer review would have been somethingthat '. ,tait would have directed and seen about before thematter %%as undertaken
Mr HE( Well. It still going on. Peer review is an ongoingpro, e
:-;eo.itor u ,ii ht We shall call on them
Hut before led% mg %titIr le% test11111/11y, t his it compet

IF' I-.10 No. it %%as noncompetitive
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Senator SPkt-riot. Grant or agreement? It was not competitive.
Why not? This was a subject matter of media violence and pornog-
raphy, correct?

Mr. REGNERY. Correct.
Senator SPECTER. A very well studied subject, hardly a matter for

sole source.
What I am exploring here is why not a competitive situation

with respect to a subject like media violence and pornography?
Mr. REGNERY. Well, we probably could have done a competitive

grant on media violence and pornography. In fact, what we had
was a grant application which was unsolicited which we believed
met the specifications of our guidelines on a unique project. It was
to be done by somebody whom we felt had good qualifications to do
it.

Senator SPECTER. A grant application which was unsolicited?
Mr. REGNERY. Right.
Senator SPECTER. Which means that you were not looking for

something along this line?
Mr. RF:GNERY. That is right.
Senator SPECTER. But it came to you?
Mr. REGNERY. That is right.
Senator SPECTER. And then you were interested in it?
Mr. Rkt;Nkitv. That is right. It was part of a largJr project that

we were working on involving exploitation of children, child abuse,
and we believed that it fit in with two or three other projects that
we were directing.

Senator SPECTER. Weil, I can understand your being interested,
whatever the source may have been, whether it was your idea or
somebody else's idea.

But once you made the decision that you wanted to have a grant
of an agreement, a joint agreement, for the sum of $800,000, why
not do it on a competitive basis? Why not look for others in accord-
ance with the general principles of competition that are so heavily
emphasized in your department's operations?

Mr. REGNERY. Well, as I say, we probably could have done it com-
petitively hut, on the other hand, we believed thr P. it met the re-
quirements of the sole source guidelines that the general counsel
had developed because of the unique aspects of it, and because of
the filet that it was an unsolicited grant proposal. I suppose we
could have taken and turned it around and done more or less what
American University wanted to do.

Senator SPECTER. Well, I still do not understand why you did not
do it It seems to me an irrelevancy came from that. Once you de-
cidd whatever the source was, it is important that they are well
qualified. but the issue then is, is somebody else better qualified, or
the Issue may be articulated as, is it not desirable to give somebody
eke an opportunity to hid on it where they might come in at a
lower cost or with greater qualification? You do not know until you
t ry

Mr ItEt; N ERN Well. first of all, since it was a cooperative agree-
mnt. I guess the cost factor really was not an issue because we
central t he cost during the life of the agreement. That was the sort
of thing wt could not really predictwhat it was going to cost
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before we got into it, because we did not know what we were going
to find.

As you mentioned, pornography is something that has been
highly studied. What this grant generally wanted to do was to look
through the studies, both published and unpublished, find all of
them and assimilate them. And until you know what studies you
are up against, I guess you do not know how much time you are
going to spend. So, in fact, we controlled that arrangement.

Senator SPECTER. My point in examining these two issues of com-
petition and peer review, and using these for illustrative purposes
is, you asked me before, what percentage ought to be competitive
and what percentage ought to be noncompetitive. I gave you a judg-
mental call, 80 percent.

But as we get into American University, I see no reason why this
should not be a competitive grant.

TESTIMONY OF JAMES WOOTTON, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR,
OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

Mr. Woo TroN. Senator, I think the contextand I t':ink it will
be gone into more fully by other witnessesin which Mrs. Reisman
came to our attention, and then our willingness to address this as a
noncompetitive grant was based around a shift in our focus at
OJJDPfrom thinking that recreational activities were the only
way to prevent delinquency, to instead, looking at some of the root
causes of delinquency. And we very quickly came upon sexual ex-
ploitation, abuse of children, and a lot of family disfunction as pos-
sibly being the biggest causes of juvenile delinquents or at least
worthy of further inquiry.

When Mrs. Reisman came to our attention, one of the things
that was very interesting about her work was her theory, which I
do not know anyone else has propounded. I think it is unique. Her
theory is based on the fact that there has been an increasing ac-
ceptance in certain pornographic media of children as sex objects.She has done a whole media study which includes all of the
mediaI think the title of it was "From Shirley Temple to Pretty
Baby." It was the Brooke Shields syndrome of a 12-year-old being a
viable sex object

Senator SPECTER. Shirley Temple as a sex object?
Mr. WoovroN. No, No: the point was Shirley Temple was not a

.-4.x object. Senator, and Brooke Shields is. The point is that as we
looked at

Senator SPECTER. Shirley Temple was 3. Brooke Shields waswhit'
Mr WIHyrmN She was 12, Senator, and I do not think an appro-

priate sex object at that time. But the point is that when we looked
at that as a possible cause of the increased awareness, we do not
know whether there has been this kind of sexual abuse in the
family for the last millennium because no records have been kept.
But certainly it has come to the public's attention more in the last
lcc !.ears, and as it has, we were wondering whether there was a
connection between that and the increased sexualization of chil-
dren in the pornographic magazines.
She came to us with that theory. And upon inquiring, we found

that no one else was pursuing this as a theory.
Now. there were other people pursuing other aspects of media vi-

oleme .end pornography, but regarding what became our concern

ti 3
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about causation of delinquency and problems of the family, the
idea of the sexualization of children seemed to fit.

Now, whether or not we would have had a broader inquiry as to
who the people are that are involved, I think we could argue that.

Senator SPECTER. Now, wait a minute. That is precisely my point.
You say to me you had no reason to believe anybody else was in

the field, but you had no reason to believe that somebody else was
not in the field. That is your job as a Federal agency, to look to the
field, see if there are others in the field, who on a competitive basis
can provide a better service at a lower cost.

Mr. WOOTTON. Senator, you are a lawyer, and you know- -
Senator SPECTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. Woo'rroN. You know that when you go to get a lawyer, you

do not always pick the cheapest lawyer, and you do not always pick
the lawyer that has a particular set of qualifications on paper. You
pick the lawyer that you want. For whatever reasons, in some of
these situations, you end up giving a grant to someone who seems
to have something that might bear fruit.

Now, whether or not this is going to bear fruit is premature.
Senator SPECTER. Let me make two distinctions with you.
When I go to pick a lawyer, I am a private citizen, and I can

choose anybody I want, because I am spending my own money. You
are not. You are spending the Government's money. And the Con-
gress has said that we want competitive bidding. We want a com-
petitive situation.

Now, I am not saying to you that you should not consider factors
beyond price, qualification, experience, exposure, ideas, and the
best one may not be the least expensive, but I think there is a fun-
damental effect if you do not look to competition, which you did
not do here, and which you have not done in 57 percent of the
cases. That is really the point I am getting at, and I am not picking
at this American University issue.

The purpose of an oversight hearing is to have an exploration of
what you are doing, arid this committee may not be right. You may
choose to do it differently. And if the Congress wants to make a
change legislatively, the Congress can. We do not control what you
do. We simply make suggestions to you in terms of an oversight
function.

But there are a lot of people in the field of pornography, and I
think that the issue of pornographic materials as they relate to
children are very important. There has been more family sexual
abuse and more mistreatment of juveniles, generally.

But the point that I come to is that there is nothing unique
about this situation which would have precluded that kind of in-
quiry on your part. You may have come right back to them, and if
you had, fine

Mr. ItEwsivicv. Senator, let me say that I think you are absolutely
right. As I said before, I do not profess to believe that our competi-
tive process is by any means perfect. We try to adhere to the stat-
ute and to the guidelines, and in this case I believe the General
counsel reviewed this to determine whether or not it was an appro-
priate grant to be sole source. They concluded that it was.

Now. maybe that means that our guidelines need to be changed.
It is certainly a lot more comfortable for me to make a competitive
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grant than a noncompetitive one, simply because then I am not
held accountable for the ones that did not get a grant, and then I
do not have people coming in and yelling at me because somebody
else got the grant. And in many cases, you are right.

I get better people to do the grants competitively. But there are
down sides, too. So I do not think that we could conclude that we
should compete everything.

Senator SPECTER. Well, I am not saying that you should.
One point which may be small, which may not be small, Mr. Reg-

nery. You made a representation that the American University
group came to you on the statement which has been submitted by
Ms. Reisman. On page 4, she said that she was contacted by Mr.
Wootton.

Mr. REGNERY. I think, yes, I believe that could be true. She was
contacted, and she can explain to you how she got hooked up with
American University. Ultimately, American University prepared
the grant application.

Senator SPECTER. So she did not come to you?
Mr. RKGNERY. Well, she came to me personally. I do not know if

she came to the office, or we went to her. American University, in
fact, came to us with the grant application.

The term solicited and unsolicited grant is, in fact, a term of art.
A solicited grant is one that you advertise through the competitive
process.

Senator SPECTER. Now, I do not want to--
Mr. REGNERY. There may have been some discussions--
Senator SPECTER. I do not agree with you, with the terms of art.

Let us get to the facts. Who came to whom?
Mr. REGNERY. Well, could we let the people that were involved

talk about it? I had a meeting with Ms. Reisman--
Senator SPECTER. Mr. Wootton, do you know?
Mr. REGNERY. Then sometime after we got an application- -
Mr. WooTroN. Yes, sir.
Senator SPECTER. Tell us.
Mr. WoorroN. I heard Ms. ReismanI was interested in her

theory that the Kinsey Institute may have been involved in some
activities that would shed some lack of credibility on the findings
of the Kinsey reports on child sexuality, and sexuality generally.
Those Kinsey reports had been very influential in the 1970 Presi-
dential Report on Pornography.

I called the show, and talked to the producer, and asked if they
had a way to get a hold of Ms. Reisman. They did. I called her, and
asked her if she would come down. We talked. She was obviously
very committed to the area of the sexual exploitation of children.
She brought with her some things that indicated an interest in
pursuing that particular problem. She was particularly interested
in the area of pornography. She was somehow involved with Haifa
University in Israel at the time. What her post was, I do not know
exact 1

At the conclusion of our talk. I took her in to see Al Regnery. He
was interested in what she had to say. We came up here and met
with certain Senate staffers. and with Senator Denton. She ex-
plained to him what her theory was on the sexualization of chil-

:)
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dren. Ile was very interested, thought we should pursue it. The
staffers thought we should pursue it. We basically left it to her.

Senator SPECTER. You have covered the question. You went to
her.

Mr. WoorroN. This is the important part. That is, we left it up to
her to come to us, if she had a proposal that would address our par-
ticular area of concern. In other words, she had an area of exper-
tiseours was delinquency preventionand she came to us with a
proposal that would deal with the role of pornography and media
violence prevention.

At that time we had what was essentially, as Mr. Regnery said,
an unsolicited proposal.

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Wootton, when did you become Deputy?
Mr. WocrrroN. December 1983.
Senator SPECTER. Let me take up briefly this issue of peer review

so that we can get to that before turning to Senator Metzenbaum.
Who on your staff handled that with respect to the American

University grant?
Mr. REGNERY. Two different people, Senator. Robert Heck, who is

here, who is a juvenile justice specialist, and Pamela Swain, who is
the head of the research division of our institute.

Senator SPECTER. Well, Ms. Swain and Mr. Heck, please step for-
ward.

While you are standing, will you both raise your right hand?
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony that you are about to

give to this congressional subcommittee will be the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. HECK. I do.
Ms. SWAIN. I do.
Senator SPECTER. Just as rapidly as I can, I would like to find out

what was the peer review given by the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention to this grant, or this joint agreement.

Mr. HECK. Senator, thank you for this opportunity-
Senator SPECTER. Would you identify yourself?
Mr. HECK. I am Robert Heck.
Senator SPECTER. And your position, Mr. Heck?
Mr. HECK. I am the program specialist in the Office of Juvenile

Just ice.
Senator SPECTER. Thank you.

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT 0. HECK, PROGRAM SPECIALIST, OFFICE
OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

Mr. Malt. Back in April of 1977, when I was with the Law En-
h)rcernent Assistance Administration, I was a police specialist, and
I began working on child murder cases and serial murderers. I do
not mean to digress too much, but I think it is important because
this leads up to our interest in child pornography. That in the
course of--

Senator SPECTER. Mr. fleck, what I am interested in is the specif-
ic issue of peer review on this American University matter.

Mr. FIFA's. Yes, sir.
On May 23. I was on sick leave, and I was home in bed, and I

listened to the same radio program that the Deputy Administrator
heard. I had been working on this program for the office, and when

40
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I came back into the office the next day, where I had been working
on the missing and murdered children program, I asked if it was
possible that we could meet with a Dr. Reisman, who had been
working in that area of pornography that had come up with a
group of law enforcement people with whom I had met.

When the application came in, that was some timea lot of his-
tory between that, and when the application came in from Ameri-
can University. I had been working with Dr. Ann Burgess of the
University of Pennsylvania and a Mr. Doug Moore.

Senator SPECTER. Did Dr. Burgess provide some peer review on
this matter?

Mr. HECK. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. What was that?
Mr. HECK. That the program area and the research area that Dr.

Reisman would propose to embark upon was most relevant--
Senator SPECTER. Aside from the area, how about the specific

program that Ms. Reisman suggested?
Mr. HECK. Yes. She did.
Senator SPECTER. And did Dr. Burgess provide something in writ-

ing on that?
Mr. HECK. I might have something in writing.
Senator SPECTER. Do you have it with you?
Mr. HECK. No.
Senator SPECTER. Did you come to testify today about the peer

review on American University?
Mr. tlie.cr.. No, I did not know what I was going to be testifying

on today.
Senator SPECTER. Did you know that you were going to be testify-

ing about American University?
Mr. HECK. No, I thought that I might be testifying about mur-

dered and exploited children and pornography.
Senator SPECTER. What did Dr. Burgess provide to you?
Mr. HECK. Dr. Burgess and Dr. Reisman were part of a law en-

forcement specialist group that was working with me on --
Senator SPECTER. On the question of what Dr. Burgess did with

respect to Ms. Reisman, do you recall specifically what she said?
Mr. HECK. She said that in the program area that we were in-

volved in, it was most essential that we had research of this type as
a part of the program.

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Regnery, would you provide me with what-
ever writings you had t'rom Dr. Burgess?

Mr. REGNERY. Yes.
(Never received for the record.]
Senator Si, Erma. Before you leave Dr. Burgess, did you consider

it relevant. Mr. fleck, that Dr. Burgess was herself the recipient of
a grant from OWED'?

Mr. HECK. At the time Dr. Burgess was not a recipient of a
grant.

Senator Ecr R. Was she later a recipient?
Mr Yes. she was. She was part of a working group that I

had been working with since July.
Senator SPECTER. Does it raise any problem in your mind that

()JW grantees are a part of a peer review program?

4 '1
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Mr. HECK. In all of the programs that I know of, I have always
used peer group people that I have been involved with. In fact, Dr.
Burgess and Dr. Reisman made presentations to a peer group that
I was working with on serial murders and child exploitation and
pornography.

Mr. REGNERY. Senator, if I --
Senator SPECTER. Just a minute. Just a minute, Mr. Regnery.
My question to you, Mr. Heck, was do you consider it relevant in

taking a peer group evaluation, that the evaluator is a grantee?
Mr. HECK. Most importantly, yes. In fact, it was a peer group

that I took most of this advice from. It was a peer group of law
enforcement officers, and Dr. Burgess, whom I had never met
before July, whom I had read extensively, and who has been in-
volved in sexual exploitation of children research. It was a peer
group that I had brought together on this subject that was most
important in making recommendations.

Senator SPECTER. So are you saying that it is helpful- -
Mr. HECK. It is.
Senator SeErrim. Excuse me, I did not finish my question.
Are you saying that it is helpful that a peer group evaluator is

also a recipient of an OJJDP grant?
Mr. HECK. No, we are talking about two different things here.
Senator SPECTER. Well, let me tell you what I am talking about.
My question is, Is it appropriate for a peer group evaluator to be

an OJJDP recipient at the same time that the peer evaluation is
given?

Mr. HECK. We are not talking about a case that I know of, Sena-
tor.

Mr. REGNERY. Senator, could I respond to that?
Senator SPECTER. I am asking a general question.
Mr. HECK. Just a general question. If you have got a person

under contract to do peer group review, which I understand a lot of
Government agencies have, that is what we are supposed to do. But
I have never operated that way.

Mr. REGNERY. Senator, excuse me. Because of the size of the ju-
venile justice field, and because of the extensive work that my
office has done over the years, I think it would be very difficult to
find a peer reviewer who was not, or had not been, a grantee of my
office at some point, or who might even have a grant pending, or a
request. There just are not people around out there who know
these subjects, who have not been involved at one point or another.
We do it all the time.

I do not find it to be problematic at all, because you can take the
review that you get from themyou can take it or leave it, as
advice You know if they are a grantee or not, and it is pretty easy
to see if they are trying to get something out of you in terms of a
grant.

St`tlatOr SPKCTER. Mr. Regnery, would it be unduly burdensome
for you to give the subcommittee a list of all the people in the
field?

Mr. REGNERY. I believe we gave you a list yesterday, of about 8
people whom we use. In fact, I have another copy here of people
we. generally use for peer review.

4 3
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Senator Sem-mat Well, my question is a broader question than
that.

Are those all the people in the field?
Mr. REGNERY. No, those are not all the people. Those are the

people that we are currently using as peer reviewers.
Senator SPECTER. Yes, my question goes to your statement that it

is a small field, small universe, and I would like to have you pro-
vide, if it is not unduly burdensome, the full scope of expert talent
who are available. I would just like-

Mr. REGNERY. I would hate to give you a conclusive list, Senator,
because if I forget somebody they are going to be mad at me. I
guess, no, I cannot give you a conclusive list, obviously.

Senator SPECTER. You cannot make everybody happy.
It seems to me, you may be exactly correct, but it is not some-

thing that I would want to accept at face value, that there are not
people beyond those whom you do business with, and who would be
in a position to give peer evaluation.

Mr. REGNERY. One of the problems which we very often encoun-
ter on this is that we try to use people who may not have been
grantees. And the immediate cry goes up that they are not juvenile
justice experts. They do not know anything about it and we are
using people we should not be using.

Senator SeiorrEtt. I did not say your job was easy, Mr. Regnery.
Mr. HECK. Senator, may I? You know, Senator, we are speaking

of peer review. I had 16 people, law enforcement, State and local,FBI, Dr. Burgessbefore any grant was givenwho were all in-
volved in this particular area, in which we had a whole program.

I have memos to Administrator Regnery indicating what this
peer group had requested that the Office of Juvenile Justice do.

Senator Sm.:mt.:R. Well, my question, Mr. Heck, is did these
people review the proposal by American University?

Mr. HECK. Not at the time that they made recommendations for
this type of research.

Senator SPF:CTER. Well, who did review the American Universityproposal--
Mr. HECK. After--
Senator SF'ECrER. Just a moment. Let me finish. Who did review

the American University proposal, if anyone, besides Dr. Burgess?
Mr. HECK. Mr. Moore of Sam Houston Juvenile Justice Center.
Senator Sei:(1.3t. And was that in writing?
Mr. 1114:rx. I had sent him a letter with the proposal, yes.
Senator SPECTER. And did Mr. Moore respond to you in writing?
Mr. HECK. He responded at another meeting that I had minutes

of I have mincer'~ of the meeting.
Senator SeETiot. Did he respond to you in writing?
Mr. IlEx. No. No.
Senator SPECTR. Did anybody else give you peer review of Amer-

ican University's proposal?
Mr H ECK In i.vriting.)
Senator Sem-rt.:it. Well, either kay
Mr IIECK Yes.
Senator Sei:(1e.H. Who else'?
Mr. HECK ('apt. Robert Robertson of the Mihivan State Police,

Special Agent Roger DePue, of the Behavioral Science Unit, FBI
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Academy; Sgt. Charlie Hill of the Jacksonville, FL, Police Depart-
ment; Pierce Brooks, retired Los Angeles homicide investigator.

Senator SPECTER. All these people reviewed the American Uni-
versity proposal?

Mr. HECK. Yes, they reviewed a presentation made by Dr. Reis-
man, regarding her research activity.

Senator SPECTER. And was it the same way that you sent each
one of these people a letter?

Mr. HECK. No. No. This was all a presentation. This was before
that group. The presentation was made--

Senator SPECTER. The American University--
Mr. HECK. No, not American University, Dr. Reisman. Dr. Reis-

man made a presentation to this group regarding a proposed activi-
ty that she was engaged in.

Senator SPECTER. When was that presentation made?
Mr. HECK. July 11July 12, 1983.
Senator SPECTER. Do you have any documents on that subject?
Mr. HECK. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. Would you provide those to the committee,

please?
Mr. HECK. I certainly will.
iNever received for the record.]
Senator SPECTER. Were there any dissenters? What was the

result of the peer evaluation?
Mr. !ECK. Those are in the documents. They recommended that

two piajor research projects be coupled with the Serial Murderer
Tracking Program, and I have documents so indicating.

Set:awl- SPECTER. So Dr. Reisman's program was connected to the
Serial Murderer Tracking Program?

Mr. HECK. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. Do you consider these individuals experts who

are qualified to make a comment on the methodology or scientific
methodology of Dr. Reisman's program?

Mr. HECK. I consider these people the most important people
that I have worked with in exploring all the areas of violence and
pornography. They are all law enforcement people who have a
very, very deep interest in finding out what is happening.

Senator SPECTER. Ms. Swain, do you have anything to supple-
ment the answers given by Mr. Heck on the peer review of Dr.
Reisman's proposal?

TESTIMONY OF PAMELA SWAIN, HEAD OF THE RESEARCH DIVI-
SION, OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PRE-
VENTION

Ms. SWAIN. I am working now with Dr. Reisman at American
University, to ensure that she has consultants available to her,
both through the university and in the form of her project advisory
committee, which is composed of experts who are not affiliated
with American University. We are in the process of identifying
that group who will oversee Dr. Reisman on the project.

Senator SPECTER. Has anyone been so identified, as of this
moment?

Ms. SWAIN. No.
Senator SPECTER. How long have you been working at the effort

to identify such a peer review group?

5 J
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Ms. SWAIN. A couple of months.
Senator Se Erriot. And when do you expect to have some people

identified?
Ms. SWAIN. I hope we will by the end of this month.
Senator SPECTER. By the end of August?
Ms. SWAIN. Yes, sir.
Senator SPECTER. Just one final question before turning the

matter over to Senator Metzenbaum.
Mr. Wootton, you have been the recipient of a grant from theOffice of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention?
Mr. WoarroN. No, sir; I have not.
Senator SPECTER. Were you the project director of the grant?
Mr. Woo Prom No, sir, but let me help you out.
Senator SPECTER. Will you?
Mr. Wocn-roN. I have had a contract with them.
Senator SPECTER. OK. It is not a grant, but a contract. Tell usabout it, please.
Mr. WOOTTON. Well, what would you like to know?
Senator SPECTER. All about it.
Mr. Woo'rroN. Well, I met with Al Regnery, sometime in Aprill983. He talked to me about the need that the office had in thearea of reauthorization, his particular interest in having a verysubstantial restitution program, and whether I could be of help tohim in these areas.
We concluded that I could, and we explored ways in which Icould be compensated. I was on a contract, because it exceeded acertain amount of money. A sole source justification went through

the General Counsel's Office, and I was approved as the contractor.
Senator SPECTER. According to the information I have, the

amount was $20,050, and the award was on April 29, 1983; which isthe beginning date, and the ending date was September 6, 1983;does that sound about right to you?
Mr. Woo'rroN. Yes, sir.
Senator SPEMER. And what services did you perform for that?
Mr. WOOTTON. Well, during that time I was constantly involved

in the reauthorization question. We had a deadline. The office atthat time had a deadline of May 15 to have something submitted tothe Hill on what the position of the administration would be on thereauthorimtion of the office.
I participated in the creation of a memo that went forward. Icore inued to participate with the National Advisory Committee byattending the meetings and preparing various materials for thosemeetings. At the same time I began a processand in terms ofpeer review, an extensive processof getting everybody in the juve-mle justice area involved in designing a restitution program.Senator Se ErrEit. And you finished those services prior to thetime that you became deputy, in December 1982?
Mr. WoorroN. Well, we have not been reauthorized yet, Senator,

so I think my services concerning the reauthorization continued.
Mr. RE(;NERV. But as an employee, yes.
Mr. WoorroN As an employee, yes. Under the contract, I wasfinished with those services prior to becoming deputy.
Senator SPECTER. Senator Metzenbaum?
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Senator MKEZENBAUM. Mr. Regnery, as you know, George Nichol-
son was asked to testify here today, but he declined. Mr. Nicholson
has, however, submitted a letter to the chairman, which I will be
referring to from time to time.

In Mr. Nicholson's letter, he says the following:
During late 1953, the Administrator of OJJDP was referred to me in my capacity

as a former Senior Assistant Attorney General and Director of the California De-
partment of Justice School Safety Center, as a then member of the California Gover-
nor's Office of Planning and Research

Mr. Regnery, could you tell us who referred you to Mr. Nichol-
son?

Mr. REGNERY. I believe it was Attorney Frank Harrington.
Senator METZENBAUM. Who is he?
Mr. RE(;NERY. He is an attorney who lives in Virginia Beach and

is the chairman of the Victims Assistance Local Organization. He
has done extensive work in the area of criminal justice in victims'
assistance, juvenile justice and other things. I have consulted with
him and conferred with him from time to time.

Also, we had done a considerable amount of work in school
safety, and apparently he either knew of, or knew, Mr. Nicholson,
and said that I should see him.

Senator METZENBAUM. You said that you believed that it was he.
Was it he that referred you to Mr. Nicholson? You said you be-
lieved it was.

Mr. REGNERY. Yes; I think I knew of Mr. Nicholsonotherwise I
do not really remember how. I guess I heard his name from here
and there, tend Harrington told me that Nicholson would be a good
person to talk to.

Senator METZENBAUM. When and where did you meet with Mr,
Nicholson to discuss school safety, and to seek his assistance?

Mr. REGNERY. I met with him in Sacramento, CA, I believe it was
at the Holiday Inn, and I think the date was November 16, 1983.

Senator METZENBAUM. Were there others present?
Mr. REGNERY. Yes; there were. Mr. Wootton was there, one of

Mr. Nicholson's assistants from the Governor's office was there,
and I believe that Linda Otto was there alsothe person who had
produced "Adam" the missing children movie, and who happened
to he in Sacramento. We simply asked her to have dinner with us.
She was not interested in the center.

Senator METZENBAUM. That was the first meeting. Was there
anyone else present at that meeting?

Mr. REGNERY. Well, I do not think so.
Senator METZENBAUM. And was there a second meeting?
Mr Ri.:(;:qi:ay. There have been lots of meetings since then. Yes;

Mr Nicholson was in Washington, probably in early January. I be-
lieve the next meeting was here, which was in my office.

Senator NIETZENBAL:M. Was there another meeting prior to that,
in December 1983?

Mr Itt,;(;NEay. I do not think that there was.
S*'nator NIETZENBAUM. I think you testifiedthe reason I am

the question is. you testified that in December 1983 you
bv,an discussing the Nicholson involvement.

Mr ItEGNEtei. Yes: I talked to him on the telephone a nu nber of
time, Mr 1,Vootton probably talked to him in December on the
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telephone, in fact I ani sure he did, but I do not believe there were
any face-to-face meetings between the November 16 meeting and
subsequently in my office in January.

Senator METZENBAUM. Now, Mr. Nicholson says that, "I was
asked to consider the possibility of becoming more directly in-
volved."

Does that indicate that you or others on your staff invited Mr.
Nicholson to prepare this grant request?

Mr. REGNERY. Not at that point. Initially, I asked Mr. Nichol-
sonwho had, I guess, as much experience in this issue as anybody
I could findto give me some advice on what we should do, what
we could do, and how much it might cost. He did that.

As we discussed on the telephone what those arrangements
might be and what we should do, it sort of slowly evolved. We
asked if he would be interested in being involved in this with us if'
he could find an appropriate grantee, because of his experience. He
indicated such an interest.

Senator METZENBAUM. So that between November 16 and Janu-
ary 9, this matter evolved to the point where you were inviting Mr.
Nicholson to submit a grant, send an application for the grant?

Mr. REGNERY. No; I never invited Mr. Nicholson.
Senator METZENBAUM. To find a sponsor to do that?
Mr. REGNERY. Excuse me?
Senator MKTZENBAUM. To find a sponsor.
Mr. REGNERY. Well, I told him if he could find an appropriate

sponsor, we wanted to do something along the lines of' school
safety. And I said if you could line up something, with an appropri-
ate grantee, we very likely could work something out with him.

Senator METZENBAUM. That is pretty much the same procedure
you followed with Ms. Reisman?

Mr. RP:GNP:ay. Well, it was-
Senator METZENBAUM. To the point that you indicated your will-

ingness to accept an application for a grant, provided that the indi-
vidual with whom you were speaking-

Mr. REGNERY. Yes, not unlike that.
Senator METZENBAUM. Pardon me?
Mr. REGNERY. Yes; that is true.
Senator METZENBAUM. Now, is that going to be the standard pro-

cedure at OJJDP, and is that not a very unusual procedure for any
',merriment agency to use?

Mr 141(;Ni.:ay. No; I do not think it is unusual, from what I can
gather from the way my office has functioned in the past, and the
way the other Justice Department offices function. Some statutes
require that all grants be made by competition. Ours does not.

And actually it is not, in fact, the standard procedure now. I
think. in tact, there may be other small research grants that we do
t hat way --where somebody will come along that has a proposal on
research. and We tell them that we have to give the grant to an
entity of some sort where they might find the entity. It happens. I

it 1,.; not the usual.
Wo(rt-roN Senator, let me' just give you an example on this

millet it ion thing right now.
The ,tars of the research area, the people that have been work-

ing in the field for a long time', have gone around and aligned
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themselves with various institutions that are large enough to have
the financial capabiliiy of handling a large Government grant, yet
those people are not connected with those institutions at all. So
what they do is go and lend their name, their résumé, and work on
the grant proposal, and in the event that that institution wins the
competition, they will attach themselves to that competition.

Senator METZENBAUM. But there was no competition.
Mr. W(xrrroN. No; I understand. And the idea of people attach-

ing themselves to an institution because the institution has the fi-
nancial capability of handling a large Government grant is, I
would say, very common.

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Wootton, I will be glad to get to my
questions to you in due time, but the point that I am making is
that this is a highly unusual procedure, where an applicant for a
grant may carry that application under his or her arm, or at least
figuratively so, and go to a university and say I think I can get this
if you will become the sponsor.

I would say to you, Mr. Regnery, that if that is the usual proce-
dure for other governmental agencies, I would like you to advise us
or any other governmental Federal agency that has followed that
procedure.

Now, as you know, in Mr. Nicholson's letter, he says:
My lira coma, t with the university was made by calling Is Angeles telephone

innirmat ion. asking for the university telephone number, dialing it. getting a recep-
tionist. and asking for the person in charge of the university. I was tlien fortuitously
directly connected, late on a Friday afternixm, to the executive vice president, David
Davenport. whose se vretary happened not to be there.

Now, that was pretty much a stroke of luck for Pepperdine, and
for Mr. Nicholson, as well. As a matter of fact, if he got the wrong
number from information, or if his secretary had not been on a
coffee break, Pepperdine University might have lost a $4 million
grant, and Mr. Nicholson might not have had an applicant.

Now, kit me ask you a question. Pepperdine is in Malibu, near
Los Angeles: is that correct?

Mr. /43;Nkity. Right.
Senator Mrri.ENHAust. Arid it' Pepperdinewhere is the Pepper-

dine University National School Safety Center?
Mr. REGNERY. Sacramento.
Senator METZENHAM. Ilow far is that from Los Angeles?
NI r' RE:(;Nyay. It is about an hour on the airplane. I do not know

how man', miles
Senator NIKrzi.:NaAt.tt,t. About .too miles, as I understand it, is it

not?
Mr Iti.:(;NERY. Probably.
tie nattnl' M ETZEN I'M. Why is the School Safety ('enter located

in Sacramento. if' Pepperdine is located in Malibu?
Mr I(EtiNt:itY Well. a number of reasons. For one thing. the rent

is a lot cheaper in Sacramento.
Senator Mf.:TZENBAtNt. Could you not be on the campus?

14:(;Ni..io, No, they did not have room on the campus. They
v..111(1 11,1%e fli,d to put it some place else in Los Angeles. They de-
termined that, in fact. the way Californians travel, it takes about
the. aniutint of time to 4(t to Sacrafttento as it does to get to
other part,-: of Los Angeles.
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Senattir Mr17.ENHAtim Where does Nicholson live?
Mr. Iii.mo:av Ile lives in Sacramento. And that is another

reason that it was put there. There were a number of people, I be-
lieve eight or nine people on the staff, who were hired away from
the attorney general's office in California that were working on
school safety. There seemed to be a number of people there that
would be easily employed in Sacramento, which was certainly oneof the considerations.

Senator METZENHAUM. As a matter of fact, he was hiring a staff
of his own choosing. None of them were, or are, present Pepperdine
employees, is that not correct?

Mr. REGNERY. I do not believe any of them were Pepperdine em-
ployees at that time, and that is the way it was intended.

Senator MrrzENBAtrm. And the center is being outfitted from top
to bottom with new furniture, and equipment, with Federal funds,is that correct?

Mr. REGNERY. That is correct.
Senator MFTZENBAUM. And according to the grant application, as

the chairman has already indicated, Pepperdine will get $400,000,
or In percent, for being located 400 miles away, and as I see it,
their employees will not be involved, or will that not be just sort
of

Mr Iti.:Groltv No; their employees are not employed by the
center, but in fact many of their employees are involved. They pro-
vide accounting services, for example. They report back to us. They
have a liaison person who spends, I think, about half of his time
overseeing the grant.

They'-
Senator MTZENBACM. I thought--
Mr. RKnNKRY (continuing'. They provide some legal services.

They provide a lot of other things that they charge to overhead,
the :1t).1110. which, of course, is contingent upon getting a second
year

Senator METZENBAUM. I would like to have Mr. Johnson come
hack to the table for a moment, please.

Mr. Johnson. the original application for Pepperdine called for
salaries totaling S935,00 for the first year, plus 21) percent for
fringe benefits, is that correct?

Mr JuitNsoN. As far as I can recall. that is correct.
tionatur METZEN BA rm And for the second year, 7 percent in-

crease .,:is to he allowed for salaries?
Mr taiNs()N. That is true. Senator.
Senator M BALM And the original application called for

.7.-1.1)1111 ...;11;tr% tm. Mr Nicholson"
\IF .11)HN -.1)N The original proposal. application. yes, nut the

toLti
N11-1 /I. NBA NI And hf. final figure was what"

.1,)11N-q)N,
:-;411.11,11 Mt. 171; %I ,\fld It correct t hat Mr Nicholson

Applid 1, J r .1 Intl" IvN", I hall f; months After the
tt.t- .tppno.pd '

r .1, oi hnrn. StMIC)r.'
.N411.1h it MI- I /.1..\ It t Nt Fur huns-t
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Mr JoiiNs()N Na, that is not true. As far as I know, Senator,
that is not true

Senator METENHAUM. Under travel costs, it is estimated that
members of the executive staff will be required cumulatively to
make 75 trips total to each of the 58 States and Territories, of at
least once during each of the years of the grant, and $60,000 per
!,i was allowed for that travel, is that correct?

Mr. JOHNSON. That is approximately true. As far as I know.
Senator METZENHAUM. Consultants and specialists' travel is esti-

mated at $81,000, and attendance at conferences, 120 of them, no
less. is estimated at $15,000, that is just for the conference fees
alone, is that your understanding?

Mr JmiNsoN. Well, I belive that 120 was reduced to approxi-
mately 100.

Senator MErtENBAUM. Pardon?
N1r. JotiNs()N The 120 came in the original proposal-
Senator 711.:TZENBAUM. What was it reduced to?
Mr. JoitNsoN. One hundred. This is over a 2-year period
Senator METzkNaAtim. So the whole travel cost comes to $156,000

por year'
Mr. JoieNsoN. That is approximately true.
Sorator METZENBACM. So now I understand they budgeted

..i;:l..),0(t for telephone. That is for 1 year?
Mr. JotiNsoN That should be for a 2-year period.
Senator MKTZEN BAUM. .`.''.iat has been spent so far, for tele-

phones, do you know?
Mr JotiNsoN. No, Senator, I do not have the report.
Senator METZENHAI'M. Well, you have oversight in connection

with this matter for the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Preention. is that correct?

Mr JottNs()N That is correct, Senator.
Senator M ETz liAt'm Is it a fact that the $3:),000 that was total-

I% budgeted. that they have already expended that amount fbr tele-
phon',

liniNsoN That they have already?
Senator NIETZENHAUM. Yes.
Mr JtaiNsos I Cannot answer that, because I have not seen a

report which would reflect that
Senator METZENHAt's4 When did you got your last report'?

r .11 )ii Nst ,N List US NOV, tilt, report came in fur June 30, this
ro..nth. hilt the report itself does not

Senator N4:.1 LEN itAt .),1 Do you have the report with you?
Mr uiiNsoN Nu. I do not The report. 0,'11 if I had it with nw,

1111.itto tlt)1 br,tk down into that category.
.(11.1tor \IF" /1-.N ItAl M Arid I)V. 1111101 halve they Spent so far out

..1 Th,tt
:I, kir ;I., I can remember. they have spent

,,r .unithing like that --that includes
%%Lit %1/4, tiae them III advances and also v..hat they halve (3X-

N1I- I /I- \ Is 1 M I )(II-- that include equipment budgeted?
II !he entire fur equipment-)
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St'ilator METZENHAIIM And do you know whether the more
recent reports indicate that they bought two conference tables for
$9,000, including 34 chairs'?

Mr. JOHNSON. No; the report would not reflect that.
Senator METZENBAUM. And I notice that they are purchasing a

copygraphic photo compositor for $30,000, and a graphic arts
camera for $6,000, and spending another several thousand dollars
for other equipment normally used in the printing equipment.

Mr. Johnson, I know a little bit about the printing business, and
I also know that the center plans to spend well over $200,000 for
printing.

Now. the previous items I mentioned are used in typesetting, and
the making of negatives for the printer. What is the center doing
spending its money for typesetting equipment? What does it have
to do with school safety'? What is going to happen to all of this
equipment at the end of the 2-year period?

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, Senator, at the end of the 2-year period, any
capital item, an item that costs $1,000 or more, must be returned to
the Government.

Well, it depends on the grant. We may transfer it to another
grantee in Califbrnia, or we could transfer it back to us, or we
could say sell it. There are a number choices that we have.

Senator METZENBAUNI. Why would the center be buying video re-
corders. and audio recorders, and blank video tapes?

Mr. 'JOHNSON. Well, the idea of the center is to, first of all, do theresearch and try to find out about model programs located
throughout the Nation. The video would be to record this informa-
tion visually, and to ship it to other schools, or school districts
throughout the Nation, that may have a similar problem.

Senator METZENBAUM. Let me ask you a question. Do you know
that they bought 1,000 blank video tapes at $20 each, for a total of
$20.000?

Incidentally, i think that was in their budget, and matter of fact,
as I understand it, I do not buy many video tapes, but I am told
that you can buy them at retail foe $6, $7 apiece.

So how do you justify it? What did you do when you saw that
item in the budget. just say OK?

Mr JOHNSON. Well, whenever an application comes in, it is
standard procedute that the application goes to the Office of the
comptroller. There they have financial management specialists
v' no review each item on that budget, to determine whether the
cost is allowable or whether the cost is excessive.

Senator METZENBAM. Did you not help them write the applica-
tion for the budget? Did you not testify to that earlier?

Mr .1o0NsoN. No: I did not testify that I helped them write the
hatii;e1

Senator if:NH/M What did you testify to'?
Mr JoliNsiiN_ I said that I gove them some technical assistance

a.- to %%hat is required of a Federal grantee.
Senator NIETZENIIMNt We'll, the Comptroller just examines what

tic. fact- and figures conform with other figures?
Inii.;:oN No. no

Serianir NIETZENBAI NI WIlo makes the policy decision with re-
1.ono titpt:, at ;...;(r)
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Mr. WourroN. Senator, the Comptroller is here- -
.Senator METZENBAUM. I will be very happy to inquire of you, Mr.

Wootton, when I am ready.
Mr. WOOITON. We were asked to have the Comptroller here.
Senator METZENBAUM. I understand that, and if I wanted to hear

from the Comptroller, I would do that. At this moment I want to
hear from Mr. Johnson.

When you looked at these figures, $240,000 for equipment,
$20,000 for 1,000 tapes, $20 each, the other figures with respect to
telephone and travel cost and conferences, did you raise any ques-
tions concerning any of these figures?

Mr. JOHNSON. No, I do not think I raised any questions, because I
really did not know what it cost for a tape, and I relied on the
people who reviewed these financial matters.

Senator METZENBAUM. But are you not in charge of reviewing
the financial matters?

Mr. JOHNSON. Of course. I review it, but I am not the final au-
thority on it.

Senator METZENBAUM. Now, the application was made on what
(late, Mr. Johnson? Was it January 9, 1984?

Mr. JOHNSON. That is probably correct, sir. It was around that
time.

Senator METZENBAUM. What were you doing out there 16 days
later, on January 2F, helping them with technical assistance and
making the application?

Mr. JOHNSON. Senator, I stand corrected. I was in Reno twice
that month, and it was actually on the first trip to Reno that I
went to Sacramento, which would make it around January 5. Janu-
ary 5. rather than 25, January 5.

Senator METZENBAUM. So you are correcting your earlier testimo-
ny'?

Mr. JoHNsoN. Yes, I am.
Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Regnery, is it a fact that the Cabinet

Council on Human Resources issued a report on school violence in
December 1983, announcing that Nicholson had agreed to head the
National School Safety Center, and that was actually even before
the application had been made.

Mr. REGNER?. That was in January 1984, not 1983.
Senator METZENBAUM. What was in January 1984?
Mr. RE(iNERY. When we issued the report to the President on

School Safety.
Senator METZENBAUM. What was the date?
Mr. 14:GNI...R1..January, early in January 1984.
Senator METZENBAUM. But the application was only made--
Mr R!.:GNF:RY. January :3, 1984.
Senator METZENBAUM. So that was 6 days before the application

t`vi made?
Mr. RF:GNERY. Right. And I believe that that document stated

that we were discussing putting together a National School Safety
Center I cannot remember the exact words. I do believe George
Nicholson's Ilittilt wits in there.

Senator METZENBAUM. That would certainly not lend credibility
to the testimony that we had from you and others about peer
review. You could not have had the peer review before the applica-
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tion was made, and HO therefore the peer review, if any, was
merely a formality, was it not?

Mr. REGNERY. No, the peer review--
Senator METZENBAUM. Just a moment. Because the Cabinet

Council had already announced that Mr. Nicholson was going to
head it up.

Mr. REGNERY. No, that is not what the Cabinet Counsel an-
nounced at all. The Cabinet Council mentioned, and I believe I
have a copy of that document.

Senator METZENBAUM. Why do you not tell us exactly what they
announced?

Mr. REGNERY. Let us see, "the Department's Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention will be establishing a National
School Safety Center, which George Nicholson from Governor
Deukmejian's staff has agreed to direct."

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, is that as definite as it possibly
could be?

Mr. REGNERY. Well, I guess what I would conclude from that,
since the Cabinet Council has no authority to make grants that I
know of, is if, in fact, we get a suitable grant application, he has
agreed to be the director of it. But that does not conclude that he is
to get it by any means.

I could have received that grant application, and the Comptroller
could have rejected it. In fact, we went back and forth with the
Comptroller for a month before the thing was accepted.

Senator METZENBAUM. If a staff member, or a member of the
team turned down an application, after the Cabinet Council had in-
dicated publicly what was going to transpire, how long do you
think that member of the team would still be around?

Mr. REGNERY. The team was ended anyway. So the question is
irrelevant.

Senator METZENBAUM. The question may not be irrelevant. What
I am saying is, once the White House has spoken, and the Cabinet
Council is a part of the White House, once the Cabinet Council has
spoken, I am saying to you, are you suggesting that you might turn
down such an application? You were part of that Cabinet Council.

Mr. REGNERY. I was part of that Cabinet Council. Sure, I would
have been glad to turn down that application. I think all it says is
that if we can do something acceptable, George Nicholson has
agreed to be involved in it.

Senator MIMENHAUM. I will not belabor that point any further.
When you testified in the House last April, you stated that you

thought that more than half the grants made since you took over
the office had been competitive. But that you did not have the
exact figures.

Now. since then, you have provided a list to the House Commit-
tee. and from November 22, 1982, through April 10, 1984, a total of
1;2 new grants and contracts were awarded. Nearly 70 percent were
awarded. as the chairman has stated, without competition, the
dollar amount of those 02 grants conies to $19,441,9:39. The total,
$16.13.1,792 wits awarded without competition, or nearly 85 percent.

Now. when the chairman asked you about this, you said those
tigur(.4s were not correct.
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Mr. Regnery, I am going to give you a copy of the Justice Depart-
ment's printout, signed by Robert McConnell, Assistant Attorney
General, and tell me why you told the chairman that the 71-per-
cent figure and the 85-percent figure were not correct, and that the
House had released the figures? And I will show them to you.

Mr. REGNERY. First of all, let me explain to you, Senator, that
what I believe I said to Senator Specter was that as of this date
those figures may be wrong. They may have been correct in April,
I do not know.

Let me just explain another thing.
Senator METZENBAUM. Wait a minute. Let us just stay with that.

They were correct as of April, were they not? Not they may have
been. If they were not, then tell me how they were not correct.

Mr. REGNERY. Well, there are a number of ways they may not
have been correct.

First of all, there is a substantial amount of money that my
office gives to interagency transfers. That. money cannot be com-
petitive, or not be--

Senator METZENBAUM. We are only talking about- -
Mr. REGNERY. It may have been added to one or another- -
Senator METZENBAUM. We are only talking about new grants,

and contracts initiated for the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delin-
quency Prevention, November 22, 1982, through April 10, 1984.
What I am saying is, if it is not correct, then tell us how it is not
correct, because then I want to get to the totals to date.

Mr. REGNERY. I would be glad to do that. It will take me a while
to do it I would be glad to submit it, I do not think I cando you
want me to go through this thing and tell you each one?

Senator METZENBAUM. No, you do not need to go through it now,
but you have got Mr. Wootton and others, but if there is some cor-
rection of the facts, other than what the chairman stated they
were, we would like to know before this hearing concludes.

Mr. REGNERY. Oh, I could give you right now a list of every grant
that I have signed since I have been in the office, that shows
whether or not it is competitive.

Senator METZENBAUM. We have that.
Mr. REGNERY. It is not a printout, it is actually a sheet that

shows the grantee, the date, and so on.
Senator MrrziornAttm. I am not concerned about that. I am con-

cerned about the actual grants that have been made.
Now, you went on to testify that up until very recently, you indi-

cated that the figures had changed, and now the figure of noncom-
petitive is about 57 percent, and the competitive is 43 percent.

Mr. REGNERY. That is right.
Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Regnery, there is only one conclusion

that can he reached on the basis of that, and that is that since
April 10. knowing full well of the House concern on this subject,
and the Senate's concern on this subject, you have put out

11,50o,iiiH) in competitive awards, and $2,900,000 in noncompeti-
tive awards, which has changed the percentage, but it was only
after your House testimony, and the pressure that the Congress
has indicated as to their view, that you changed your awarding of
contracts. is that not so?
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Mr. REGNERY. Well, I do not think that is exactly accurate. No. IfI could get a competitive grant out in 2 months, I would be able todo something that no other Government agency has been able todo. If I signed a lot of competitive grants since April, those are allthings that have been in the pipeline for the last year. It may be infact that there were, and I do not know, the figures change everyday. I have not substantially changed my policy on competitive and
noncompetitive grants.

We have a program plan that we publish at the beginning of the
year, that specifies the things that we are going to do. In fact, wemade the choices months and months ago as to what was going tobe competitive and what was not. Those things are all in the pipe-line. I have made no decision basically on new grants for the last 6or 8 months.

Senator METZENBAUM. All right, let us change to a different sub-ject.
I would like to read your brief excerpt from the transcript ofyour confirmation hearings last year.

The CHAIRMAN The Washington Post last Sunday, April 3rd, reported that youhad cut off certain grantees who appeared on a hit list, supplied to your office bythe National Council of Family and Juvenile Court Judges. Mr. Regnery, are youaware of such a list, and did you take such action?

Your answer:
Well. I have never seen that hit list. Senator. I have heard about it ever since Icame to the office, but for some reason, which as I look back on it, surprises me thatnobody ever gave it to me, so I do not know who is on it.
The CHAIRMAN I presume that you feel that you will use the money in the best

way possible, without regard to any partisan politics?
Mr REGNKRY That is correct.

Now, do you still maintain that you had no hit list of granteeswhen you took over the Office of Juvenile Justice?
Mr. REGNERY. I do.
Senator METZENBAUM. Did you ever develop a hit list?
Mr. REGNERY. I did not.
Senator METZF:NBAUM. Do you still stand by your testimony atyour confirmation hearings, that you would use money in the best

way possible, without regard to any partisan politics?
Mr. REGNERY. That is right, absolutely.
Senator METZENBAUM. And would you cut off a group just be-

cause you considered them liberal?
Mr. REGNEive. I do not think I have that power, Senator. I havegiven grants to people who identified themselves as liberals, and Ihave denied grants to those who have identified themselves as con -.t'rvat ive's
Senator MF:TZENBAUM. have you ever indicated a different pointof view? have' you ever said that if they are liberal, something ofthe kind. I would not make those grants?
Mr 1-1EGNFity. I do not recall that I did. That is not the basis onwhich I make' those decisions.
Senator METZENBAM- have you terminated, or refused to renewmany grants?
Mr IZEGNERY No I have not given new grants that have been

requested IN«. have terminated, in the midst of grants, only one

6
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that I can think of, which had serious financial problems and
which the Comptroller advised us to terminate.

Basically, I do not have the power to terminate grants, unless
there is fraud, or abuse, or something like that.

Senator METZENBAUM. Good. On July 13 of this year you ad-
dressed a group in San Francisco known as the Family Forum, is
that correct?

Mr. REGNERY. That is right.
Senator METZENBAUM. Now, that is really Jerry Falwell's group,

is that right?
Mr. REGNERY. I believe he is involved, together with a lot of

other people, in it, yes.
Senator METZENBAUM. In that address, the following exchange

occurred between you and the moderator. First, the moderator
asked this questionSenator Metzenbaum turned on tape recorder:

I would like to ask one question now that you have testified on a couple of times,
talking about different programs that your Agency funds Nationwide.

Specifically I am concerned about whether liberal welfare State-type people who
would contend it is the Government's responsibility to educate and train children,
and this type of thing, how many of those organizations were funded in the past,
and how many of those type organizations are currently receiving funds?

Answer:
I du nut know how many there are now. There have been an awful lot that were

in the past. My office has a budget of about $70 million a year. I have been in
charge of it since November of 1982, I guess, for about a year and a half, and I know
that I counted up about 6 months ago a number of grants that we had terminated,
or not renewed, and it came to about $60 million. Most of those were groups that I
did not think should have gotten the money, and I will let you guess what sort of
groups that they were.

(Laughter.]
Senator MET-m.113mnd. You told that group that you terminated,

:V;() million, and there was a lot of laughter about it, and you indi-
cated, I guess you know what kind of groups those were.

Mr. REGNERY. Senator, those were mostin fact, there was a list
of about $60 million-

Senator METZENBAUM. Wait a minute. I will ask my question in
just a minute.

Tell me, what were you laughing about when you were talking to
this group about the $60 million terminations?

Mr. REGNERY. OK. Let me tell you what I was laughing about. I
guess it was most of the other people who were doing most of the
laughing.

We had a list made up, some time ago, of the organizations, or
the grants that is, that had been terminated, and it did in fact
come to about $60 million. Virtually all of those were programs
that ended. They were programs that were designated for 2- or 3-
year periods, and then came to an end.

In many cases triose grants came back and said they wanted a
fourth year on a third year program, or they wanted a couple more
years For the most part I have denied those requests. In fact, there
was one of those that resulted in a lawsuit, that went to the Circuit
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. which we won unani-
mously There have been no other suits, so I guess what we did was
not wrong.
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Certainly, we are trying to reflect the policies of this administra-
tion on crime, on children, on families and things like that. Many
of the organizations that were funded during the Carter adminis-
tration, whose projects came to an end during my tenure, probably
did not reflect that, and those were people that may have come
back asking for more.

Nevertheless, I must say that there are a number of organiza-
tions that were funded before, which we did renew.

Senator METZENBAUM. You told me that you did not terminate
any groups, and then you started to explain there might have been
one. You told Jerry Falwell that there wereI counted up, about 6
months ago, the number of grants that we had terminated, or not
renewed, not only not renewed, or not renewed. And it came to
about $60 million. Most of these were groups that I did not think
should have gotten any money, and I will let you guess what sorts
of groups they were.

Now, either you were telling them a fiction when you spoke to
the Falwell group, or you were telling us a fiction, because here
you told them that there were $60 million that you terminated, or
did not renew. You told us that there was only one that you could
think of that was terminated.

Mr. REGNERY. Terminated is probably the wrong word to use.
Those were people that came in and wanted more money, which I
did not give to them.

Senator METZENHAUM. Well, how many did you terminate, or not
renew, because you did not like their political philosophy or their
social point of view?

Mr. REGNERY. Well, if you would include in that the ones who
came in looking for more money, who had been grantees before,
but who we're not entitled to it, I cannot tell you how many there
were. There' were probably lots of them.

Senator METZENBAUM. You told Falwell $60 million.
Mr. REGNERY. No, I told FalwellUlf million, the total figure of

aw.rds that had been terminated during my tenure was $60 mil-
lion, and by termination, that means they might have terminated
in their own right

Senator METZENHAUM. Your total annual budget is only $70 mil-
lion, is it not?

Mr REGNERY That is right, but many of those projects we're for
more than I year.

Senator METZENBAUM Now, let me go to a different subject.
On May 29 of this year, three present, or former employees of

your staff were questioned by the Justice Department, and were
denied counsel at that time.

Could you tell the committee what that was all about?
Mr Iti.:(;Ni..ity Well. I any not going to comment on the investiga-

tion. because as you know. Senator, we have a policy at the Justice
Department that we do nut talk about ongoing investigations so we

I I( ) prejudice anybody
Secund. k. an in v-,t 'gat am
Senator Mrrih:NHAt'NI. Wan \'uu do not talk about ongoing in-

ve,t ii4at ions. you may prejudice anybody'
iti-J,NRy light
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Senator Mir.17.10111A Does that mean that you do not discuss it
publicly, at all?

Mr. REGNERY. That is true.
Second- -
Senator METZENBAUM. Now, you would not talk to anybody about

it then, when there is an ongoing investigation, or is it just you
would not want to talk to the Senate oversight committees?

Mr. REGNERY. I certainly would not want to talk to anybody pub-
licly about it. I would probably talk to people privately about it.

Senator MeTZENBAUM. Have you discussed the issue publicly else-
where?

Mr. REGNERY. I have been asked about it, and I probably have
commented on it, as I will comment to you, and let me tell you how
that is going to be.

First of all, that is an investigation that is being carried out by
the Office of Professional Responsibility of the Justice Department,
which I have nothing to do with.

Second, it was an investigation started at my request, because of
the fact that a number of files had been taken from peoples' desks
in my office, a number of things had been removed from filing cabi-
nets, there was a disruption among the staff, and it was pretty ob-
vious that things were being removed without authority.

I simply went to the General Counsel, and I said I think we have
a problem. and I would appreciate it if you could do something
about it, and if you could investigate it.

To my knowledge, I have not discussed it further than that, be-
cause I really do not know anything about it. I have read the tran-
scripts of the people that were investigated, and I think other than
that, I really have had very little contact with them.

Senator METZENBAUM. Have you refused to give the transcripts
has the Office of Professional Responsibility refused to give the
transcripts of the investigation to the employees involved?

Mr. REGNERY. I do not know. I do not have the transcripts. I read
the transcripts in the general counsel's office.

Senator METZENBAUM. Now, let me understand it correctly. You
just gave us a statement. You discussed that subject with no one,
other tha you just told us now, or have you talked about the
subject in 2 same manner at other places?

Mr. REGNERY. I have been asked about it a couple of times.
Whether I t, d different words, I do not exactly recall what I said
I guess I tries,. tosince I do not really know anything about the
investigation, as such--

Senator Mk:TZENBAUM. Did you talk to the Falwell group about

Mr Iti..(;NERY Yes, I think I did have a question from the group
in the Falwell meeting.

Senator NI ETZEN BAUM. And you spoke to them at some length
about it. although originally you indicated to me a couple of min-
utes ago that you did not ftsel that you were in a position to discuss
it

A, you well know, we have a tape of your discussion with the
group, and we question how you found it appropriate to

discuss t he subject wit h t he Falwell group, and ne' with this over-
sight M111111101'
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Mr 14:(;haoty Well, again, I guess I discussed the fact that we
had a problem in our office ongoing, which I had turned over to the
investigators.

Senator METZENBAUM. But you have already said publicly, to the
Falwell group, it is a thievery question.

Mr. BF:GNP:RV. That is just what I told you, did I not?
Senator METZENHAUM. No, you did not use that word. You did

not say that they were stealing Government documents, as you told
the Falwell group.

Mr. REGNERY. The Government documents were removed, or
stolen, I guess. Six of one, and a half a doyen of the other.

Senator METZF.NRAUM. And you also saidwell, let me share
what you did say. Maybe you have forgotten

[Senator Metzenbaum turned on tape recorder:]
The other question you asked about prosecution, the Justice Department has

begun investigation of people in my office for illegal taking of Government files andgiving them away It is not so much a leak question as it has been made out to be,
as it is a thievery question, stealing documents, and also disruption of Government
files, and we have quite a problem there in my office. It is all stuff that has been
taken under the Freedom of Information Act, but which for some reason various
people thought they would help themselves, which has made it difficult for us tofunethm. and so we have the Justice Department has an office which looks into
that sort of thing. and tI, , have done some investigating to find out who is respon-
sible That investigation it still ongoing. Nobody has been prosecuted.

In fact, I think everybody was given immunity from prosecution when they were
asked the question So it is not as serious us Jack Andersor or whoever wrote about
a. went on

(End of tape recording.
Senator METZENBAITM, Mr. Regnery, I have trouble understand-

ing how you can get into a discussion with the group in San Fran-
cisco, but reluctant to discuss it with this committee, and so I
intend to ask you some questions about it, and I expect I will get
some answers from you.

What does it mean--what did you mean when you said disrup-
tion of Government files?

Mr. REGNEtty. It means that there were files that had things re-
moved from themgrant filesand when people came to work,
they found things missing. Things had been put back in the files in
disarray and things of that nature.

Senator NiKrzENbArm Are there actually documents missing
front vuur Department?

`I t RI:GNI...la. Yes, there are
Senator METZENBAUM. What are they?
NIr REGNKitv. I do not know.

NIET74:NtiAt.m. Who does know?
Nlr tun, tlt) vier know?
Mr WoorroN Nu, sir, I do not I do know of one file in particu-

lar that was missing I do know that sections of files were missing,
because all this information was turned over to the Office of Pro-

v

Snatur MruzENRAI.N1 What file wits missing?
\lr Iti.:1,NP RN Pep/A*11111e University. I believe
NIr Wis)iluti I ,1111 nut really certain

N11.17.1-:tiliAt NI The Whole file"

6.)
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Mr. Woo'rroN. Well, the one file that I know aboutwhen it
came back, I found that it had been disrupted, and I gave this in-
formation to the General Counsel, who handled this, because we
are not involved in it. I think it involved the National Center on
Missing Children. I think that is the file.

Senator METZENBAUM. Did you, Mr. Wootton, or did you, Mr.
Regnery, institute or ask for the investigation?

Mr. REGNERY. Yes, I did.
Senator METZENBAUM. Now, the question that really concerns

many of vs on this particular issue is whether it was a leak investi-
gation, and if it was not a leak investigation, then I would ask you
to tell me why tne people involved were asked about contacts with
members of the media.

Mr. REGNERY. The Office of Professional Responsibility carried
out the investigation. I believe they talked to a number of different
people, to try to find out what was going on. I did not even discuss
it with them after I turned it over to them, and I guess you would
have to ask them as to why they asked any particular question.

Senator METZENBAUM. Were any of your Department's recAds
dusted for fingerprints?

Mr. REGNERY. Yes, I believe one was.
Senator METZENBAUM. Which one?
Mr. REGNERY. I have no idea.
Mr. WoorroN. I think that was the Missing Children's Center file

that I turned over.
Senator METZENBAUM. Do you have the Pepperdine file now?
Mr. WoorroN. I assume so. Do we have it?
Mr. JOHNSON. We do not have it here.
Mr. Woo'rroN. As far as we know, we know where it is.
Mr. REGNERY. I think there was one file that was missing which

we were able to reconstruct and replace all the documents that
were taken.

Senator M ETZEN BA UM. Now, the documents you refer to, did they
mainly concern the grants from American University and Pepper-
dine University----no, you are talking about the missing Children's
file and Pepperdine. Are they two documents that you are talking
about?

WoorroN. That was the one that I was involved with, S,,na-
tor

Nlr RE( N Eta. Those were two of them. There may have been
others. too. 1 do not know.

Senator MET?.KNBAUM. Are you familiar with a man named
Robert Cushman from California?

Mr Iti.:(;Nfatv. Yes
Senator M ETZEN /WN!. Tell me who he is, and what you know

about him
Mr. R EGN ERN'. I It' was the head of an organization called the

American Justice Institute in Sacramento. I do not believe he has
that Joh anyhmrp, and I am not sure what he is doing.

Senator MKrZENHAI'M Are you aware that he was questioned by
the FRI t a phone conversation you had with one of these
three employees?

Mr RI.:(;tiEla Ye,: I understand that ht. was questioned.

5
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Senator METZENBAUM. Can you tell the committee what a cross
continental phone conversation from a private home here in Vir-
ginia to an office in California would have to do with so-called
stolen documents?

Mr. REGNERY. No, you would have to ask the Office of Profession-
al Responsibility. I have no idea.

Senator METZENBAUM. Did you give the Office of Professional Re-
sponsibility Mr. Cushman's name?

Mr. REGNERY. No. I believe they got it from another employee in
my office who they questioned in the course of their investigation.

Senator METZENBAUM. Whom did they get it from?
Mr. REGNERY. I do not know.
Senator METZENBAUM. How do you know that they got it from

another employee in your office? What is the source of your infor-
mation?

Mr. REGNERY. The General Counsel.
Senator METZENBAUM. The General Counsel to whom?
Mr. REGNERY. To the Office of Justice Assistance, Research, and

Stat istics.
Senator METZENBAUM. The Office of Justice and Research?
Mr. REGNKRY. WARS, which provides us with General Counsel's

Office service.
Senator METZENBAUM. That is part of the Department of Justice?
Mr. REGNERY. Yes.
SeBatOr METZENBAUM. In your San Francisco appearance, you

said the employees were given immunity from prosecution. That is
the Falwell group.

Could you tell me when they were given immunity, and how, be-
cause my information is totally to the contrary?

Mr. REGNERY. I believe they were given it by the Office of Profes-
sional Responsibility. flow, I do not recall. It may be in the tran-
scripts. I guess that is where I probably saw reference to it.

Senator MTZENBAUM. The employees themselves say they were
not And I might say, in this connection, that I had urged upon my
respected chairman that these three employees be brought in
before the hearing. The employees were very willing to come in.
They did not have to be subpoenaed, but the chairman exercised, in
his prerogative. which I respect, saw fit not to include them.

I still would say. Mr. Chairman, that I would hope if we bring
back Mr Nicholson, that in the interim period, you might reconsid-
er and see fit to bring them. I think it would be helpful to this com-
mittee's deliberations concerning these three employees, who as I
,:t.e it. have been called before the attorneys of the Department of
Jur il, without being afforded counsel, who made telephone calls
w filch reported, concerning information on this subject, spoke to no
one el, about it, and then found that that information was in the
hand-. t hE H I. I cannot understand the circumstances as to how
it giit there

I think it would mean much to this hearing. and to this entire
oloiono.o Intl I do not v.1,11 to question or challenge your responsibil-

in the la,t ,o», are the chairman.
so3F.o..o.FIR now. tor ',outworn who does not mean to

ci).111..onzo.. ha And I .11;111 he glad to respond at this
ri,)111111t. ;t- 111.ttit 1'1) prIV:itE1!.

t;
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I considered the matter thoroughly and declined to have those
witnesses at this hearing because it is not a matter for oversight by
this subcommittee. The issues which you raised go to the Depart-
ment of Justice, Office of Professional Responsibility, and whether
or not the Department of Justice, Office of Professional Responsi-
bility, acted properly or not.

There may be good reason to question the propriety of action by
the Department of Justice, Office of Professional Responsibility,
but that does not bear on the way that the Office of Juvenile Jus-
tice and Delinquency Prevention has comported itself.

I believe that oversight is important, and I believe that with
some experience on interrogation and cross examination, that my
own questions on this subject were thorough and expansive and got
to the point. And when you have raised this subject today with Mr.
Regnery, I chose not to say anything, except to inquire as to how
long you would take on the matter, although I do not believe that
it is an appropriate matter for inquiry at this time. I do not believe
that it is appropriate for inquiry because it does not bear on the
way that Al Regnery, or this Department, has run itself. This bears
on the way that the Office of Professional Responsibility has run
its Department, and this subcommittee does not have jurisdiction
or authority over that Department.

I said to you privately when you raised the subject that I have
inquired about the Office of Professional Responsibility in a hear-
ing involving Michael O'Rourke, which was conducted in this room
on Monday afternoon, and have had a very significant disagree-
ment with the Office of Professional Responsibility, and it may
well be that we ought to have a thorough oversight inquiry, and I
might say to you that if I had the power to do so, I would.

Senator METZENHAUM. I respect the chairman. The chairman is
always fair, the chairman is always thorough, and the chairman
has conducted an excellent line of inquiry today.

I think the fact that Mr. Regnery saw fit to discuss this subject
publicly with Jerry Falwell's crowd does open the door, it becomes
a Pandora's box. But I must say further to you that I believe that
an oversight committee not only has the right to inquire into the
actions of the particular agency involved, but as in this instance,
those who are legal counsel, representing the Agency, as the Office
of Professional Responsibility is doing, in a sense, although not di-
rectly

Senator SeEcTER. Well. I disagree with you. They tire not repre-
senting this Agency at all. The Office of Professional Responsibility
has duties to make investigations within the Department of Jus-
tice, and they make investigations. And they are subject to over-
sight by the Committee on the Judiciary, but they are not involved
with the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
and when

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Chairman, I hope we are on your
t 'me

Senator Si.EcTER I ain here until 19s7, so I have got a lot of time.
And von are here until 19s9. so you have even more time. at feast
for the moment, than I do.

But I do not believe that NI r. Regnery opened the door, not that
we are in a judicial proceeding for opening the door. Mr. Regnery



testified that he has not discussed the matter beyond characteriza-to of people taking files. or having files missing, and when youplayed the tape, 1 listened caret ally, and he said just about thesame thing then.
But whatever Mr. Regnery may say here or in California, he is

not going to define the scope of these proceedings.
Senator METzt,:saAt.+4 Mr Chairman--
Senator Se ETER. I will, unless the subcommittee overrules me.
Senator METZFNIIAVM. I see no useful purpose in belaboring the

point. You have ruled as you did, and I respect your right to make
that ruling. and I do not question your motivation nor your integri-
ty in doing so, and having said that, let me go back to the inquiry.All right.

Setritor Sta.:emit. Let me just add one more thought,
It is 'he responsibility of this subcommittee to have oversighthearings, and we have, from time to time, and one was due. But it

was Senator Metzenbaum who requested this oversight hearing,
and immediately when he said to me, Arlen, it is time we had anoversight hearing, I said, Howard, you are right, and I set it up
ver, promptly, then I delineated in terms of appropriate oversighthearings

Senator MrrzENBAum. I am prepared to take an oath that youare a good chairman, and a fair chairman, and that you do a good
job as chairman of t his subcommittee.

Senato Sel..CTER. Well, now I understand why you did not meanto challenge me
Senatar MEZENHAINI Having said that, Mr. Chairman, I would

like, if you would be' good enough to cal! up Judith Reisman, Dr.
Berendten

Senator No inure' time for red iret. t?
%%ill honor Senator Metzenbaum's request again, t his one.

Will tilt. next panel please come forward?
Stnato NIE1 ZENHAt'S1 Mr Regnery. I think you might stay.

r 14:,NERY Stay at the table. or stay at the hearing?
Senator METzi,NRAt xi No, stay at the table, because 1 may have'some question, We have plenty of chairs
Senator Sm TER I think that is a good idea. Some (It' these mat-

trs ma% overlap So it would he' easier for you to comment if' you
at the t.ihle

--;enatoi I/I-Nam m It ,tall would he good enough to see that!hew hair there, I would appreciate it, so that Pain
' to t}te Ithle

1.411i

I I 1' I; l f t:blMilin t t no" 14 Judith So, in to, Hier wan I rin.ersit. School of Education. Dr Rich
Dr Frank01 pitident. the Arneri, an l'roversit

if! ( Art- and Scienct\1,;;: !t., .,; %,,11 ,ionourn ed. please stand and raise ',our
). t h it In, idea, e and test imon that %int

y!I }1, 1, nth rEit 11 hole truth. and noth

1:i;.mv. I i.
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Dr TURA.I. I (1(1
Senator MF:TZENHAIIM Dr. Reisman
Senator SPECTER. Excuse me. Dr. Reisman will make an opening

statement, and then I will ask questions, and then we will come to
you

Dr. Reisman, we will turn to you first. We have your statement.
It will be made a part of the record in full, and it is our practice to
request that statements be summarized so that we leave the maxi-
mum amount of time for questions and answers, if you could do
that conveniently.

TESTIMONY OF A PANEL CONSISTING OF JUDITH S. REISMAN.
PH.D., THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION,
WASHINGTON, DC; DR. RICHARD EARL BERENDZEN, PRESI-
DENT, THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, DC; AND DR.
FRANK TURAJ. DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCI-
ENCES, THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON. DC

Dr. REISMAN. I understand I have approximately 5 minutes.
Senator SPECTER. Yes.
Dr REISMAN. I will take precisely that. Perhaps a second over.
Senator SPECTER. Well, that would be fine. You are not tied to

that precise time, but to the ertent that you can be in that range,
it would be helpful.

Dr REISMAN. Fine, thank you very much.
I will essentially summarize the written testimony that is now in

your hands.
Mr. Chairman, I am here today in response to your request to

discuss the subject of my research for the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention. I thank you for this opportunity to
explain why this investigation of mainstream erotica/pornography
e: important

Senator METZENBACM. Ms. Reisman, would you bring the mike a
little closer to you? It is difficult to hear you.

Dr RkismAN Certainly. Should I repeat, or did you hear that
enough"

Senator METZENHAUM. No.
Dr RkismAN The background to this award is discussed fully in

the testimony. and for your careful review. I will now discuss the
pu itSPit

My proposal. in 19?1- -19, excuse me, was for a major multidis-
ciplinary research project on pornography, sexual exploitation and
Aise. and _juvenile delinquency. A cooperative agreement with
(L1.11)1' and the American Univesity was awarded in December of

and the contract was signed by the university in 19s.l. I am
pleased to he the first woman to receive a major grant for the in-
k t-.1 igat of mainstream erotica/pornography.

II.o rug et:iblished our office and hired staff, by early May, we
.ffe wick into phase I of our project We have been gathering main-
-4 re.tiil trrit IC:I pornography, focusing on three magazines with the

circulat ion, Playboy. Penthouse. and Hustler_ Playboy
And lo,tlr rated among the top 13 revenues in 1.2.
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It seems important that present in the content of all three maga-zines is a documentable evolution of children portrayed as viablesex targets.
It is my premise that the pattern of media child sex exploitation

began slowly. First, the least threatening but very effectivemedium of cartoon art. That is. the cartoon scenario was the
common setting in eroticaipornography within which the breakingof sexual taboos first appears. Thus, we have begun our research
with an analysis of cartoons in each of the three magazines, to be
followed by other content analyses.

I have a sample of these with me, and I would be more than
happy to show them to you.

Another hypothesis being tested is that these children are por-trayed as increasingly sexualized, and that child sex cartoons
become more sexually explicit and more violent over time.

Phase I of the research has involved the development and imple-
mentation of a coding instrument to codify the pictorial representa-
tions in Playboy, Penthouse, and Hustler. We are counting the fre-
tplenty of the presence of children as they are depicted in sexua-lized settings, or in other scenarios which would be considered
criminal activity either to or by juveniles were they to occur inreal life.

We are codifying the type of scene, age, sex, and race of child orchildren, how the child is physically depicted, and whether thechild is sexualized or involved in a violent act. The presence of chil-dren in neutral and prosocial scenes is also being counted. We are
now computerizing our preliminary data and processing some pre-liminary results.

Other phase I research either planned or in progress is described
in the testimony. Since I know that you will be having some ques-
tions, I will just proceed on then.

Recent pornography research revealed that exposure to aggres-
siv pornography can affect peoples sexual attitudes, behavior, andperhaps nonsexual behavior, as well. The resulting effects can in-
lude desensitization toward women and rape victims, and a reduc-
tion in the inhibitions against the sexual assault of women.

One and one-half pages of brief literature review follows fir yourperusal
Let Inv note one particularly pertinent assessment by someone

:tire ady befti discussed here, that is Dr. Ann Burgess ofthe l'inrsity of Pennsylvania, one of the foremost researchers in
rapt. ;ld iolenct. to women, and SVXUal atitiallIt of children in theI'nite'd States of America.

14 Burgess testified that children are being coerced and induced
ono poini)graphv and prostitution through the aid of mainstream

pornograph.. including, Senators, Playboy, Penthouse, andliu,t1... which provide legituniting models for childrens' imitation.
With the exception of Dr .Ann Burgess, the prior research hason. ntrat,,1 on erotic or pornographic depictions of

w.o111,11. oil,nt depictions, and these effects on adult
1.11h tin - t.,tlelpt,tilt eft }I 1:1,sk 111 0.3,3DP, there e a growing

trom child weilare korkes which strongly sug
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gests that child Nexual abuse victims all too frequently become ju-
venile delinquents and/or adult victimizers, including murderers.

We need to study the possible role played by pornography, main-
stream pornography, in influencing adults to perceive of children
as viable sex targets for incest and other forms of sexual harass-
ment and assault. I have with me a demonstration.

We are concerned with juveniles themselves, as they are increas-
ingly exposed to the same material in stores, movie houses, their
homes, and the homes of friends and relatives.

While much recent research analyzed overt aggression in pornog-
raphy, this project is also concerned with depictions which are by
no means overtly violent. Child prostitution and loving incest fall
into this category.

I believe that society should be made aware of the content of pop-
ular pornography since the material constitutes widespread infor-
mal sex education. I believe the information compiled and assessed
on our project will be useful to many agencies concerned with
%ctim and offender juvenile behavior.

Our research, Senators, will distill the material into dispassion-
ate and concrete components of information, into charts, graphs,
statistical tables and explanatory narrative. Such accessible compo-
nents of information will provide an analytical forum in which
large nutbers of concerned persons and policymakers may assess,
may critique, may debate erotica/pornography without requiring
their significant exposure to the primary sources.

In this manner, this research will establish a body of knowledge,
iiccessible to agencies, to educators, to parents and to juveniles
themselves, knowledge potentially usable n sex education as well
as other formal and informal bodies of juvenile guidance.

flaring' developed an objective summary of erotica or pornogra-
phy content. this data can then be used by OJJDP to provide alter-
native coping strategies to the public and professionals for dialog
%,% it h

There is an urgent need to examine popularly consumed erotica
(Jr pornography Ifir many kinds of depictions, especially those of
,extially victimized children. The depictions are there. Precisely
Iiu inan,y, and what types of situations are not yet known. Such a
quantification and evaluation is part of the task to which our
prlqect is dedicated.

Thank vou
,The prepared atement of Dr Reisman follows:)
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PHICI,AKED STATEMENT tH? JUDITH S. REISMAN

Mr. Chairman, I em here today in response to your request to

discuss the subject of my research for the Office of Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention. I thank you for this

opportunity to explain why this Investigation of mainstream

erotica/pornography Is important.

First. however, I would like to present a brief history of

the events which preceded the awarding of this cooperative

agreement from the Office of tne Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention.

BACJICES21=3X.IUSILACIt

On May 24, 1983, I was contacted by Mr. James Wootton, now

Deputy Administrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP). Mr. Wootton explained that

senior staff members of the OJJDP had heard a radio interview In

which I discussed my research findings on Dr. Alfred Kinsey's

child sexuality data. Wootton requested a meeting during which

we could discuss my study. Shortly after our conversation. I met

with Mr. A'fred Regnery. Chief Administrator for OJJDP, Mr.

Wootton and Mr. Robert 0. Heck. OJJDP Program Specialist. The

dialogue on my research led to a series of meetine:s and

discussions with Senator Jeremiah Denton's staff and Linda

Narcissian of Senator Grassley's staff who were working on the

child pornography legislation, the OJJDP staff. Dr. Ann Burgess.

then at 8,ston City Hospital. and numerous police ind FBI

investigators who specialize in the area of child sexual abuse.
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Part of these meetings and discussions involved the review

of my work on Dr. Kinsey and contemporary child sexuality theory

as well as two chapters of a book manuscript 1 had written

analyzing the growing sexualization of children in the mass

media. Other areas relating to my past research in pornography

and child abuse were also discussed.

Subsequent to these discussions, I was Invited by OJJDP to

submit a research proposal extending my past work. I dreted a

grant proposal which was critiqued and revised in consultation

with The American University and OJJDP. A proposed budget was

also completed with their assistance.

My proposal was for a major, multi-disciplinary research

project on pornography, sexual exploitation and abuse, and

juvenile delinquency. A cooperative agreement
with OJJDP and The

American University was awarded In December 1983 and the

contract signed by University officials in February 1984. I am

pleased to be the first woman to receive a major grant for the

investigation of mainstream eroti^a/pornography. We are now well

into Phase I of this project.

Overview 0` Research PrdieCt

Having established our office and hired staff, we have been

gatheriny a collection of mainftream erotica/pornography.

focusing on the three magazines with the largest circulation:

PtrithQuse. and HusttgL. FollQ, a market research

PublicatIon, revorts that Playboy and Penthouse rated among the

! -1:; i.1:1, it:tic In 1 Lsi . Ii t h it. ,

t :: .1: t 11 t: h , .11t.1 i't.
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entered the cable TV market, and Penthouse is now producing home

video cassettes. Moreover, I Washington east claimed on May 12,

1984, that oornography was a $7 billion-a-year industry.

The combination of widescale circulation of

erotica/pornography (EP) and the content delivery Is what led me

to examine the process of desensitization suggested by this

material. I was motivated to conduct this particular research due

to my special concern for the possible Impact of

erotica/pornography on society's view of children. Present In

its content Is a documentable evolution of children portrayed as

viable sex targets.

It is my premise that the pattern of exploitation began

slowly. first through the least threatening but very effective

medium of cartoon art. That is, the cartoon scenario Is the

common setting in erotica/pornography within which the breaking

of sexual taboos first appears. Thus, we have begun our research

with an analysis of cartoons in each of the three magazines as

mentioned, to be followed by analyses of the articles, fiction,

letters to the editor and photographs identifying each taboo

theme first depicted in cartoons.

we are using an integrated approach whereby each analysis

build*. on in,. mate collected in the Preceding analysis. Another

hypothesiS being tested is that these children are portrayed as

Increasingly sexualized. and that child sex cartoons become more

expliCit and violent over time.
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Overview of Phase I

Phase I of the research has involved the development and

Implementation or a coding Instrument to codify the pictorial

representations of children In Playboy. Penthouse. and Hustler.

We are counting the frequency of the presence of children as they

are depicted in sexualized settings. or in other scenarios which

would be considered criminal activity either to or by juveniles

were they to occur In re:7' life.

We are codifying the type of scene age. sex and race of

child or children. how the child is physically depicted, and

whether. the child is sexualized or involved in a violent act.

The presence of children in neutral and pro-social scenes is also

being counted. We are now computerizing our data and processing

the preliminary results.

Other Phase I research either planned or in progress

Includes;

Measurement of tht reading levels of different text

features In Playboy. Penthov11. and Oustter. The

purpose is to ascertain whether or not various texts

sut:h as letters, advice, and pictorial text are more

cognitively accessible to young readers than the

in :-f:':s and Inte^...i2-s.

Analysis of pictures for techniques that alter women

to appear to resemble juveniles. such as Photomontage.

which airbrush or graft adult body parts onto juvenile

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Examination of the market research data for the

composition of the Playboy, PentNIAIS. and Mustier

readerships. For instance, we know that in 1975 more

than 12 million American children resided in homes

where at least one adult was an in-home reader of

mainstream erotica/pornography.

Reyiew9f Re1evant_Researal

Most of the research asserting that pornography is harmless

was produced prior to the mid-1970's. Nonetheless, these early

research efforts continue to be cited as contemporary infor-

mation. In 1979 Time magazine reported that sociologist, Marvin

Wolfgang, one of the authors of Iht Report Qf ILIA Commission of

Obscenity and Pqrnociraphy (1970). Seemed to have changed his mind

regarding at least some aspects of pornography, noting, "the

weight of the evidence (now) suggests that the portrayal of

violence tends to encourage the use of physical aggression among

people who are exposed to it." ("Women's War on Porn," iml,

August 27, 1979) Studies conducted during the past decade are

fIncli.Ig that pc.nography can be harmful.

The more recent research is finding that ^xposure to

aggressive Po rnography can affect people's sexual attitudes,

their se.ual behavior, and perhaps their non-sexual behavior as

well. The '.?suiting effect Includes a generalized desensitization

toward, vemen and rape victims, an,J a reduction In inhibitions

aq.s,n %0=uil assault of women.
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Here are a few brief findings from the recent research:

A lessened sensitivity to rape and rape victims is

found among those exposed to explicit filmed rape

scenes.

Male subjects exposed to violent pornography are more

inclined to see themselves committing a rape and to
2

accept the notion that women want to be raped.

Male subjects with the highest levels of exposure to

Pornography are also more likely to recommend very

3

light sentences for ripe.

When such media portrayals are massively consumed, they

undercut the credibility of actual rape victims'

testimony.

In a laboratory setting, filmed depictions of women as

responsive sexual victims increase stated male
5

proclivity towards sexual aggression against women.

Even normal males experience increased arousal when

exposed to Images of rape. especially when the victim
6

expresses pleasure, a common theme in pornography..

Exposure to violent pornography can lead male audiences

to tne belief that rape would be a sexually arousing

wineriencw.

Cross cultural research on the effects of pornography

suggests that as the amount of pornography increases In

a nation. there is a corresponding increase in the

8

tm_idence of rape.
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In those states with a) a high level of violence In

general, b) either women's struggle for equal rights or

their complete repression, and c) a high readership of

erotica /pornography, statistics indicate a high
9

incidence of rape, assault and homicide.

Children are being coerced and Induced into pornography

and prostitution through the aid of mainstream

erotica /pornography, which provide legitimizing models
10

for imitation.

Ten percent of the women in a San Francesco survey

reported being asked to imitate assauitive or repugnant

acts following their partners' viewing of
11

pornography.

In a laboratory setting, male evaluation of their

mate's attractiveness was found to increase with pre-

exposure to unattractive female images and to decrease

after viewing popular erotica/pornography centerfold
12

females.

With the exception of Burgess' review of case studies, the

at:ove work has concentrated on pornographic depictions of women,

lamy meniction%. anti their effert% nn adult male.;

My research differs from these others In several significant

respe::ts. I would like to point out the differences and explain

wh-, beltPve my resew CI is important for the well-being of

.,e5 <1'1.! society.
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The Project's impottangs

From the standpoint of the task of OJJOP, it is of

importance that there Is a growing body of Information from child

welfare workers which strongly suggests that victims of fild

sexual abuse all too frequently become juvenile delinquents and

adult victimizers. We need to study the possible role played by

mainstream erotica /pornography in influencing adults to perceive

of children as viable targets for incest and other forms of

sexual harassment and assault. The research is also concerned

with juveniles as they are increasingly exposed to the same

mainstream erotica/pornography in stores, movie houses, and In

their own homes as well as the homes of friends and relatives.

While most research has analyzed the effects of overt

aggression in pornography, this project is also concerned with

depictions which are not overtly violent. Depictions of child

prostitution and loving incest fall into this category.

I
believe that society should be made aware of the content

of popular erotica/pornography because these materials constitute

a widesoread public source of informal sex education. I believe

teat tre information compiled and assessed in this project will

be sefu' to the many agencies concerned with juvenile behavior,

yir!ms and offenders.

research will distill erotica/pornography into

C s;.assate and concrete components of information: charts,

s'attstical tables and explanatory narrative. Such

a-
of Information would provide an analytical
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forum In which iafge numbers of concerned persons and policy

makers may assess, critique. and debate erotica/pornography

content without requiring significant exposure to the primary

sources.

In this manner this research will establish a body of

knowledge. a.cessible to agencies, educators, and Parents.

Potentially useful in sex education courses as well as other

formal and informal bodies of juvenile guidance. Having

developed an objective summary of erotica/pornography content.

this data can be used by 0.1JCIP to provide alternate coping

strategies to the public and professionals for dialogue with

juveniles.

At present, twenty-three national agencies are engaged in

the collection of data on children as victims and offenders.

However, as noted at a recent conference sponsored by Child

Trends Inc., the data on this topic is so fragmented and

Incomplete that it is of limited use to policy makers. I plan to

make my findings available to both public and private agencies in

a form usable for objective debate. A continued Interchange of

1,.leas and information will be sought.

Tnere is an urgent need to examine popularly consumed

,:...7Apt,y for "NAnv kinds of rierict1/2^f.

victImized children. The depictions are there.

P'e-7:15E", ho,. mar.; and in .oat types of situations are not yet

(10A .tlfication and evaluation is part of the task

's dedicated.

Sl
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Senator Se-ri..t( l)r Reisman. have you come to any preliminary
conclusions. ;is to this moment, on that subject?

RKismAN We certainly hate, sir, there appear to be somehaw,
Senator WPM, I am very much interested in the sub-stantie matters which you have described that are heyond the

scope of this hearing. but I think they are very important.
W., had a hearing. this suhc munittee did, on child molestation,and I made a comment. a speculation, a hunch, that the porno-graphic picture might h ,ve a causal connection. I remember verywell handling prosecution 1959, 2") years ago, and the literaturewas unbelievable in its dh.,,rence then and now. When I was dis-

t i ict attonw, WI. (I'd not ho re the kinds of child molestation casesthat are present today. and may he that the people did not comeforward. Ht I have a strong teeli ig that although there were manything- that the district attorney could not prove that went on inPhiladelphia. our office knew a great deal about what was going
on and that the issue of molestation is very different today than itwas la kels 14.) when I was a prosecutor.

In watching tor all of t he possible causes of molestation, I have aton,,. mil that pornogriiphy may well provide the cal.-1
topic which certainly ought to be explored. So I ... Ivryitta intti,ted tii what you are doing

Hut let me come to ,t couple of. questions which the committee isinterested in irotn point of view, a proceduril point of view, with-out rai,in4 any issue as to Thi. quality of th' ark that you havedont,. and the question :is to competition. A-e there others in the'n;ted State, of America who are as cortipett nt as you. who mightha). called upon to hid competitively for (his kind of a study?I hat ma% hi an unfair question to ask a lady, hut--
HFI..ivs, Ili t;lti . It I, not at all unfair. Senator. It is quite on

11.01.1 :"-:11- 'IF Vit h:It the ar-wer9
1;11- rhe an,wer to that. Senator. would ht. that it I did

, was sa44ested here earlier. it in fact my theories and my
ear, h. whi..h I ha% wor1ed on for the past lit years. had been

turned o%er and put out lo cottil,et dive bid, then
hi -an, people out there who could come back with.. );..) t h based upon inN, theories

l . theories and idea, are a schola's stock in,a. r ht tik lady' of knowledge thai I have: -o !:. ; ;ea lo '.ea- to individuals who are studying in
1 t1 '11,111-tRt- did not propo,i the material, b,ised upon

I. }. id not Ito 1a:ht III ch., idea,, would hart',
. ,! then Senator. I.- there t, no one in the

.1' t 1.1% t touches even al.nielv upon the
i, I t..1% addreed No one And I challerate

I ' 1'1-I .1:1' 1111 I ilt11,1' 11110' A ill t.. 11%, Out

. t 't. 4'. 1t,. 1,. -4 1 1 :.1,1. `'.1 it A;t.,
.% u. the t/ttict.

i,) ..e.i.)boati. their
. .,,



1.1:-AtAN $1 I oho, an,o,Ner ihat, Senator, Mr. Heck mentioned
that Burge,,s was contacted with my grant proposal. Dr. Bur-
.,,ss told me, after we 1 Caine on board, that she had reviewed my
grant proposal. I did not know that prior. And if you will permit
me. II it is acceptable in this forum, I would like to read a state-
mnt by Dr Burgess, in a letter that was sent, regarding my re-
-,earch, Nine, My credibility, based upon th. APA article and vari-
ous other comments, has been called into question, and since that
IN at very serious challenge

Snatur Se Er-ri-At. You may read it.
Dr RKismAN Thank you, sir.
"Dear udith."---I will not read the whole thing, but I will give it
.uu, you know, for copying. This was to acknowledge my contri-

bution. my scholarly contribution, "Mass Media Sex/Violence and
Wianen and Children's Civil Rights: An Eye Toward thr- Future"
fur the relrnc volume "Rape and Sexual Assault: A Research
Kind' kik" to he published by Garland in winter 199.1:

'SI ',Ili 1.". Wti or lht literature is co nprehensiv and will be of great assistance to
1,, it. hid hobos interested in the subject urea I believe %VP are fortunate to

hirtur 0)11t1111(11'h to It' silent on this topic

I will down to where she discuss t having heard me, and so
up and t.,1, fin 011

Both h .,Went plans me waking nlajor contribution to
tit, ,1 !Hots .old educotion Your oncptualliation .il the pathways
I, ',Jou, roeth.i Arid perception t ht. ;Ireful itfld objective review of

, 11.111.1.41 I Itlle% ont d your strengths hes in your skill in
po-..hlt bit of (1.0;1 for ixainination 111 an unbiased ;Ind scientific

'of ., It ,, ,tote; work true dilltrnt lrsp4..to.s on this serious social

to

1 mil)o than happy to have anyone Xerox that fur your
,f

I II,. 1.)11.0.%111:! A.t- tilt. rti.urti
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Senator SPECTER. Ms. Reisman, I am advised that the original
amount of your grant proposal was approximately $60,000, is that
correct?

Dr. REISMAN. The original amount of the grant proposal was
$60,000?

Senator SPECTER. Yes, $60,000.
Dr. REISMAN. I have no idea. That is a bit long ago. What was

that? What are you talking about?
Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Chairman, I think if I may help her

by this.
It is my understanding that Pam Swain indicated, at an earlier

point, that this research could be done for, I think $40,000, and
then changed it to $60,000. Am I correct in reciting the back-
ground, Ms. Swain?

Ms. SWAIN. Yes, sir.
Senator SPECTER. Was there an original figure put on your

grant?
Dr. REISMAN. No, that is absolutely not correct, not so. No. I

was-
Senator Se Eerkit. Ms. Swain, had you put an original figure on of

£40,000?
Ms. SWAIN. In my original review of the grant application, I esti-

mated that it would cost $40,000 to $50,000 for the cost this year.
S4..,ator SPECTER. Were you unaware of that, Dr. Reisman?
Dr. ItilsmAN. Oh, no, I was unaware of it, until the newspapers

told me.
Senator SPECTER. Was there any validity, as you see it, for an es-

timate that the proposal should cost in the $40,000 to $60,000
range?

Dr. REISMAN. Oh, absolutely.
Senator SPECTER. You do not agree with that?
Dr. REISMAN. No. I agree, based on what Ms. Swain thought we

were doing. Based upon what Ms. Swain thought we were doing,
that would he an accurate statement.

Senator SPECTER. Well, explain to us then how the award moved
up to the $600,000 range.

Dr. REISMAN. Let me clarify then.
As far as 1 know, I have discussed with Ms. Swain how this dis-

crpancy took place Apparently there was a misunderstanding as
to what we were doing, and the idea was that we were doing a

r.esearch review. If we were simply reviewing the existing
rese arch. then it makes some sense, I do not knew the dollars and
cents of it. she would know that better than I do. It would make
,(11 ,cfp.O to Say that Som, :360,000 would be fair to call in all
the records from Donnerstein, and all the other people in the field,
review thn. and come up with a conclusion.

Senator Scmit You were going to do something different?
1tvismAti Absolutely. Surely.

senatcr Krriot Was your project to account for the difference
sail) II I and ;01)"1109

Dr ItEismAN Well. Senator. the project is, or was, and though we
are in phase I. it has changed slightly. The project a:, envisioned.
was. as I said. a multidisciplinary concept, and I am not trying to

huii words. but I mean that. Any serious knowledge of pornog-
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raphy will suggest to you very strongly that in order to get a
handle on what pornography actually is, how it works, how it func-
tions, and what it is doing in a given society, requires the combined
effort, and the combined knowledge of people from every possible
field.

Senator SPECTER. Dr. Reisman, to the extent that you can, tell us
what you were going to do for $800,000, differently than what had
been suggested for $60,000.

Dr. REISMAN. We were going to do a series of things. First, we
were going to do the literature review that was discussed by Ms.
Swain.

Senator SPECTER. We are up to $60,000 now?
Dr. REISMAN. I would assume that that is accurate. That is one

thing we were going to do.
The second thing we were going to do is what we are doing right

now, which is intensive content analysis of t'-?. given media, so that
we can understand how it works. However, we also entertained the
idea ofidoing much more of the kinds of media attack than we are
corrently doing.

We are restricting ourselves to just the thrue magazines at this
point.

Senator SPECTER. What do you mean by media dttack? You said
media attack You did not say media attack?

Dr. REISMAN. 1 am sorry. Do you want to play back that whole
sentence?

Senator SPECTER. No, you play it back. Start again.
What were you going to do besides the analysis?
Dr. REISMAN. We had planned a largerwhen I say medii.

attack, I am not attacking the media. We are attacking the prob-
lem of media, for example, gathering together a large body of docu-
ments. and dissecting them, if you will.

Senator SPECTER. OK. You are going to pull together all the
things that the media may be doing on the issue of pornography, asit relates te children?

Dr. fiEtsmAN. Yes: definitely.
Senator SPE(TER. What else?
Dr. REISMAN. And that, of course, is a little bit different than

what we are doing right now, and it is a much larger endeavor.
Senator SPECTER. What else?
Dr. REISMAN Tilt' major portion of the effort. the major cost that

WOlild have been involved would have been the third part, which
would be to contact the kinds of top flight experts across the coun-
try. in their own specific fields, wt,,, have not c. ncerned themselves
w it h pornography. per se, but w. nave the expertise to deal with
portiograph as I vomponeut O 'ir knowledge.

:senator Sei.:crEa Give me an ..tust ration of such an expert.
Dr REISMAN. All right. Paul MacLean. I think that is how his

or -Jerry Levy.
Senator Sel,t-rior What would he do?
I) 16.1-,\IAN The,1, are people who would review the' I:terat ure

wf would pre:-ent to the; aN examples elf material. and tell

:-;enator Si.FrTF:it 1.4 he a ps.cliol()gist (,r p liiat [1st'
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Dr. REISMAN No, he is a neurologist, a specialist in neurology.
Let me prepare for that.

All right, we will talk a bit something like that. We would
presentor let us deal with child development. We will go there
first.

Getting a top notch child development specialist in the country,
we' would present to someone like this the body of data that de-
scribe the imageries that an average child would be seeing, or any
group of children. We would present them with the materials, and
we would ask them, we would present them with the materials and
we would ask them, based upon their background of experience,
and their years in the field, the way in which they feel this par-
ticular kind of information would affect certain kinds of children,
under a given set of circumstances.

Now, that kind of data would be processed back to us, in terms of
a report, a response. We would then proceed to distribute to these
individualsand it was an overlapping activity, we would proceed
to distribute to these individuals the result of the content analysis
that we would be engaged in, we would be processing back and
forth that kind of data.

Semcor SPECTER. Dr. Reisman, let me move to another subject,
because' our time is growing so short.

What does the following passage mean, from your grant proposal,
"split brain research in recent developments in the tracing of sub
cortical spiking as indicative of violent behavior, have been leading
us into the possibility of the physiologicalto determine responses
in the human org-.nism to supernormal environmental stimu-
lus"

Dr. REismAN. Could you please repeat it, instead of that way- -
Senator SemEx. Excuse me?
Dr. REIS-4AN Would you mind repeating it, so that I could hear

the words a little clearly?
Senator SPECTER. Well, let me hand it to you.
1)r liEismAN Fine, thank you.
D4)cument handed to Dr. Reismand

Senator SPEcrEit And the purpose of the question. to put it on
top of the table foursquare, is a concern about studies which deal
with changing human behavior. If this is directed in that line.

14:ismAN Ahsolutel-y tiot That is utterly and completely
tltt :chin..

Wihtt 1, proposed by this statement islet me read it to you.
Senator Shi.:(-tEit Ni). you iust tell me what it means I just read

It t ) you
f)r REP,N1 AN OK Wll, what we would he interested in doing is

tlkm! t,. Irltllt ItillAk who are pets in split brain research.
hr.on reeach becoming a field that has more and more

know led1;e ttt L;ike back to soiet. and when I sa.% !mowledge, I do
not wean 1 ho' IdtA of IXpl with ptOpit'S. behavior, and at-
tmpt to It tut 1,eopl

Split imam rt,e.och con tell IN a at deal about the way picto-
/1.1i ioh.rio Item is ['rotev(1 Sen.itor. pictorial information is by

proc..sed in the same way as t. Ii is 1)11/(VSSt'd (11f It'r.
i.!:' ,s 1 hi *,% hIlt k()!:Ccii tit :t picture is worth 1,111111 words is con-
I.t1111Ii this statement It pictures are not processed in the same

1.1:*
!!f
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way that the text is processed, then what does that meab. in terms
of the way we are able cognitively to deal with pictorial informa-
tion? That is extremely crucial to any analysis of pornography, par-
ticularly as it pertains to children.

Do you follow me?
Senator SPECTER. No, but I will ask the next question.
But you have to understand, Dr. Reisman, I am not under oath.
All right, I understand enough to satisfy the purpose of the ques-

tion.
Is there any relationship between your project, Dr. Reisman, and

Dr. Burgess study at the University of Pennsylvania?
Dr. REISMAN. Yes, there is.
We are working to some degree rather closely together. I main-

tain contact with Dr. Burgess. I am very interested in the kind of
progress she is making, and she is interested in the kinds of
progress that I am making. Beyond that, in terms, of linkage activi-
ties, no.

Senator SPECTER. Dr. Reisman, we have some more questions,
which we will probably submit to you in writing, and I may want
to discuss some of these matters with you personally.

Dr. REISMAN. I would be delighted.
Jenator SPECTER. And we would like a copy of the letter from Dr.

Burgess for the record.
Dr. RLISMAN. I would also be happy to give you a copy.
One other thing, may I?
The question has been raised as to other people in the field, and

we had a few jokes about Mrs., and about Dr., and so forth. Sena-
tors, I have here a list of the prominent people in the field of ero-
tica and aggression. I would be more than happy to submit it to
you. It is from a reputable researcher foundation I have great re-
spect for.

Out of the fin citations in this list, Senators, there are only two
females cited. Two females in the research area of pornography
and ..ggression stated in the work that has been done on the whole
issue of pornography in the United States of America. I submit to
you, Senators, that one of those names is the name of Laura
Ledera, the. editor of "Take Back the Night." Lederer is the only
female cited in a good number of these citations, and in that book,
Senators. I am one of the contribu'ng writers.

I would he more than happy to submit that, and Ms. Lederer's
,tatrnera regarding my expertise in this field.

Sn;ttor SPECTER. Dr. R,.isman, we will accept that.
;Never received for the record.]
Senator SPEt-rEs. Senator Metzenbaum.
11;01n METZESiliAl:44. Dr. Reisman, I know no hing about the

%,% hich you are involved, but the whole thrust of this in-
tow,, h..is to do with the manner and method of making grants at
the ()free fit- Juvenile .Justice and Delinquency Prevention, and so
when we lind that your grant is about $800,000, it is only under
-.Lind:lisle that we inquire into :.!,y and how the grant was made.

In l,,oking over .-oar vitae, T notice that you began gradu-
(1% in 197', at a preenun.nt in, fit talon, located in my own

(';.,e Wey:terti in le..eland.
I r RvisNtAN That is correct.
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Senator Mrrzie.t.thAttm. Did you have an undergraduate degree?
Dr. REISMAN. No, Senator. May I explain that?
Senator METZENBAUM. Certainly.
Dr. REISMAN. I feel that I was honored by Case Western, Senator,

that my expertise in t..e field of mass media communications was
recognized by them as life experience, that I -vas put on probation
to maintain an A level standing throLgh my graduate studies, as a
returning student who had been the mother of four, and yes, Sena-
tor, that I maintained that average, and that I continued on, and
did my Ph.D. at CWUR in communications.

Senator METZENBAUM. How was that waiver made possible? Was
there a committee, or somebody who passed upon that question?

Dr. RF.ISMAN. I am afraid, Senator, that I am not privy any more
to the activities of Case Western Reserve officials than I was privy
to OJJDP officials. It was presented to the department, the depart-
ment apparently presented it to the then dean, Dr. Taaffe. I was
interviewed by Dr. Taaffe; my materials were apparently looked
over. 1 have no idea, and it was then waived.

Senator METZENBAUM. Could you tell us, Ms. Reisman, about
your professional experience?

Dr. REISMAN. Yes; I spent quite a few years working in various
capacities. I have worked atin mass media. I think that is one of
the things I bring to this study.

Senator METZENBAUM. Tell me what you mean, you worked in
mass media.

Dr. REISMAN. I worked for public television in Milwaukee, on a
children's program.

Senator MKTZENISAUM. Which one?
Dr. REISMAN. "Childrens Fair." An award-winning program, I am

told, which was also produced in conjunction with the Milwaukee
Public Museum. I worked for the Milwaukee Public Museum, in
public television, during that same period of time, working on a
program called "Strange but True," and producing for them music,
songs. segments that were used to define the zoological and archeo-
logical materials and other kinds of exhibitions that existed at the
museum at that given time, Senator.

Senator METZENHALM. Were you a songwriter for the Captain
Kangaroo Show?

Dr 'UNMAN I wrote songs, and produced segments. I am not
.iarned of that

Senator I am nut here to cause you any shame, or
anyt:ung of the kind.

Dr EiFismAN. Yes. 1 ,e. tamly did.
Senator MKTZENRAt'M. For how long a period?
I )r RI.IsMAN For approximately 2 years
Senator ME:rIENHAr M. Now, you completed your doctorate at

i'ase Western Reserve in Decent her of 1979?
1):. REISMAN Nu, I was corrected on that. Someone caught it. It

of 19,.0
:-;v!iatiu \11-.1ZENHAt m OK That is less than 5 years ago?
1)1 ..; That I-' cor rect. Senator
srha.r N1H/ENnAtM And the doctorate was in what field'

1{1-1,m vs In ommormations. speech communications, sir,
v, oh a :moor m -y-4erns analysis.

:1
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Senator METZENRAUM. In what field was your dissertation?
Dr. REISMAN. Anl I permitted to answer that fully?
Senator METZENBALIM. No, it just takes a simple answer.
Dr. REISMAN. I am afraid, Senator, it is not a simple answer.
Senator SPECTER. The answer is yes, you are permitted to answer

it fully.
Dr. REISMAN. Thank you.
All of ray graduate work was in the field of pornography, mass

media effects. My studies were on Playboy and Penthouse. My re-
search, my content analyses, my work in marketing research was
all in this area. At the last minute, because my research program
director, my Ph.D. director became ill, a new thesis director took
over, and I was told that pornography was not a course of serious
study.

I was, if' you will pardon the expression, Senatorswell, how do
we do this nicelyat the last minute myall of my work was
switched. I was not permitted to do a Ph.D. thesis in the subject I
had been working on all those years, and I was told that I had to
do it on something else.

I chose the only thing that seemed to make people happy, and
that is what was going on in 45 BC, which was Aristotle.

Senator METzENBAUM. Let me get something clear.
Is it my understanding thatwhat was the name of your thesis?
Dr. ftvissitAN An Aristotelean approach, something like that, to

the rhetoric of -you have it there, Senator. Would you kindly read
it for the record?

Senator METZ:6;NBALTM. You do not remember the name of your
thesis?

Dr. REISMAN. Something about Aristotelean theory. Symptoms
and analytical approach.

Good heavens. I do not remember. It is a nice, big long academic
title, and you do have it, I think.

Senator METzKNHAttro. Was this really a study having to do with
a promme!It TV commentator?

Dr REISMAN. It certainly was. Dorothy Fuldheim.
Senator MrrnmiAtNt. Was this really a study of a prominent

TV commentator by the name of Dorthy Fuldheim located in

Dr ItismAN 51w was the rhetorician who I was examining.
Sfnto MVUZENRAt SI Arld that fit in with the application of

\ii-aoreleari theory to mass media effects that wound up being a
,it I m-ot Fuldhirn?

Dr RIsMAN It dal not wind up. CWRII decided that that was
Appropri:itt Another thesis that was done just before that was on
t .tiutk.-1!, of Ila riwtoric of Rabbi !Niel for the same pur-i, Ari,totl.ot analsis of Rabbi Silver. That is
ttt aploolot,ite

woald lia priirid to do rii% till's's. Senator. on pornography
not permitted

1/1- Nis \I NI Then %Hu did 'Nome work at Haifa illiiv
I ).

:t
IFI-%1%N Yt'! \h. i[ It \i tit .11! 11- th,,t

I)! IiLit I tat, 1 at .2:11,t .1'
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Senator MKTZENIsAUM. Y18.
1)1 14:IsMAN I was involved in several research projects at

Haifa. One was on the values of Israeli mass media, as opposed to
public values. We were involved there in a content analysis, multi-
disciplinarywell, cross cultural analysis of visual materials in
mass media magazines in Israel, and we were using a scale of 13
variables that were produced by the Harris poll on quality of life
variables, from family li;'e to love, sex, and so forth, to assess the
relationship and the compartmentalization between quality of life
as expressed by mass media imagery, and quality of life as ex-
pressed by Israeli sentiment and public documents.

Senator METZENBAUM. You stated in your vitae, I think, in con-
nection with your application for the grant, that you had been ap-
pointed as an associate professor at the University of Haifa, is that
correct?

Dr. 101sMAN. Yes. I have a letter that deals with that, Senator.
Senator METZENHAUM. Do you have it with you?
Dr. REISMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator MtzENBAum. Can I have it?
You also have with you the press release from Haifa University?

Iti'ASSIAN. No, I do not have that. Have you seen it?
Senator METzENHAUM. No, I would like to.
Dr REIsMAN I would iw more than happy to give it to you.
Senator NIF17.1.:Nant's4 Please do.

REismAN. I should have a copy of that myself, when you look
at it, be you will have sonic' questions.

Senator METzENRAUNI. Could you make one available? We will
just take a copy and keep it ourselves.

REIsMAN I am afraid it has yellow for your interest, and it
will Xerox black

..eriator NIF:17.1.:Nantm. Well, I will read it:
F ? ti1.1lit.1C I would like to certify the following infor-

!. -I 7.;.11.: No Mt In Isit NW .110.11*NO (4.
7;. ..tr'holl% ..tothing %our CV ;Ind i.our public:mon. I recommended you

Ibl'orti...10 It 1"el.)1.4: .Ind Anthropology ot the (nivrsity
intn.n.,r.int. %lilt appointd ik:4 a lecturer without teaching

1,7411111- 4 Lingo:14 barrwr- 1 ..I..: nat 1>111 orking v. oh My. :,;,H)nson.li15 1 5 ',!-tr,,1 k N..or -4.110- of linnogront. :And It-aost
,.. .h. 1,:rwiio!1'

. '11:17 ...id ahem. .,. ',Ill +111..1.111k f

. 7,. ,tt,t,1 .1 nnnrod k 1,11,01..n it Ilt S'ii(H)1 III
..o tor.. rip tli. Sulubpartru..to ( otntourn...t-

I

- I% 1'1 1.. 5, .1 r.nith. v,.111(1 pr11,..ho t,l Ihl r.tnk ()I
.,) )117.11', .C..7 .7), .1 Mt') itult

:

I It

. 1 , 1 7 7 7 11".1.11. . 1 r , NU. .1f t
' . . I ; -. 1 1 1 , 11 7 -7,111 'Alt II 1 ht' .1t1,11

: It 1fll. 17 'On 1117 7)1
: \1 1'. Ns, If I' I ii.o/7

\It t /I- \ki \t I Ili- horn 1)1 Cilttur

t)
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Dr. REISMAN Yes, from Dr. Joseph Stephen, who was the head of
the research facility at Haifa University, who was responsible for
the hiring, and that is--that confirms the position.

Senator MrrzENBAum. Well, that is not indicated here.
We spoke-with--
Dr. REISMAN. Well, you can check with that. That is no problem.
Senator METZENBAUM. Ms. Reisman, we have, and the director

general's office at Haifa advises us that you were never an associ-
ate professor, they say you worked as a research fellow from Octo-
ber 1 to September 30, 19S3, that the university did not directly
pay you, that your job was financed by the minister of absorption,
that situations such as this generally range from those persons who
state a strong intention to stay in Israel, and to seek citizenship,
the director general's office also states that the university does not
have a department of communications, nor does it intend to have
one, and that Ms. Reisman stated in her vitae that her assignment
in the Department of Education was to prepare a new curriculum
for the new Department of Communication, which she would then
serve as Department head, and they will confirm that advice to us
over the telephone, with a letter which we anticipate reading very
shortly. and when we do, Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that it may be included in the record.

Senator Sem-rr.s. Whatever letter is received, may be included in
the record

iLetter never received for the record.]
Dr. REISMAN. Whatever letter is received, I would like very much

to get a copy of it, because that is absolutely incorrect and untrue,
and Dr. .Joseph Stephen was certainly the person who was in
charge of that entire activity.

And, No. 2, there is nothing in that letter that says that there
was a Department of Communication. What it says was that the
Department of Communication was within the School of Education.

Dr. ('ohen--
Senator METZENHAIN. Let me just ask Dr. Berendzen, because of

t irne
Dr 1{KismAN Was the individual in charge of that, by the way,

and that Is absolutely incorrect.
Senator Mrr,..ENBAst. We have to move along, because there is a

rollall vote. Dr fierend/en
Sttiatf)t SPECTER Walt a 111111lItC
Dr Reisinan, ',oil will have a chance to see the letter, and reply

to it Fully
Dr 14:ismAN Yes. I would certainly like that.
Senator NIETZENHAIM. Did you check with the University of

I lai1.1 t 'tn. N1-; Itvisman"
Dr IF til)/EN I personally

appointment process vherelly
member I:, handled

rho litio.ft,11%. at AfIlrIall t'n
N.a 1..t %%hilt thiv

0..t \IF I /ItiltAl '0 I)1*
hid .11,ck %kith Ow

certainly did not. The University
a person comes in as a researcher
by others. I do belie% t' someone at
iversity, did in fact contact Haifa. I
Found
ra;, uu art. :it Atuvian Univvrsi-
nivorsit., (4. Ilitifit onceting Ms.
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Dr. TURA.J. I did not, personally, but I received communication
from a written communication from Mr. Robert Norris, that
checks of credentials have been made, and I have also received--

Senator METZENBAUM. Who is Mr. Norris?
Dr. TURAJ. He is a vice provost for university programs, he

works in the office of the provost.
Senator METZENRAUM. And did he indicate that he had checked

with the University of Haifa?
Dr. TURAJ. Specifically, I do not know that he had checked with

the University of Haifa, but that he had checked that she held all
the positions that she said she had held, and that the degrees were
as represented.

Senator METZENBAUM. Do you have a copy of that letter with
you'?

Dr. TURAJ. I do not, sir.
Senator SPECTER. Dr. Berendzen and Dr. Turaj you will be per-

mitted to testify later.
Senator Metzenbaum wants to get on at this moment, because

we are going to have to break in a few moments for a rollcall vote,
but I just want you to know that you will have a chance to testify
in the regular course.

Senator METZENRAUM. In the House hearing, Mr. Regnery testi-
fied that you had contacted the Office of Juvenile Justice about the
grant. He also said that earlier today, as well.

But in a supplementary vitae that you provided with the grant
application, there seems to be a different story. Let me read you
what you wrote:

A brief summary of events. May 28 to tune 25th, 1983. The attached Haifa Uni-
versity publicity release regarding my Kinsey research results led to a series of un-
anticipated events, including an invitation to immediately return to the United
States in :..r to one. present a review of my Kinsey documentation on Patrick
Hochana., s radio and television programs in Washington; two. to give an interview
to a Time Magazine correspondent on the same issue; three, pursue a book publish-
er for the Kinsey research data

First. Ms. Reisman, would you tell the committee what the Haifa
University publicity release concerned, how was it disseminated?
Who prepared it, when released, and when did you return to the
United States?

Dr REismAN. Well. unless Haifa University decides to say that it
did not happen

Senator METZENHAUM. Pardon?
Dr. REISMAN. I said. unless Haifa University decides to say that

it did not happen. i will be more than hk.,ppy to turn that over to
you 'Mat was done by the publicity director at Haifa University,
whoa inquired 0f on., since I had a great deal of publication in
kriel, inquired of me regarding the kind of research that 1 was en-
gaged in at the time.

I met with him. lie wrote and said that he wished to write an
article about the research that I had been doing on Dr. Kinsey. He
did disseminated it. and unless they have any kind of con-
tradiction on that, that is tin. way that it stands.

Senator ',.1 Who contacted you in regard to the
Braden.litieliamm show"

!)
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Dr. REISMAN. In regard toyou mean who called me about the
Braden-Buchanan show? Patrick Bucahanan had called me in
Israel, to ask me if I stood by the material that he had received
from another individual, who had hand carried it, a Dr. John
Court, who happens to be a very well respected man in the area of
pornography research.

Dr. John Court had carried my material to the United States, to
Dr. Gordon Muir, in New Jersey, Dr. Gordon Muir in New Jersey
had sent it, without my request, without my knowledge, to Mr. Bu-
chanan, Mr. Buchanan had read it, and he called me in Israel, and
asked me about it

Did I stand by it? I said yes; I did.
Senator METZENBAUM. Who contacted you from Time magazine?
Dr. REISMAN. I do not remember his name, Senator.
Senator METZENBAUM. Did they publish anything?
Dr. REISMAN. No; they did not, but it is in the record, yca can

call them. John Leo--
Senator METZENBAUM. They have no record of it.
Dr. REISMAN. Of what?
Senator METZENBAUM. Of having called you, or ever hearing of

you. But that is not to say- -
Dr. REISMAN. Well, then they sent a phony fellow down to take

my picture, that is all I can say.
Senator MrraNn Aum. It is a big institution, and I do not want to

say that they did r. , but where was the picture taken?
Dr. REISMAN. In my apartment, in Herzliyya, at the time.
Senator METZENBAUM. In Israel?
Dr. REISMAN. Yes. John Leo was the editor, now, you know, with

all the things that are happening around here, maybe he does not
remember either.

Senator METZENBAUM. Who made the first contact with you from
the Office of Juvenile Justice? Can you recall the approximate
date?

Dr. REISMAN. Mr. Wootton did. The date is in my testimony. If
you want to wait, and I will look for it, fine. Otherwise, it was the
day after ry Buchanan interview.

Senator METZENBAUM. Did you pay your own expenses to come to
Washington from Haifa, to do those interviews?

Dr. REISMAN. I was lent the money, Senator.
Senator METZENHAVM. I did not ask you that. I asked if you paid

,okit' own way.
Dr REISMAN. I was lent the money. Then I paid it back, yes.
Senator METZENHAUM. Not the Buchanan show?
Dr REISMAN. No; from Dr. Murim.
Senator MET7.F:NIIAUM. Ms. Reisman, I would like to go through

tiottlr (hips with you and get some comments.
Your appearance on the Buchanan show was May 23 of last year.

R the end of .hine you were being recommended by American
l!mversitN for appointment as a research professor in the School of
Educat ion

Hisw dul vou come to approach American University? Why did
sow ,ippoah that university"

RkisstAN Rather simple, sir After my dealings with 0,1,1DP,
and their interest in my work, which I was very gratified to see
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Jack Martin, who had indicated he wished to publish the book that
I was working on, on Kinsey, said that he wasI thought that he
said he was an alumnus, perhaps not, but he was affiliated with
American University. I wanted to be in the neighborhood because
my family is here, and I wanted to relocate here.

I had heard about Dr. Myra Sadker, I knew something of her
work. She was at American University.

Senator METZENBAUM. How did Jacx Martin know about you? He
is from Texas?

Dr. REISMAN. He was a friend of Dr. Muir's.
Senator METZENBAUM. And who is he?
Dr. REISMAN. Dr. Muir is the gentleman who lent me the money

to come over here.
Senator METZENBAUM. Now, you have not done your program

until May 23, but on May 13 Jack Martin, who lives in Dallas, and
publishes Texas Business, he calls Dr. Berendzen, and he indicates
at that time, as I understand it, that the Justice Department was
interested in your forthcoming research on possible linkages be-
tween pornography and child abuse.

Now, you have not yet done your program--
Dr. REISMAN. No, Senator; I do not mean to be offensive, but

something is wrong there somewhere, and it is not with me.
Senator METZENBAUM. Tell it to Dr. Berendzen, because I am

reading his material.
Dr. REISMAN. Well, I cannot answer that, sir.
Senator METZENBAUM. I am reading directly fromDr. Berend-

zen, do you stand by the materials that I just read?
Dr. REISMAN. When was the radio program?
Dr. BERENDZEN. According to my phone transcripts, Mr. Martin

called me on May 13, 1983. I do not have the transcript, or the
notes of what our conversation was. But he does not call me often.

My recollection is that that is the date when he mentioned Dr.
Reisman to me for tEe first time. He did talk to me at a later date,
I believe it was in early June of 1983, and it is possible that I have
the two dates wrong in my memory. I do not keep a detailed log of
what our conversations were about; but, in any case, on May 13,
1983. Mr. Martin aryl I did talk.

Senator METZENBAUM. And he did indicate at that time that the
Justice Department probably would award a grant to support her
next tudy and that after you read it and received a draft, you in-
dicated you did not find the draft version to be convincing, and
then on June 7, Mr. Wootton, of the Justice Department, called
you. and he said that the Department wasthe Justice Depart-
ment was interested in Dr. Reisman's work, and that it would sup-
port her next stage of work, and then there seemed to be some
problem., and I am skipping some of your letter, but on January
. 19s 1. Mr Ilruce Chapman called zou, and he says he is the Di-

rctor of Planning and Evaluation at the White House, and is
urging that--he says, began by asking if you are aware that Dr.
Reisman might become affiliated with American University, and
that the Justice Department was interested in hPr research.. l he said that he was calling because the White House was
.ncened about child abuse, and did he also tell you how he hap-

pened to know that he should call you?
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Dr. BERENDZEN. No. Almost the entirety of the conversation is
what I have in my statement

Senator MEI-m.148mm. Did he, at some point, indicate that Mr.
Regnery had called him at the White House, or asked him to call
you?

Dr. BERENDZEN. No, I do not recall any comment of that sort.
With respect to these dates, I want to be quite clear that I am

going back to my phone log, and I have two entries for phone calls
from Mr. Martin one was on the 13 of May 1983; in fact, he called
at 2:15 in the afternoon.

The other was on June 2, 1983, at 9:45 in the morning. That
degree of precision is there, but the exact content of those conver-
sations I do not know. I am trying to fill it in from memory.

Senator SPECTER. We have a vote now.
Senator Metzenbaum had to attend to another matter of his offi-

cial duties, and we have a vote in process. So we will adjourn now,
and we will be back. It takes a few minutes. It will probably be
about 1:15 or 1:20.

!Short recess.]
Senator SPECTER. We will reconvene the hearings at this point.
We had hoped to be able to conclude with this panel prior to the

time of the vote, but that was not possible to accomplish because
there were a number of questions.

I would like to return at this juncture to our regular process, and
ask Dr.how do you pronounce it, Berendzen?

Dr. BERENDZEN. Berendzen.
Senator SPECTER. For you to proceed, Dr. Berendzen, with an

opening statement, as you choose, and we can then come back to
Senator Metzenbaum's questions in due course.

TESTIMONY OF DR. RICHARD EARL BERENDZEN
Dr. BERENDZEN. All right, fine.
I am Richard Berendzen. I am president of American University.

I am pleased to be here today.
As I indicated in my written statement, Mr. Jack Martin called

me. Mr. Martin is an Englishman who now lives in Dallas, and
publishes Texas Business magazine. I had been introduced to him
abovt 2 years or so earlier than this, by a mutual friend of ours,
Abe lardo Valdez, a former Texan, who was U.S. Chief of Protocol
under President Carter. He is now an attorney in Washington, DC,
and he is a trustee at the American University.

As far as what exactly transpired in that telephone conversation
of May 13, I am going to go by memory. I do know that he called
me that date, and I called a couple of weeks later. He had not
called mt- for many weeks prior to this, according to my records.

I believe that that was the phone conversation in which he ex-
plained to me that he publishes not only his magazine, but also
books, which I had not known prior to that time. He told me
either in the May 1:3 conversation, or conceivably the one in early
June, but I think it was the May 1:3 onethat he planned to pub-
lish a manuscript by a Dr. Judith Reisman. This was the first time
I heard her name.
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Her research, he explained, dealt with human sexuality. He said
that she wanted to find an academic base in the Washington, DC
area because she now lives nearby. Before she talked with one of
the other Washington area universities, however, he suggested that
she perhaps talk with the American University, because he had
met me, and he had some familiarity with the institution, although
I am not certain that he had ever been on our campus.

He is not an alumnus, as was mentioned earlier. He asked if she
might become affiliated in some way with the American Universi-
ty. I told him that faculty matters were within the province of the
provost, who is the No. 2 person in the university. But from my
knowledge of the situation, I doubted that there would be a tenure
track faculty position available at this time.

The American University, like many other institutions today, is
concerned about the number of tenured sloth that it has, and is at-
tempting to reduce them. I point this out, because it is quite ger-
mane.

The appointment of a tenure track person commits the institu-
tionpotioAnobably more than a $1 million in salary the professor's
proposed lifetime. It is a very serious, long termin fact, lifetime
professional commitment by the institution. The review process for
hiring a person for that kind of position is different from that of a
research appointment. The American University, like many other
institutions, has research faculty in contrast with permanent, ten-
ured professors. They come to the institution for a limited period of
time, specifically to conduct research.

At the present time, at the university, there are approximately
30 individuals, some of whom, indeed, came to the university with
grants. That is an unusual procedure, but it is not unique.

Mr. Martin told me that the Justice Department was interested
in Dr. Reisman's forthcoming research and possible linkages be-
tween pornography and child abuse and that the Justice Depart-
ment probably would award her a grant to support that next study.

To give me an idea about the kind of work that she had been
doing, he offered to send a draft of her book, which he did. I read it
and called him back. I think that was the conversation on the 2d of
June, but I could have the date confused with the other one, as I
have already indicated. I told him I was unqualified to make a pro-
fessional judgment about it. I am not a specialist in that area. But
a few general points struck me, nonetheless.

The manuscript unquestionably was potentially controversial
and possibly provocative. If her assertions were valid, then the
work would be quite significant. But I personally, as a layman in
the field, in a quick reading of it, did not find the draft at least to
be convincing. I thought that Dr. Reisman would benefit from
having collegial interaction, perhaps in particular about methodol-
ogy. Mr. Martin, however, assured me that, even though her work
was polemical, authorities in the field supported it. He cited sever-
al of them. I do not recall their names, but he did mention that
there was a man in Princeton, NJ, who would be calling me about
it; and he did. I did not remember his name. I attempted to call
Mr. Martin to find out the name, but Mr. Martin is in Europe until
the middle of August. But his name, I gather, has already come up
earlier today. It is Dr. Gordon Muir, who I understand is at Squibb

9
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Pharmaceutical Corp., in Princeton, NJ. He told me that he did
know about the field. lie was quite familiar with Dr. Reisman's re-
search, and he thought that it had real merit, although it perhaps
needed some refining.

Then on June 7, 1983, a Mr. James Wootten of the Justice De-
partment called me. He said that the Justice Department was in-
terested in Dr. Reisman's work and that it would support her next
stage of research. At that point, I passed all of the information I
had about this issue to Mr. Robert Norris, who is the vice provost
for university programs at the American University.

Contracts and grants at our institution fall under his purview,
and all faculty-related matters lie within the office of the provost. I
told Mr. Norris that I could make no judgment about Dr. Reis-
man's research, but it sounded timely and potentially significant,
especially given the Nation's increasing awareness of and concern
about child molestation.

I noted that a number of our faculty members in the school of
education, the school of justice, the departments of psychology and
sociology, and possibly even the Washington College of Law, in
theory at !east, could be interested in her work. I asked Mr. Norris
to take up the matter following the standard procedures for the
possible appointment of a research faculty member. To the best of
my knowledge, he did so.

On January 1984, Mr. Bruce Chapman called my office. He gave
his title as Director of Planning and Evaluation at the White
House. I was in Los Angeles at the time but called my office for
messages. On the 19th of January, I called Mr. Chapman back. He
began by asking if I was aware that Dr. Judith Reisman might
become affiliated with the American University and that the Jus-
tice Department was interested in her research. I told him that I
had known about this in the summer of 1983 but that I had not
been involved personally since then.

He said he was calling because + . White House was concerned
about child abuse and its effects on families. He wanted to find out
if her research would be forthcoming. I told him, as far as I knew,
it would be.

lie said he had heard that there might be problems at the uni-
versity with her appointment. If that were true, he was disappoint-
ed because he was interested in her findings. I told him I was un-
aware of any problems except possibly bureaucratic ones such as
disagre'eme'nts between her and the provost over her fringe bene-
fits.

lie said that such matters did not interest him and repeated that
he had called only to ascertain if her research was in fact proceed-
ing Neither he nor I was certain at that time whether the Justice
Department grant had yet been processed, although we both knew
that it was imminent. Our conversation lasted on the order of 10
minutes.

Mr Vvootte'n and Mr. Chapman are the only persons in any way
associated with the Justice Department or the White House with
whom I had communication regarding Dr. Reisman or the Justice
Department grant to her.

Incidentally, it was not until about an hour or so ago that I first
met Dr Reisman or talked to her.

;The prepared statement of Dr. Berendzen follows:I
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PRICPARID STATKAIENT Or RICHARD EARL BERENDZIM

On 13 May 1983, Mr. Jack Martin an Englishman who now lives in

Dallas and publishes Texas Business called me. I had been Introduced to

him about two years earlier by a mutual friend Abelardo Valdez, a former

Texan who was U.S. Chief of Protocol under President Carter and who now

is a Washington attorney and a trustee at The American University. Mr.

Martin explained to me over the telephone that he publishes not only the

magazine but also books. He said he planned to publish a manuscript by Dr.

Judith Reisman. Her research, he explained, deals with human sexuality.

He said she wanted to find an academic base in the Washington, D.C.

area because she now lives nearby. Before she talked with one of the other

Washington area universities, he suggested that she talk with The American

University because of his knowledge about it. He asked me if she might

become affiliated in some way with The American University. I told him

that although faculty personnel matters are the province of our provost, I

doubted if a tenure track faculty position would be available. (The American

University, like many universities today, is trying gradually to reduce the

number of tenure track positions.) But a research appointment might be

possible. (Like many universities, The American University has research

faculty who in contrast with permanent, tenured professors stay at the

university for a limited period specifically to conduct research. At present,

The American University has approximately thirty such individuals, some of

whom came to the university with grans.)

Mr. Martin responded that the Justice Department was interested in

Dr. Reisman's forthcoming research on possible linkages between pornography

and child abuse, and that the Justice Department probably would award a

grant to support her next study. To give me an idea about her work, he

offered to send a draft of her book.
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After I read it, Mr. Martin and I discussed It by phone on 2 June 1913.

I told him I was unqualified to make a professional judgment about it, but a
few general points had struck me nonetheless. The manuscript was potentially

controversial and provocative. If her assertions were valid, the work would
be important. But I did not find the draft version to be convincing and I

thought Dr. Reisman would benefit zrom collegial advice about methodology.

Mr. Martin assured me that even though her work was polemical, authorities

in the field supported it. I conceded that could be the case, for I am not
an authority in the subject area.

In early June 1933, a man In Princeton, New Jersey called me at Mr.
Martin's request. Although I do not recall his name or institutional affiliation,

I do remember that he told me he had done extensive research In Dr. Reisman's

area. In his opinion, her studies had merit, even if they perhaps needed

refining.

On 7 June 1933, Mr. James Wooten of the Justice Department called

me. He said that the Justice Department was interested In Dr. Reisman's

work and that it would support her next stage of research.

At that point, I passed all the information I had about this issue to Mr.
Robert Norris, Vice Provost for University Programs at The American University.

Contracts and grants fall under his purview and all faculty-related matters

lie within the office of the provost. I told Mr. Norris that I could make no

judgment about Dr. Reisman's research. But it sounded timely and potentially

significant, especially given the nation's Increasing awareness and concern

about child molestation. I noted that a number of our faculty members in

the School of Education, the School of Justice, the Departments of Psychology

and Sociology, and the Washington College of Law might be interested in
her work. I ask Mr. Norris to take up the matter, following standard procedures

for the possible appointment of a Research Professor. To the best of my
knowledge, he did so.

.1 220 ) "4
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On IS January 1984, Mr. Bruce Chapman called my office. He gave his

title as Director of Planning and Evaluation st The White House. I was in

Los Angeles at the time but called my office for messages. On 19 January,

I called Mr. Chapman back. He began by asking if I was aware that Dr.

Judith Reisman might become affiliated with The American University and

that the Justice Department was interested in her research. I told him that

I had known about this in the summer of 1983 but that I had not been involved

personally since then. He said he was calling because The White House was

concerned about child abuse and its effects on families and he wanted to

find out if her research would be forthcoming. I told him as far as I knew,

it wot..d be. He said he had heard there might be problems at the university

with her appointment. If that were true, he was disappointed because he

was interested in her findings. I told him I was unaware of any problems

except possibly bureaucratic ones such as disagreement between her and the

provost over her childrens' tuition remission; that is, fringe benefits. He

said such matters did not iny'rest him, and repeated that he had called only

to ascertain if her research, was in fact, proceeding. Neither he nor I were

certain whether the justice Department grant had been processed, although

we knew it was eminent. Our conversation lasted about ten minutes.

Mr. Wooten and Mr. Chapman are the only persons in any way associated

with the justice Department or The White House with whom I have had any

communication whatsoever regarding Dr. Reisman or the justice Department

grant to her. And, incidentally, I have never talked with Dr. Reisman or

met her.
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Senator SPECTER. Dean Turaj, we will hear from you now, andthen the questions will go the two of you gentlemen, since theywould be along a similar lin

TESTIMONY OF DR, FRANK TURAJ
Dr. TURAJ. Thank you, Senator.
I will skip the first paragraph because it says pretty much what

President Berendzen already said.
Senator SPECTER. We have your written statement. It will bemade a part of the record fully. So, to the extent you can summa-rize it, we would appreciate it.
Dr. TURAJ. I would like to simply say that in my written state-ment I carry us through the process of how Dr. Reisman came toour campus, how we went about considering the research projectthat she would bring to us, who was involved, what the procedureswere, and finally that we agreed to accept this particular arrange-ment which, by the time of our acceptance, had changed from the

nature of a grant to a contractual agreement.
I would simply like to read one part of what I have here becauseI think it might affect some of the way we talk about grants and

universities. That is the last section on page 3, the bottom para-graph:
What is the role of a university that serves as an institutionalhome for a grant? Universities are somewhat different from other

organizations. I perceive a certain lack of understanding about that
in some of the material, including transcripts of previous hearings
that I have looked at. A university is a cooperative group of profes-sionals. It is somewhat unlike a business corporation that proposesto deliver a certain product.

Grants and research arrangements at universities have a princi-pal investigator. Sometimes the principal investigator is already afaculty member at the university. Very often a professional looksfor an institutional home to administer a grant or other research
arrangement. This is not at all rare. In fact, I think it is quiteusual.

I note that President Berendzen said that it is not unique butperhaps not usual. I think it is more usual that he thinks it is.If the university becomes that institutional and administrativehome, it is the role of the university to see that all conditions ofthe arrangement are fulfilled, that all laws and regulations are ad-hered to, and that the expenditure of money is legitimate and ac-counted for. In addition, to the extent that it can, a university sup-plies professional help and advice, but professional work is underthe direct charge of the principal investigator. If any laws, regul.tions, or university procedures are being violated, the university
needs to exercise its prerogatives and do the appropriate things.
But the university has to allow the investigator to succeed or failintellectually. The university as an entity, unlike a commercial cor-poration, cannot manipulate or dictate the procedures and certain-ly not the products of research, except insofar as laws and regula-tions are violated. The nature of research is that one cannot dis-miss hypotheses which may be reasonable, nor may undue pressurebe used to dictate forms of inquiry.
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I simply read that into the record because I do notice that there
is a certain sense of uncertainty as to how uni versities tend to get
grants and the various ways in which they treat it.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Turaj follows:]

1414
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRANK TURAJ

According to my knowledge,
The American University was first introduced

to this project when a Mr. Jack
Martin, who is a publisher for Dr. Refsman's

work, made a telephone call to President lierendaen. President Berendsen
referred the information to Ms. Robert Norris, Vice Provost for University
Programs. Mr. Norris contacted Dr. Reisman and met with her. She explained
that she was working un a grant application

to pursue research in her subjectthe sponsor to be a division of the Department of Justice. Dr. Reisman
subsequently contacted Dr. Myra Sadker, then Dean of the School of Educationof the College of Arts and Sciences of The American University. In the
meantime, Mr. Norris told me over the phone that Dr. Reisman was looking
for an institutional sponsor. Shortly after this, Dr. Sadker told me that
she had had a conversation

with Dr. Reisman and
indicated that Dr. Reiman

was interested in The American University as the administrative
institutionfor this prospective grant. Previous to this, to my knowledge, no one at

the university '.:hew Dr. Reisman or knew about her work.

Dr. Sadker indicated that she was willing to have the School of Education
be the "home" unit for the administration of the grant. This made sense
to me because Dr. Sadker has a long record of successful

grant administration
and is expert in the techniques of content analysis.

After that, the application
went through the regular processes. Dr.

Reisdin was aided by our office of Program Development
and Administration.

which in turn entered
into discussions with the Office of Juvenile Justice

to work out the terms of the arrangement.

The prospective grant was reviewed by the Institutional review Board.
I ac impressed that the board did an extremely

conscientious job. Certain
caveats were relayed to Dr. Reisman respecting any use of materials in Dr.
Reisman's possession having to do with material

gathered from human subjectsand with any material which might be gathered in the future.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Dr. Reisman's resume: was checked to assure that the resume was genuine.

that is to say. that she did have the degrees she represented herself as

having and that she held the positions that she had entered on her resume.

This was simply a basic check. There was no attempt to make a qualitative

assessment of her previous work. It was my feeling that the professionals

from the sponsoring agency were more expert in the field of Dr. Reisman's

research than anyone at the university. It was and is my feeling that there

is no reason to suppose that the Department of Justice is not a perfectly

respectable entity with which to have arrangements.

I do not know the present situation regarding research in the area

of pornography and its effects. Assuming that professionals in the Department

of Justice found merit in pursuing Dr. Reisman's line of inquiry, the project

seemed and seems reasonable. We do know that content has effect. All

of us act in one way or another on the basis of content we assimilate

in one way or another. Important social and commercial decisions have

been reached on that basis. There are no whiskey ads on television.

Cigarette commercials have been removed from television. I take no position

on this. I simply point out that we assume cause and effect relationships

as a result of the content of communications. Whether or not such

cause and effect can be demonstrated between pornography and sex crimes

is the open question. That is the subject of this research. Furthermore,

even if a good deal down the line (and no one suggests that Dr. Reisman's

project will be the last word) research reveals a persuasive connection,

I could not possibly guess as to the form of action that may or may not

b, taLLn consistent with our laws and with the ri7hts guaranteed under the

First Amendment. I would think, however before anything can be considered,

further analysis and classification of material would be necessary. The

creation of data and knowledge is the reason for doing research.

As to whether or not Dr. Reisman's project is potentially valuable.

I could not say. That would be prejudging the research. If research could

be prc:udgd. it would not need to be carried out.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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While we were considering
acceptance of the arrangement with the

Department of Justice, which in the mean time had changed from a grant
to a cooperative agreement,

a certain amount of notoriety occurred. A
number of people at the university

received calls from reporters. I
remember one such particularly. I may have had more than one call. My
own reaction was that academic integrity

would not permit us to base any
decision on such considerations.

Indeed, it was important that we not be
perceived as timid in allowing the

pursuit of research that her become,
for whatever reasons, controversial. I recommended to the Provost the
acceptance of the arrangement.

One final note. What is the role of a university that serves as the
institutional home for a grant? Universities are somewhat different from
other organizations. I perceive a c itain lack of understanding about that
in some of the material, including

trascripts of previous hearings, that
I have looked at. A university is cooperative group of professionals.
It is isemewhet unlike a business corporation that proposes to deliver a
certain product. Grants and research arrangements at universities have

principal investigator. Sometimes the principal investigator is already
faculty member at the university. very often a professional looks for

an institutional home to administer grant or other research arrangement.

This is not at all rare. It is quite usual. If the university becomes

that institutional and administrative home, it is the role of the university
to see that all conditions of the

arrangement are fulfilled, that all laws
and regulations are adhered to, 41.: the cypc.%dit-..4r6 cf is legitimate
and accounted for. In addition, cc the cxtent that it can, a university

supplies professional help and . professional work is under the
eti.tt charge of the principal investigator. If any laws. regulations,

or university procedures are being violated, the university needs to

exercise its prerogatives and do the appropriate things. But the

university has to aPow the investigator to succeed or fail intellectually.

The university as an entity, unlike a commercial corporation. cannot manipulate

or dictate the procedures and certainly not the products of research, except

irsofar as laws and regulations are violated. The nature of research is

that one cannot dismiss hypotheses which may be reasonable nor may undue

pressure be used to dictate forms of inquiry.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Senator SPECTER. Gentlemen, as a matter of either routine prac-
tice or, specifically in Dr. Reisman's case, was any review conduct-
ed at American-University of her proposed project or of her qualifi-
cations to carry it out?

Dr. TURAJ. Yes, reviews were carried out by a number of people.
In the first instance, we have something called the Office of Pro-
gram Development and Administration. They read all proposals,
and they read them with an eye toward the ability of the universi-
ty to carry out its responsibilities and with an eye toward the
budget that is involved. In that process those people worked with
people from the Department, from OJJ, particularly with Mr. Bob
Heck. I have been told as early as yesterday that they found Mr.
Heck to be an extremely hard bargainer in the matter of working
out budgets for the proposal.

With respect to the intelk"tual content, again, it is read largely
to see if it is a reasonable pi oposal. By reasonable, I mean if there
is a hypothesis that can be worked with, if there are results which
may be useful-

Senator SPECTER. Was such a specific review made at American
University on Dr. Reisman's proposal?

Dr. TURAJ. At a number of levels. In a certain sense, it is made
at a number of levels. I read the proposal. Dr. Myra Sadker--

S6fiator SPECTER. You approved it?
Dr.. TURAJ. Eventually I approved the proposal. Dr. Myra Sakder

read the proposal and proposed it to me, recommended it to me--
Senator SPECTER. And who is he?
Dr. TURAJ. She. Dr. Myra Sakder was dean of the School of Edu-

cation at that time and-
Senator SPECTER. Who else reviewed it?
Dr. TURAJ. The director of the Office of Program Development

and Administration.
Senator SPECTER. Did anybody else review the proposal?
Dr. TURAJ. Not to my knowledge.
Senator SPECTER. Who, if anyone, reviewed- -
Dr. TURAJ. Mr. Norris, I am sure, read it.
Senatoi. SPECTER. Who, if anyone, reviewed Dr. Reisman's qualifi-

cations?
Dr. TURAJ. I think that they were reviewed in three ways, and I

am not exactly sure in how much detail. Mr. Norris reviewed those
qualifications and made some telephone calls concerning them. I
think he even asked the registrar of our university to call and as-
certain the degrees and when they were received.

The department in which the appointment is made, in this case
it is the School of Education, which is a department of the College
of Arts and Sciences, has the obligation to propose an appointment
of any kind, either a research appointment or a tenure track ap-
po intment. In that procedure, there is something called the rank
and tenure committee. The rank and tenure committee looks at the
vita and decides whether or not such an appointment should be
recommended. It then comes to me, and I look at it. If the recom-
mendat ions are pretty much favorable when it gets to me, I tend to
pass them on as a favorable recommendation.

I do want to make this point. In recommending people for re-
search appointments it is trm--perhaps it should not be, but it is
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truethat we tend to be less rigorous than for those who would becoming for tenure track appointments. The nature of such appoint-ments for people that come with grants or with contractual ar-rangements is temporary, maybe a year. It may be 2 years. Wesimply want to know that those people are truly who they say theybe, that they are not masquerading under false names or falseidentities or have false qualifications. And usually those people arealready being recommended to us in some fashion or another byprofessional organizations or by qualified institutions. In this case,for example, it was the Office of Juvenile Justice which we knewwas interested in Dr. Reisman's work and believed that Dr. Reis-man's work was- -
Senator SPECTER. Are you saying that you accepted the recom-mendation of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency--Dr. TURAJ. They made no recommendations, but I am sure of thefact that they found her to be a potential valuable investigator car-ried weight in our minds.
Senator SPECTER. What input did American University have inputting together or evaluating the cost components of Dr. Reis-man's proposal?
Dr. TURAJ. The ultimate cost?
Senator SPECTER. Yes.
Dr. TURAJ. I think we had a great deal of input. I talked yester-day or the day before with a person who worked on the budgetwith Mr. Bob Fleck and with Dr. Reisman, presumably. And he in-dicated that it was in fact a joint design. He also indicated at thatpoint, as I have just indicated to you, that he found Mr. Heck tobe a very hard bargainer in terms of costs and things which wereasked for and which would be allowed or not allowed.
Senator SPECTER. Dr. Reisman identifies herself on par 5 ;lerprogram narrative as a, quote, "full research professor, Note.Does such a position differ from any other kind of research Fes-sor?
Dr. TURAJ. Yes. We have research ranks which roughly rin par-allel to the regular rE,,,ks. There could be an associate researchprofessor. There could be an assistant research professor.
Senator SPECTER. Is there a full or less than full or part-time re-search professor?
Dr. TURAJ. Yes, there could be an associate research professor.Senator SPECTER. Is there a position known as full research pro-fessor?
Dr. TURAJ. Research professor is it. But, yes, you would say it isa full research professor. The official title is research professor.Senator SPECTER. Research professor is it, but you can say it is afull research--
Dr. TURAJ. It is the equivalent of a full---
Senator SPECTER. Have you seen anybody else put on theirresume full research professor?
Dr. TURAJ. I do not remember, but it is not unusual for a personwho has attained the highest rank of a professor to say I am a fullprofessor.
Senator SPECTER. Have you seen someone put that on theirresume?
Dr. TURAJ Yes.
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Senator SPECTER. Having heard all that you have heard today,
and knowing more about Dr. Reisman's program than you did
when you undertook it, do you have any doubts, Dr. Berendzen, as
to the vain of the program or American University's interest in
continuing the arrangement?

Mr. BERENDZEN. Well, with respect to the benefit that an institu-
tion obtains from a research professor and the grant, let us be
quite clear what it is and what it is not. Earlier on, the sum of
$800,000 was mentioned. That, as I understand it, would be for a 2-
year period. I gather, at the current rate it is being expended, it
would be more like $350,000. In any case, the overhead of the uni-
versity in this, so I am told, is 30 percent. This would mean that if
it went for completion in 2 years at the full amount, it would be
$240,000. If it is at the reduced rate, it would be more on the order
of $100,000, or $50,000 per year.

There is the other side of the coin, too. That is the amount of
time that is taken on the part of the president, the dean, the pro-
vost, the vice provost, and a host of other people. On a shear mone-
tary basis it would be hard to prove that this grant or some others
in fact add much financially to the institution. It really does not
make much difference to us financially.

The other component is nonfinancial. That is augmenting the in-
tellectual base of an institution, presumably collegial interaction
one faculty member interacting with another in stimulating new
research and new ideas. In that context, it is still a moot question
what this particular grant will lead to, because the project is still
so young.

It is certainly true that, so far, it has been so controversial, in-
volved so much discussion that the benefits are fairly alight com-
pared with- -

Senator SPECTER. Produced substantial collegial interaction-- -
Mr. BERENDZEN. Well, Dr. Reisman could answer that better

than I could, but I do know- -
Senator SPECTER. I could even answer that.
Mr. BERENDZEN. Well, I perhaps did not hear your question ex-

actly, but I thought yol were referring to collegial interaction with
our faculty in a campus. And if that is the question, she does cer-
tainly interact with Dr. Sadker and others.

Senator SPECTER. Do you have any intention of abandoning the
project as a result of these proceedings?

Mr. BERENDZEN. No. To do so, I think, would probably be a viola-
tion of academic freedom, and we try to guard that very carefully
in our campus.

Senator SPECTER. Aside from the issue of academic freedomand
I very much appreciate what you are saying about thatyou do
not have any second thoughts about the value of the entire project?

Mr. BERENDZEN. No. That question has not come to something
that I would try to reach a judgment about. Whether the provost or
others at the institution would, I do not know; but to the best of
my knowledge, no.

Senator SPECTER. Dean Turaj, would you agree with what Presi-
dent Berendzen has said?

Dr. TURAJ. Yes, I would. I would not prejudge research, nor
would I prejudge this research any more that', I would any other,
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unless it were patently absurd. I would not like to entertain re-
search at the university to prove that the world was flat. But, on
the other hand, we do know that content has effect upon people. If
we did not know that, we would not have taken whiskey ads off
television; we would not have taken cigarette ads off of television;
we would nut be talking now about taking wine and beer Ms off
television. We are worried about the influence and effect of content
upon people.

This is a grant which wants to get at the nature of content, clas-
sify it, have it appraised by other professionals. I would hope that
the grants procedures would be refined as they go along and
become more skillful. The university is in fact involved in working
with Dr. Reisman to that end. But I find that the purpose is honor-
able, a perfectly plausible piece of research. It may prove to be
helpful. We do not know that.

But if we could prejudge a piece of research, there is no point
doing it.

Senator SPECTER. Senator Metzenbaum?
Senator METZENBAUM. First, Dr. Berendzen, even if you are mis-

taken about Mr. Martin's phone call of May 13 concerning the Jus-
tice Department grantand I do not think you have indicated that
you are mistaken, and your notes confirm the May 13but, if you
were, it would not have been later than June 2. Is that correct, ac-
cording to your logs?

Mr. BERENDZEN. According to my logs, we have entries during
that timeframe of only two calls, when Mr. Martin called me. One
was on May 13, 1983. The other was on June 2, 1983. From there
on, I have to go by my recollection.

My recollection is that in one instance he called and mentioned
Dr. Reisman. On a second instance, he called to discuss it further,

We could have failed to enter something in the phone log; that is
possible.

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Regnery, your office first talked to
Ms. Reisman on May 24. But by June 2, 9 days later, Mr. Martin is
telling Dr. Berendzen that she may have a Justice Department
grant.

Would you explain that to me? Is not that pretty fast service
when we are talking about grants being awarded?

Mr. It EoNtotv. We had not, in fact, awarded her a grant, I guess,
by June 2.

When did we award the grant?
Mr. WoorroN. It was not until the fall that it was actually

awarded.
Mr. REGNERY. We may have mentioned to her that we were in-

terested in the subject matter and that, if she wanted to pursue it,
we would be interested in discussing it with her further. I suspect
that is about the nature of the conversation.

Wt. do not have the ability to promise people orally to make
grants. In fact, nobody has a grant until the grant has been signed
and returned to us, signed by the recipient,

Senator METZENBACM. But yet a man out in Texas is calling Dr.
Berendzen and is saying that the Justice Department was interest-
ed in Dr. Reisman's forthcoming research on possible linkages be-
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tween pornography and child abuse, and that the Justice Depart-
ment probably would award a grant to support her next study.

Mr. REGNERY. I have no control over what somt....ody says in
Texas about whether or not the Justice Department is going to
award grants.

Senator METZENBAUM. Ms. Reisman, from July 11 to July 15, you
attended a 4-day workshop at Sam Houston State University in
Huntsville, TX. And you spoke on behalf of the Office of Juvenile
Justice. For whom were you working at that time?

Dr. REISMAN. First of all, Senator, I do not know that I spoke. I
accept you must have an affidavit there.

Senator METZENBAUM. Pardon?
Dr. REISMAN. You must have some sort of an affidavit that I am

not aware of. I will just assume that you are correct. I have no
idea.

Senator METZENBAUM. I have the schedule, I think it is, or the
program.

I will come back to that, because I have the program of that 4-
day workshop at Sam Houston.

Now, t
Juvenile Justice at that point?

Dr. REISMAN. I was absolutely not. I was not employed. No, I
never worked for the Office of Juvenile Justice. I was employed by
American University at the signing of the grant, which was Febru-
ary, and my first pay began at that time.

Senator METZENBAUM. Who paid for the trip to Huntsville?
Dr. REISMAN. You will have to check with OJJDP on that. I be-

lieve it was the criminal center there. But I do not know. You will
have to check with them. I did- -

Mr. REGNERY. We had a grant to Sam Houston State University
in Texas to put on some seminars. And I believe there was some
money in that grant for them to bring people to those seminars.

Senator METZENBAUM. So, you arranged for them to bring- -
Mr. REGNERY. No; Sam Houston University would have arranged

that. That was a grant that we had made sometime previous to
that.

Dr. REISMAN. But I did lecture there.
Senator METZENBAUM. Let me ask you this. You just arrived

from Haifa. You had been here for a little bit of time at that point.
My question is, how does Sam Houston University see fit to call
you and know that there was money available to pay your way? I
am sort of curious.

Mr. WoorroN. Senator, let me explain that. We gave a grant of
about $137,000, I think, to Sam Houston State University, where
they have a criminal justice center. And that money was partly our
money and partly from the National Institute of Justice. It was to
deal with a wide variety of issues, from sexual exploitation to serial
murder. Bob Heck, who had made contact at this point with Dr.
Reisman, is the project monitor of that grant. He suggested to
Doug Moore, who was the recipient or the primary director of that
project at Sam Houston State, that Dr. Judith Reisman would
make a good presentation as to the subject matter. And she came
down there and made a presentation.
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I assume, as Mr. Regnury said, that the travel funds came out of
that $137,000 grant to Sam Houston.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Wootton.
Then it is a fact that you did make a presentation at Sam Hous-

ton?
Dr. REISMAN. I certainly did, sir.
Senator METZENBAUM. I thought you had said that, if I had an

affidavit to that effect---
Dr. REISMAN. No, you said that I spoke on behalfplease correct

me. You said that I spokewhat was it? Something about that Ispoke for OJJDP or something. And I said I did not recall that I
had said that. I do not know that I could have said that. And so Iasked if you had an affidavit to that effect.

Senator METZENBAUM. I do not wish to
Dr. REISMAN. I certainly did lecture, yes, sir.
Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Regnery, prior to May 24, 1983, had

you ever heard of Ms. Reisman?
Mr. REGNERY. I do not know the exact date. I had never heard of

Ms. Reisman before she came in to see me, after she was on this
radio show. In fact, I had not heard the radio show. So, it musthave been probably thewhat was the date of the radio show?

Senator METZENBAUM. May 23.
Mr. REGNERY. OK, I probably first heard of her on May 24.
Senator METZENBAUM. And yet it was on May 13 that Mr. Jack

Martin called the president and said that she was going to get agrant. Now, how do---
Mr. REGNERY. I think somebody is probably mistaken, because Ihad never heard of Jack Martin. Unless she was going to get a

grant from somebody else at the Justice Department, I think some-
body has some dates mixed up.

Senator METZENBAUM. Had Pat Buchanan discussed her with youat any time prior to her appearance on his show?
Mr. REGNERY. No.
Senator METZENBAUM. Now, Dean Turaj, on June 30, you re-

ceived a memo from Myra Sadk-r, dean of the School of Special
Education at American University---

Dr. TURAJ. School of Education.
Senator METZENBAUM. Of Education, fine, OK. Thank you for the

correction.
Ms. Sadker writes that she supports the rank and tenure com-

mittee's recommendation of the appointment of Ms. Reisman as aresearch professor, but then goes on to say, only if she brings with
her the money. She says: "Obviously, my recommendation that Dr.
Reisman be appointed as a research professor is contingent upon
receipt of external Federal funding."

Dr. TURAJ. Yes, sir.
Senator METZENBAUM. And that you would not have appointed

her without her holding out the possibility of receiving a Federalgrant in the sum of $800,000. Is that correct?
Dr. TURAJ. The appointment would have been contingent upon

not necessarily the receipt of that amount of money particularly
that you have mentioned, but it would have to be upon the receipt
of a grant. Otherwise, Dr. Reisman would have nothing to do at

1 1 3
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our university. If she was coming in order to run a grant that had
to do with pornography, we needed to have a grant for her to run.

Senator METZENBAUM. I think Dr. Berendzen is asking to com-
ment.

Mr. BERENDZEN. Yes; I might be able to clarify that for you, Sen-
ator. We have a manual of information, regulations, and proce-
dures dealing with the faculty personnel policies. The latest edition
was put out on September 1, 1980. I will be glad to give it to you, if
you like. Page 12 states the following with respect to research fac-
ulty, and I will truncate most of it:

Such an appointment does not confer membership on the faculty. Persons in these
ranks shall have no presumption of a right to reappointment. These appointments
carry no implication of or credit toward academic tenure. Appointments may be
made on a part-time or full-time basis.

Then the final sentence:
A person holding such an appointment must have his or her salary entirely

funded by sources outside the university.

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you, Dr. Berendzen.
Now, Ms. Pamela Swain, what position do you now hold at the

Department of Juvenile Justice?
Ms. SWAIN. I am the Director of the Research and Program De-

velopment Division.
Senator MerzENafind. You are a director- -
Ms. SWAIN. Director of the Research and Program Development

Division for the Office of Juvenile Justice.
Senator METZENBAUM. When were you made Director of that de-

partment?
Ms. SWAIN. In August 1983.
Senator METZENBAUM. This memo is a review of Dr. Reisman's

application by you. I would like to take the time to read the entire
memo because I think it is very important to this committee.

BACKGROUND

This proposal consists of review and assessment of existing litera-
ture in the areas of sexual exploitation, with an emphasis on por-
nography and juvenile delinquency. Experts from a variety of disci-
plines will review pornographic materials and studies in their own
disciplines related to sex, juvenile delinquency, with an emphasis
on violent behavior. The final product will be a report synthesizing
this material and summarizing what is known about the relation-
ships between child sexual exploitation and delinquency.

ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATION

For the following reasons, I believe this project can be accom-
plished in a much shorter time and at a considerably reduced cost
to the Federal Government.

One. the literature on the relationship between sexual exploita-
tion and delinquency is very limited. Furthermore, there have been
several comprehensive reviews which involve the critical assess-
ment of the research of media violence on behavior.

Two. the assessment center program conducts similar reviews in
G to 9 months, for a range of $20,000 to $40,000 depending on the
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topic area. Since it would be desirable to increase the usual
number of outside experts involved to 10 or 15 for this topic area,this may increase costs to approximately $60,000. It appears wewould be paying for the establishment of an office in order to
obtain an assessment of what is known about the relationship of
sexual exploitation to juvenile delinquency, Therefore, I recom-
mend that the assessment center be asked to develop a plan includ-
ing a statement of work and budget estimate. Given the impor-
tance of this topic, a separate recommendation for it to be part of
their new work plan has already been forwarded to the TDS.

Alternatively, it would be possible to competitively select an or-
ganization to conduct this assessment. I believe that either of these
two alternatives would result in more timely completion of theproject at a greatly reduced cost. Conceivably, more funds could be
made available to implement the program and/or research recom-
mendations which would be produced as a result of the assessment.

Ms. Swain, one has to assume that you read Ms. Reisman's grant
proposal at the time you wrote that memo. Is that correct?

Ms. SWAIN. Yes, Senator, I did.
Senator METZENBAUM. And that proposal is about 40 pages long,

as I understand, and goes into reasonable detail of the project. Ms.
Swain, would you tell the committee what occurred when you sentthis memo to Mr. Regnery, what was his reaction, and what devel-
oped as a consequence?

Ms. SWAIN. I did not discuss the memorandum with Mr..Reg-nery.
Senator METZENBAUM. With whom did you discuss it?
Ms. SWAIN. I did not discuss the memorandum. I sent it forward

through the usual channels for reviewing an application.
Senator METZENBAUM. Did you discuss it with Mr. Heck?
Ms. SWAIN. No. I did not.
Senator METZENBAUM. Nobody discussed your recommendation

and your analysis with you?
Ms. SWAIN. No, they did not.
And I would like to add that this is not unusual, because the pro-posal at that point was not being handled in my division. It wasbeing handled in another division. Often, reviews are requested

from various divisions considering a proposal.
The discussions were held with Mr. Robert Heck and the other

people who were directly involved in processing the application.
Senator METZENBAUM. You were not a pari v to those discussions?
Ms. SWAIN. No, I was not.
Senator METZENHAUM. When you testified in the House, you ex-

plained that the project differs in two important ways from what
you understood at the time of the original review. First of all, yousaid: The scope of the literature review was broader than I had
originally undf rstood. I had thought that :t was going to be focused
on examining research that directly looks at the link between por-
nography. child exploitation, and juvenile delinquency. It will lookat a variety of disciplines and look at research and media effects on
juveniles and adults and examine the implications of that research,
looking at the effect of pornography on juvenile delinquency and

As a layman. would you explain to me what you just said?
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MS. SWAIN. That the scope of the literature review was to be
broader than I originally understood. In other words, you can talk
about a core of research which specifically has examined the rela-
tionship between pornography, exploitation, and delinquency. In a
field such as this, where the effort is exploratory, it is also impor-
tant t1 look at research in related disciplines such as the whole
area of the effect of media on behavior in order to better under-
stand the specific topic area you are interested in.

I did not realize in reading the proposal the first time that the
literature review was to include those other areas as well

Senator METZENBAUM. What other disciplines were you talking
about? You said in areas of other disciplines.

M. SWAIN. Psychology, sociology, biology, a variety of disciplines
were to be included.

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, certainly nobody would make a
study that would only just look at the literature itself. Whether
you paid $20,000, or $40,000, or $60,000, you could just gothat
would not get you very far. And certainly you had in mind that the
$60,000 study you were talking about would certainly be doing
something more than just looking at the literature, becauac that
would not be a very valuable kind of look, just to look at the maga-
zines and say there are a lot of pornographic magazines around.

So, what were you contemplating for $60,000?
Ms. SWAIN. Let me clarify that. When I talk about a review of

the literature, I am not talking about the pornographic literature
itself. I am talking about review of research that has been done on
a particular area. And that can be a very complicated process. You
are looking at the design of that. research and assessing the conclu-
sions.

Senator METZENBAUM. When you looked at the proposal original-
ly, you knew that she was talking about, because, on page 24 of the
original proposal, it points out particular attention to the issue of
juvenile, biological, neurophysiological imperatives, as viewed by
our judging experts in response to mass media will be the overrid-
ing commitment of the project director. Now, that is what you just
said were the other disciplines you were talking about. Now, she
had already mentioned that. You had seen the application. You
said it could be done for about $60,000, and it is being done for
$s00.000. You told the House you did not understand that.

Now, give me the distinction, because I am having $740,000 of
difference difficulty.

MS SWAIN. The difference is, I originally thought that the litera-
ture review, the research review would focus on research that had
been done in this area, of which there is not a lot. That means re-
search which has directly tried to measure and understand the re-
lationship between pornography and exploitation. The difference,
as I understand it now. is the literature review was to be much
broader and also look at studies, while not directly focused on por-
nography and exploitation and delinquency, they have important
implications for that area because they deal with the effect of
media on behavior. And those studies come from a variety of differ-
ent disciplines.
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Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Regnery, now you had this memo
from Ms. Swain, who is a trusted member of your staff, as a matterof fact, she gets a promotion from you not too long thereafter--Mr. REGNERY. She is one of my best employees, Senator.

Senator METZENBAUM. OK. She tells you you can do it for$60,000. So, you sign off on $800,000. I have a little difficulty in foi-
1 .ng that, particularly for one of your best employees.

Mr. REGNERY. It is not exactly that simple, Senator. I do not re-member saying it, but people have told me several times, that theway I put it was. "Why in the hell does this thing cost so muchmoney?" And I was told by the people, by Mr. Heck and by otherpeople who had reviewed it at Sam Houston, that it very likelycould cost so much money.
What we did is, instead of making it a grant, we made it a coop-

erative agreement. And I said, OK, fine, if you can show me that it
may cost $800,000, I am willing to take a gamble on it, but I havecontrol of it. It might only cost $50,000. If it only cost $50,000,under the cooperative agreement arrangement that we made, thenthat is as notch as they would get.

So, by doing it that way, we controlled the amount of money thatwas spent, and at the same time gave the possibility of using thatmuch if they needed it.
Senator METZENBAUM. You know, Mr. Regnery, that the Ameri-

can Psychological Association, in its issue of July 1984, has yourpicture on the front cover and an article, "Discretionary Justice,the Furor over Juvenile Research Funds." They point out that, ofthe grants you have made, the 2-year $800,000 grant to Reismanhas drawn the most criticism from the media and Members of Con-gress.
They go on to say:
Reisman said that quite a few experts have commented favorably on her proposal,although she refused to name any of them. Several well-known social scientists who

were asked by the Monitor to look at Reisman's proposals had differing but, in gen-eral. negati%e opinions on its quality.

As a matter of fact, they quote a psychologist from the Universi-ty of Irvine by the name of Gilbert Geiss. He is the reviewer for
the Center for Crime and Delinquency, now known as the Centerfor Violence and Antisocial Behavior at NIMH. He was adament:

I have never seen anything like this in thirty-three years of looking at grant pro-posals It is just a crazy. wild proposal. She doesn't know anything aiiout statisticsor the Delphi Oracle I wouldn't fund this grant in a million years. I don't knowanyone in the whale world who would fund this grant.
The article goes on to say that. as for the consultants, she wrotein her application:
v.;,. have every reason to believe that participation may be gained from such-wholars as Neal Malamuth, Bruce Bette!helm. Jessie Bernard. Rollo May. GeorgeGermer. Jerr% Lv', Donald Symons. Sarah Hardy. Kenneth ('lark, and the like.
One year later. Reisman said she had nett. yet contacted any ofthe persons on her list and would prefer thLt their names not bepublished. It goes on to say that Ms. Reisman cites no sources forvarious statistics in her application such as the estimate ti at thereare 2.4 million teenage prostitutes or that 50 percent of convictedteenage rapists rape again.
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It is hardly in the empirical world we all grew up in," com-
mented psychologist Dean Fixon of Boys Town, who reviewed the
application for this article. It is a whole lot of personal opinion
stated as fact. It is very dramatic. My mouth was watering as I
read the application. I kept thinking that she knew something the
rest of us aid not know. I was appalled by the lack of references, he
said, though he noted that she had cited material from Ladies
Home Journal and Woman's Day.

Then, well, there is so much more in this article where the psy-
chologists, almost to a man and woman, come to the conclusion
that they question how anyone could get a grant of this kind from
your department and of these dimensions. I just wonder whether in
retrospect you do not have some second thoughts as to whether the
university, whether or not your department should have gone out
and sought this woman, based upon a radio program, which, as I
ur .erstand it, mainly had to do with a critique of Dr. Kinsey's re-
poi is or certain portions of it, selected her, and chose to give her
through the university $800,000.

I just question how the Federal Government's amds are being
spent if in two cases, two of your biggest grantsyou said to Sena.
for Specter that you had grants more than $4 million, a iiumber of
them. I must tell you that I have looked through the list, mid I donot

Mr. REGNERY. That is nc: what I said, Senator.
Senator METZENHAUM. Wha! did you--
Mr. REGNERY. I said that this is a $2 million grant and that, for

this year, the Missing Children's Center was larger at $2.3 mil -
lion--

Senator METZENHAUM. Wait a minute, wait a minute, wait a
minute. Is it not the fact that the children'swhich one did you
say was larger?

Mr. REGNERY. The Missing Children's Center.
Senator METZENHAUM. Is not the Missing Children grant $3.3

million and the figures that you gave the House is that this grant
is $3,990,000?

Mr. REGNERY. Now, you are talking about Pepperdine. That
could be that much it' they get the second year.

Senator METZENHAUM. Well, so, what I am saying to you is that
this is one of the biggest grants, as I look through this

Mr. 14:(;roatv. It is a large grant.
Senator METZENHAUM. Pardon?
Mr REGNF.RY. It is a large grant.
Senator METZENHAUM. And the whole psychology community

:es.MS to have real reservations about it. And I have a concern that
doe,: not really relate to this woman who appears before us. It has
to do with you and your department and hearing somebody on a
radio program and deciding after that radio program that you are
k.:eing to make a grant to her. And when the university does not
move hist enough, the White }louse winds up calling the university
and says, what's holding things up.

I have to ortIN assume you got the White House to do it, because
I cannot assume anything else. because it is right in your depart-
ment

Senator Se Vhy do ,.ou not risk him. before assuming?
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Senator METZENHAUM. Well, I am leaving the question right now
so he may respond in any way that he wants, because I covered a
rather broad-based area. I certainly have no problems, Mr. Reg-
nery, in your responding. So that I will satisfy my chairman, I am
asking you. Did you ask the White House to call?

Mr. REGNERY. You did ask me quite a few questions, Senator. I
guess that I probably could not answer all of them if I tried, unless
they were read back to me one by one. I do think you mischaracter-
ized grossly what has gone on at this hearing. I am astounded, I
guess, to listen to your question, after having listened to all that
has gone on here about how the grant was made.

In any case, let me say that I think that I would agree with Dr.
Berendzen that I have trouble because people criticize something
we are doing, claiming we shouldn't have done it after all, it was a
bad idea. I think that, with the controls, as I explained them, that
we have on this grant, with the cooperative agreement and the
ability to change the thing as we go along, with the way we can
appoint new people as advisers, with our ability to change the
methodology of the grant, and other things which we are in the
process of doing, then we can come up with a product that is
worthy of the amount of money that we spend on it.

As I said before, we are not necessarily spending $800,000. In
fact, it looks as though we will spend closer to $300,000, $350,000 in
the 2-year period.

As I look back at grants that are made by my office in years
past, at the millions and millions and millions of dollars that have
been spent on various programs where nothing has resulted, no, I
am not ashamed at all of the fact that are looking into some-
thing as serious as the exploitation of children and pornography
for a sum of $300,000 or even $800,000, if we can come up with
something that will shed some light on what is certainly a very,
very difficult problem and which a lot of people, most people, in
fact, do not know very much about. As far as the White--

renator METZENBAUM. Nobody would question yoJr looking at
O. subject. Some might question the amount involved ane also
might question whether you have obtained the best experts in the
reld.

Mr. RF:GNERY. Well, that is fine. And if that is so, I would think
that the people that belong to the American Psychological Associa-
tion would have the guts to come to me and tell me what their
problems are instead of writing it in a magazine. Nobody has ever
called me about it. Nobody has ever called my office that I know of
to complain about it. I would think that, if they are so concerned
about it, they w :uici be in my office, either with letters or in
person. to describe to us what they think should be done, because,
in fact, we have the ability under the agreement with American
University to change any of those things. We can change, as I said,
the methodology. We can change the people on the grant or any-
thing else in order to make it a good product. I just have to believe
that many of those people are not really concerned about the tech-
nical aspects of the grant as much as they are the substance, be-
cause I think. if they were really concerned about the issues we are
talks about. they would be here trying to help us do a good job.
But they art. not.
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Senator METZENBAUM. I might say I find within:4 in their Rrti.::e
questioning the matter of gc...ug :Igo this area. Tint is nA the
thrust of --

Mr. REGNERY. Of course, they would not say that on the surft-4..e.
But I think that that is alleged throughout.

As far as the White House is concerned, I have had ongoing dis-
cussions with Mr. Chapman for about as long a he has been in the
White House, which is sometime after I came, on family issues. He
was aware of the fact that we were discussing with American Uni-
versity a grant on pornography. I believe that the way Dr. Berend-
zen characterized the phone call, as far as I know, is correct. Mr.
Chapman had called my office to find out where it was. And I said,
as far as I could recall, we had signed the grant, it was at Ameri-
can University, and I didn't know what is going on out there.

He did call me, in fact, before he called Dr. Berendzen to find out
who he should call. And I said, "I really do not know; I would sug-
gest you call the President."

Senator METZENBAUM. I have one last question. Ms. Reisman, in
that article there were a number of names mentioned that appar-
ently you had used in your application. Are any of them onboard
now, or have they been retained, or are they being consulted pro-
fessionally? If not, what prominent psychologists or biologists or
neurologists or whatever are a part of your grant as of this point?

Dr. REISMAN. First of all, Senator, I am going to have to make
one statement regarding that article. It misstates the matter in
very many respects, and it is untruthful, flatly, in other respects.
And I have been advised by counsel not to seek to defend those par-
ticular untruths in this forum.

Now, having said that, I have been contacting various people.
One of the people that I did contact was Neal Malamuth, a person
who was mentioned, that happened to be correct, and quite a few
other people.

1 am hesitant at this point, perhaps I should not have even men-
tioned Dr. Malamuth, because I am not quite sure now what the
next step is in terms of checking with people to make sure that
they, you know, that they have agreed or not agreed to participate.

1 have contacted reasonably important people. And as soon as
we have several people, by the way, who have agreed to be in-
volved in the project and will be involved in the project. We will
announce that as soon as it is official in a document.

Senator M;.iENBAUM. Well. I am just asking you, whom have
you mired to date? The award was made December 22, 19S:1. Who
has bi.en hired---

Dr REISMAN. NO, the award was accepted by the university, Sen-
ator. in February. We have actually been onboard, in terms of our
project. only since February. So, that is less than fi months, or ap-
proximately t; months. We have changed the nature of the project,
in fact. so that we are now involved in phase 1. Phase 1 does not
involve igniticant use of any other top-flight academicians at this
point

I did contact Dr. Malamuth and several other people. mainly be-
cau4e they %%ill. I hope, be involved in a peer review of our content
amilysts instrument. That will go out to them for a peer review,
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We have been working on that and developing it for the past sever-al months. That will cross all those sections.
Senator METZENBAUM. I guess I am trying just to ask one simple

question: Whom halt.? you hired professionally?
Dr. REISMAW. I do not think 1 made myself clear, Senator. We

have cut or changed---
Senator METZENBAUM. Is the answer no one?
Dr. REISMAN. We have changed the position of the grant, so we

are now engaged in phase 1 of the grant. In this phase, we do not
require additional assistance from large important individuals out-side the institution.

Senator METZENBAUM. Whom have you hired to date?
Dr. REISMAN. In consultance, or --
Senator MVIZENBAUM. Anybody.
Dr. REISMAN. You would have to check-- -
Senator METZENBAUM. Do you have a large staff, small staff? I

have no idea.
Dr. REISMAN. Well, I think you would have to be the judge of

that. We have a secretary, not an administrative secretary, a secre-tary. I have two graduate students. We have an editor, writer,
person who helps with the coding. We have the people necessary
for the content analysis part of the project. That's it. That is whowe have.

Senator METZENBAUM. Has anybody that you have contacted de-
clined to join your team?

Dr. REISMAN. I think I would have to presume to say that thatcould relate to the article in question, and this is not the appropri-
ate forum for that, Senator.

Senator METZENHAUM. Well, the answer is either yes or no. Has
anybody declined to join your team?

Dr. REISMAN. I am not in a position to state that, Senator. That
would have to be referred to another forum.

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, then may I infer from your answerthat there have indeed been some who have declined--
Dr. REISMAN. You can decide whatever you wish, Senator.
Senator METZENBAUM. Can you explain to me why you cannot

answer that question?
Dr. REISMAN. Under advice of counsel that this is not the appro-priate forum to deal with that particular matter.
Senator METZENBAUM. My question has nothing at all to do with

the article. My question is, haveI am not asking about the articleor names in the article. I am asking you whether or not, is it notthe fact that some prominent people in the field have declined tojoin your team?
Dr. REISMAN. No. that is not a fact. Senator.
Senator METZENBAUM. What is the fact then?
Dr. REISMAN. Some have not.
Senator MrIZENHAUM. Pardon?
Dr REISMAN. I mean, that is not correct.
Senator METZENHAUM. What is the fact?
Dr. REISMAN. I will have to refer to counsel on that. If youprefer. I can go out and call and find out how I am supposed todeal with that particular part of it.

1 el
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Senator MF:TZENBAUM. 1 can only ask the questions, Ms. Reis-
man. You have to provide the answers. If you do not want to
answer, that is up to you.

Dr. REISMAN. OK.
Senator SPECTER. Thank you all very much. We will now move to

the next panel.
The next panel is Robert L. Woodson and Robbie Callaway.
While the next panel is coming in, I am going to read into the

record the letter from Mr. George Nicholson to me dated July 25,
1984:

Thank you for your courtesy and interest in connection with preparing for Senate
oversight proceedings of the Federal Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention, to be held-- -

Let there be order, please. If you choose to leave, leave quietly.
I hope the following is useful in them proceedings. During late 1983 the Adminis-

trator of OJJDP was referred to me in my capacities as a former Senior Assistant
Attorney General and Director of the California Department of Justice's School
Safety Center and as a then member of the California Governor's Office of Planning
and Research. In those contexts, I was assigned to provide background and assist-
ance and to help OJJDP's Administrator to better understand campus climate
issues, especially as they relate to school safety.

During the next several weeks, in an effort to assist OJJDP's Administrator and
the Federal Government, I provided substantial assistance personally on behalf of
this State. As time passed and OJJDP's Administrator and other Federal officials
began to formulate their views, I was asked to consider the possibility of becoming
more directly involved. Thereafter. I and others devoted considerable time and at-
tention to analyzing what might be done nationally and how I and they might help.
Eventually, I became directly involved, as did Pepperdine University at my sole per-
sonal invitation. I had "no prior relationship with or interest in the university. In
fact. my first contact with the university was made by calling Los Angeles tele-
phone information, asking for a university telephone number, dialing it, getting a
receptionist, and asking for the person in charge of the university.

I was then fortuitously and directly connected late on a Friday afternoon with Ex-
ecutive Vice President David Davenrt, whose secretary happened not to be there.
Both my and Pepperdine University's

poinvolvements
were prompted by a proper invi-

tation and encouragement of appropriate Federal officials acting lawfully and re-
sponsibly

At no time did Presidential Counsellor Edwin Meese III personally initiate or seek
in any way to involve me or Pepperdine.

Once commitments were made, both by us and the Federal Government, we vigor-
0.usly pursued those commitments. Thereafter, certain critics, some of whom were
staff and/or members of either the Congress or the United States Senate and cer-
tain 0.1.1I)P staff. often anomymously, precipitated or participated in news media
accounts which were unjustifiably and inaccurately derogatory to OJJDP's Adminis-
trator. to me. and to Pepperdine University.

One news chain or network after another has picked up the same identical theme
days or often weeks apart and has presented it as if it is original and never before
published or seen When ABC's national news aired the matter recently, long after
it had widely appeared numerous times elsewhere in the news media, it was la-
belled on screen as a major new investigative report. That investigative report used
one Congressman. a Senator, and three OJJDP employees to attempt to create a
story where in fact there was none.

The bottom line of all this is very simple. OJJDP's Administrator was appointed
In the President and confirmed by the United States Senate to do the job, among
others. that he has done in our case. I and the others on the staff of the National
School safety Center and Pepperdine University were lawfully invited into all of
t his by that presidential appointee. who was confirmed by the Senate. We are all
dedicated to doing good for America's public schools and the children, teachers, and
*+tilif in them and the communities in which they exist.

Nevertheless. the immense potential for good. which our relationship with the
Federal Government continues to hold, has been unnecessarily and senselessly tar-
nished by a seemingly endless collaboration by certain Federal governmental offi-
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cads and the news media to create an apparent issue of impropriety where there is
most emphatically none.

We hope these proceedings can help put that to an end.
Most cordially. George Nicholson.
Copies to David Davenport, executive vice president of Pepperdine, and Mr.

Alfred Regnery, Administrator of OJJDP.

Gentlemen, thank you very much for joining us at this proceed-
ing. Will you please identify yourselves? I see that we have called
for two and gotten three.

STATEMENTS OF ROBERT L. WOODSON, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD ENTERPRISE, ACCOMPANIED BY
MARK THENNES, DIRECTOR OF PROGRAMS, AND ROBBIE
CALLAWAY, DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT/UNITED WAY RELA-
TIONS, BOYS CLUBS OF AMERICA

Mr. WOODSON. Mr. Chairman, I am Robert L. Woodson, president
and founder of the National Center for Neighborhood Enterprise. I
have asked my staff member, Mr. Mark Thennes, to join me in re-
sponding to questions.

Mr. CAL1AWAY. My name is Robbie Callaway. I am director of
Government/United Way Relations for Boys Clubs of America.

Senator SPECTER. Is it Dr. Woodson or Mr. Woodson?
Mr. WoonsoN. Mr. Woodson.
Senator SPECTER. Mr. Woodson, would you proceed, please?
Mr. WOODSON. Yes. Senator, I have monitored the Office of Juve-

nile Justice since its inception. I conducted a study, "A Review of
the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention of the
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration," for Congressman
Rodino's Subcommittee on Crime, Judiciary Committee in 1978. I
have spent many years working in the fields of juvenile justice and
child welfare in our native city of Philadelphia and have worked in
its juvenile institutions, with many of the young men you sen-
tenced. You were a prosecutor, Senator.

One great concern that I share with others is the issue of fair-
ness, and that is, the relationship of fairness to the effectiveness of
the Juvenile Justice Act in controlling delinquent behavior and
bringing about juvenile justice.

In the first place, in a 5-year period $650 million was spent by
the Office of Juvenile Justice. Yet the American public is con-
cerned about the rising number of violent offenses by youth against
the public. Children between the ages of 15 and 21 comprise about
9 percent of the total population, and account for half of all proper-
ty crime and one-fourth of all crimes of violence. Half of these
youngsters are minorityblack, and Hispanic youngsters. If you
examine the record, however, you will find, that although many ad-
vocates of °JAW use the statistics about violent offenders to justi-
fy expenditures. most of the moneys expended by the Office of Ju-
venile Justice was spent to deinstitutionalize status offenders.

Therefbre, if we look at the effectiveness of the Juvenile Justice
Act over a long period of time, we will find that many violent of-
fenders, have been ignored by the Office of Juvenile Justice in def-
erence to deinstitutionalizing status offenders. As a consequence,
the Juvenile Justice Act and its programs have often exacerbated
some of the very problems it was designed to solve. Many black
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and Hispanic youth have been ignored by OJJDP programs and
policies, their numbers are increasing in our country's prisons.

Senator SPECTER. Do you think that grants ought to be made
competitively?

Mr. WOODSON. Senator, the competitive grants do not encourage
neighborhood people who have proven themselves to be effective in
working with high risk youth. They do not read the Federal Regis-
ter and they are often unable to respond to the kind of applications
required for funding.

Senator SPECTER. Do you think a competitive grant is an irrele-
vancy on programs of this sort?

Mr. WOODSON. Yes. Competitive process has not resulted in fair-
ness in terms of getting funds to the problem.

Senator SPECTER. Wait a minute. You say competitive process
has not resulted in fairness. Where has the competitive process
been tried?

Mr. WOODSON. Say it again, Senator?
Senator SPECTER. Where has the competitive process been tried?
Mr. WoonsoN. The competitive process has been tried in the

Office of Juvenile Justice since its inception.
Senator SPECTER. Prior to Mr. Refinery's--
Mr. WoonsoN. Yes, there nave been some competitive grant proc-

esses in the Office of Juvenile- -
Senator SPECTER. has that worked badly?
Mr. WOODSON. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. Can you be specific?
Mr. WOODSON. In the period covered in my study, 1976-77, there

were 260 grants awarded. Only six of those grants went to minority
groups. Most of the grants went to organizations not addressing the
issue of serious violent offenders. So, therefore, the money is notgetting-

Senator SPECTER. Are you saying minority groups do not have a
fair shake if it is competitive?

Mr. WoonsoN. Yes, I am saying that, Senator, because many
groups at the local level, who are addressing the problems effec-
tively, do not read or have access to the Federal Register. They are
not able to hire the sophisticated writers that enable them to apply
f.,r these moneys.

Senator SPECTER. Well, might there be a distinction as to the ap-
plications involving minorities and other groups? You might have
an affirmative action program of the sort-

Mr. W000soN. tio, I do not think that is the route because---
Senator SPECTER. Let me finish before you respond.
As I was saying, you might have an affirmative action program

of the sort for minorities, if you are dealing with, as you character-
lie it. people who do not read the Federal Register but have com-
petitive grants in other lines.

Mr WoonsoN. No. I am not advocating an affirmative action pro-
gram to address that. What I am saying, Senator, is that sole
.:(urce grants enable an administrator to reach creative programs
at the local level and, therefore, assist the minority population
more effectively An example is the ('ASA Program funded by the
Office of .Juvenile Justice under Mr. Regnery that addresses the
issue of foster cart..
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Senator SPECTER. Mr. Woodson, you yourself have been a recipi-
ent of a grant, correct?

Mr. WoonsoN. Just recently for the first time.
Senator SPECTER. Was that on a noncompetitive basis?
Mr. WoonsoN. Yes, it was.
Senator SPECTER. Tell us just a little bit about how much you

were awarded and how you went about it, what it involved.
Mr. WoonsoN. I have written two books on youth crime and writ-

ten numerous articles on neighborhood-based approaches to the
control and prevention of youth crime and neighborhood revitaliza-
tion. I edited the only book that I know of that expresses the view
of young people who have been successfully reached at the grass-
roots level and their advocates. It was reviewed favorably by the
Vanderbilt Law Review.

I approached Mr. Regnery and the Office of Juvenile Justice with
a program concept that will provide vouchers to grassroots organi-
zaticr that already controlling and preventing youth crime
success;ully at the local level and are not OJJDP applicants.

Senatur SPECTER. How did that work? You are going to have
vouchers to prevent crime at the local level--

Mr. WoonsoN. Many of the local groups that I described are of
modest means and cannot respond directly to OJJDP, they do not
have the money to respond to competitive applications but never-
theless are doing an effective job. They often need only a minimal
amount of money, $2,000 or $3,000, to help them to be more effec-
tive.

Senator SPECTER. Who is going to make the decision as to which
groups get that money? You?

Mr. WOODSON. No; an advisory committee.
Mark, do you want to address that?
Mr. THENNES. We will review group applications internally.

There will be a process that we go through locally. But I think the
more important point here, Senator, is that these groups will
define for themselves what their needs are. When they respond in
a national competition, the Office of Juvenile Justice has designed
a program that says what the communities need--

Senator SPECTER. What are these groups going to do with the
money?

Mr. WoonsoN. What they are already doing.
Senator SPECTER. Give me an illustration of one group.
Mr. WOODSON. There is a tremendous gang violence problem in

Los Angeles. Leon Watkins worked closely with a neighborhood
street gang that was intimidating local merchants, in fact the gang
demanded that local merchants leave food and money on their
back steps. Leon met with local merchants and organized them to
meet with the local gang leader. As a consequence of approaching
this young man positively, Leon persuaded him to stop gang vio-
lence and use his influence with the gang constructively. Gang ac-
tivity was neutralized in the neighborhood. Later that same gang
leader and an associate prevented a store from being burglarized,
brought the offender out, and they and Mr. Watkins called the
police.

Senator SPECTER. And you are suggesting that a man like Mr.
Watkins get these funds?
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Mr. WOODSON. A man like Mr. Watkins and the organization
that he has founded several years ago is operating on a very mini-
mal budget. His group is representative of the kind of organization
that would receive technical assistance to help develop programs to
expand its influence to other gang members and also assist these
young people in getting jobs and a number of other positive things.

Senator SPECTER. And you are going to beyou or your group
would make the selections for such disbursements?

Mr. WoonsoN. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. And how much money do you have all togeth-

er?
Mr. THENNES. $427,000 for 1 year.
Mr. WOODSON. How much of that goes to neighborhood groups?
Mr. THENNES. We expect to provide vouchers in the amount of

$150,000.
Senator SPECTER. It is $427,000?
Mr. THENNES. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. For 1 year?
Mr. WOODf3ON. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. And who is the recipient?
Mr. WoonsoN. The National Center for Neighborhood Enterprise.
Senator SPECTER. That is a nonprofit corporation?
Mr. WoonsoN. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. Who are the incorporators?
Mr. WOODSON. Mr. Clifton Henry, chairman of the board; Mr. M.

Carl Holman, National Urban Coalition; Dr. Brigitte Berger, chair-
man of the sociology department at Welles le,. College; Dr. Paul
McCracken of the University of Michigan; 141 . Carl Hardrick, a
neighborhood leader in Hartford, CT; Sister Falaka Fattah, Phila-
delphia- -

Senator SPECTER. Where is this--
M:. WOODSON. In Washington, DC.
Senator SPECTER. In Washington?
Mr. WoonsoN. Yes.
Senator SPECTER. And how much of that do you expect to go to

your group in Philadelphia?
Mr. WOODSON. We have not selected any of the groups in Phila-delphia
Senator SPECTER. I see.
Mr. WOODSON [continuing]. Or anywhere. We are in the process

of putting the program together.
Senator SPECTER. And you work with this group out of Washing-

ton'?
Mr. W(x)bsoN. Yes; we work with groups around the country

that are not part of national networks. They are a source of solu-
tions to many of our social and economic problems but are often
ignored by the larger organizations.

Senator SPECTER. We very much appreciate your coming. We will
put your full statement into the record, without objection.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Woodson follows:]
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PRLPARLD STATIMENI OF ROBERT L. WOODSON

Since OJJDP was first funded in 1975, the Office has been

distribfti! its discretionary funds by national competitions

and by sole source grants. During this time, nearly all of the

major national youth. organizations have received grants sole

source applications, and some through a competitive process

limited to applications from national organizations (the De-

linquency Prevention Initiative of 1970.

So, it comes to pass in 1984, an election year, OJJDP once

again is under attack, this time for its sole source approach to

grants.

Those attacking the sole source process favor the national

competitive process, and would seek to eliminate sole source

grants. They argue that a competitive process is a fair pro-

cess. But is it really?

OJJDP has committed tens of millions of dollars to national

competitions. From the $2 million Capacity Building Initiative

to the $6-$10 million Initiatives on Delinquency Prevention,

Division, Alternative Education to the $15 million Initiatives

on Restitution. Advocacy and Deinstitutionalization, OJJDP has

consistently received 500-1000 applications for each Initiative,

when only 10-20 could be funded. These competitions have had at

least three major flaws:

1) They raised false hopes for hundreds of neicftborhood
groups who applied. as they are never told the odds
against them could be 50 or 100 to 1.

2) They wasted thousands of hours of staff time writing
proposals. It has has been estimated conservatively
that it costs community groups from $1.000 to $3,000 to
create an application for government funds. Struggling

resources are misled by these
r.1,: ,.orpetiti(,ns, and fore.-7o seeking more likely

resourcer.

Tty Ilroely failed to fund indigenous neighborhood
w,TkIng eff..tively with serious offenders.

rese.irch 4n observations show that the more

trailtional institutions are the ones who get
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funded. The mooey goes to those who hire the best writers, not

those delivering the best service.

Sole source grants and contracts can be abused, too. Since

OJJDP was created, juvenile justice advocates--myself included- -

have never agreed with any OJJDP Administrator on all his

grants. If we did now, it would be a sure sign Al Regnery is

not doing his job.

The sole source process is the only way a neighborhood

group can come to OJJDP with the needs they have identified in

their community. All national competitions--the types of pro

grams, the process and priorities--were created at the national

level, almost always without consulting indigenous neighborhood

group's. National competition has forced local groups to change

their needs to meet federal government regulations.

But the current OJJDP Administrator has used the sole

source process to greatly expand the scope of work OJJDP in

involved in. The sole source grant that created the National

center for Missing and Exploited Children is an outstanding

example. Despite the longstanding suspicion that prolonged

stays in foster care contributed to delinquency, it is only now

that OJJDP has contributed to the Bureau of Social Science

Research and Dr. Robert Hill to research this. The involvement

of the juvenile court judges and their CASA program in reducing

foster care drift is another. The grant to our National Center

for terhnical assistance vouchers for neighborhood groups who

previously couldn't obtain nJJDP funds is another example. These

sole source grants allow OJJDP to reach new constituencies and

issues a national competition could never do.

The OJJDP Administrator probably is not on his way to

scoring a "perfect 10," but that does not justify changing the

rules for scoring in the middle of the event. But we know we

are living in an age when a 9.95 gets booed.
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Senator SPECTER. Mr. Callaway, or is it Dr. Callaway?
Mr. CALLAWAY. No, it's Robbie.
Senator SPECTER. All right, Mr. Callaway. we would be very

pleased to hear from you.

TESTIMONY OF ROBBIE CALLAWAY
Mr. CALLAWAY. I know you want me to be as quick as possible, so

I will.
I am testifying on behalf of Boys Clubs of America today. I have

testified before on behalf of other organizations in the past.
Senator SPECTER. Yes.
Mr. CALLAWAY. This is Boys Clubs of America, representing 1.2

million kids. We have got 45 clubs in Pennsylvania, 10 in Philadel-
phia, your hometown.

Boys Clubs of America is the recipient of a noncompetitive, sole-
source grant, the reason being Boys Clubs of America is the only
one who could do the work that we proposed to do.

Senator SPECTER. How much does the grant amount to?
Mr. CALLAWAY. It is $632,000 over a 2-year period.
Let me explain. None of that grant goes intoI am director of

Government and United Way Relations. None of that goes into my
office or my salary. It is done by a program staff in New York City
and it is put out to the clubs.

The reason we are the only ones who could do it, Boys Clubs of
America has been in this business before any of us were here. In
1860 the first Boys Club was founded. In 1906 the national organi-
zation was founded. In 1956 Congress chartered the organization todo this type of work.

Boys Clubs are neighborhood based, building centered. Seventy-
five percent of the kids are from families with incomes under
$12,000. Seventy-two percent are from families with four or more
children. Forty-six percent are from single-parent households.
Twenty-five percent of our kids are girls.

We have always had prevention of delinquency as one of ourmajor target areas. The very first Boys Clubs in the 1860's were
created to serve, and I quote: bootblacks, newsboys, ragamuffins,
and urchins who marauded in packs the streets of our cities.

Those were the 1860's. We moved to 1977, and Boys Clubs of
America received a grant from OJJ to do primary prevention. Let
me read to you from a Justice Department document that says, by
a highly respected Justice Department employee, a carver person
who has been there for years: The evaluation of the Boys Clubs of
America program clearly establishes that this program exceeded its
objectives. Further, it recorded a significant reduction in juvenile
arrest rates over the :i years in the demonstration sites. Most note-
worthy is the achievement of the Boys Clubs of America in increas-
ing its capability to support delinquency prevention programs na-tionwide.

The reason I point it out, this was a primary prevention pro-
gram.

We came back to the Office of Juvenile Justice, a logical next
step. beyond primary prevention is secondary prevention. We pro-posedand it was before I was in employment at Boys Clubs of
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America. We proposed a targeting program for delinquency inter-
vention, not prevention, focused on high-risk kids. Youth develop-
ment techniques used in the program make kids feel useful, make
them feel competent, make them belong, make them have some in-
fluence, increase their self-esteem. We involve the families in this
intervention program.

What is an at-risk kid? The juveniles have been arrested previ-
ously. They come from a family with a substance-abusing parent.
Abused juveniles, runaways, failing in two or more subjects, fre-
quent truancy, two or more behavioral contacts.

Talking about 3,750 kids, it breaks down to $90 per high-risk kid
per year. You know what it costs in a detention center.

A real quick one, competitive and noncompetitive. I can see you
are ready to go.

Supporting competition is as American as supporting apple pie,
corn on the cob, and baseball. That is what I came up with at 3
o'clock last

I just think we need to be more realistic in calling for every
grant to be competitively bid. Some can, like the restitution initia-
tive; others cannot.

Quite simply, it is a waste of taxpayers' money to competitively
bid some of these grants. It is a waste of the program operator's
money to make them think they have got a chance to actually re-
ceive some of this money.

I have been on the other end of this stick. I have received com-
petitive grants in my previous employment, noncompetitive grants.

Let me give you a few examples real quick. NACO, the National
Association of Countiestheir grant was to train county officials.
Who better?

The Casa Program that Bob mentioned, the judgesit is court-
appointed special advocates.

One of the best grants I have ever seen given from the Office of
Juvenile Justiceand I followed it since it was first createdwas
the National Center on Missing and Exploited Children. They ad-
dressed the problem.

Boys Clubs of Americareal quickdo we need the money?
Hardly. Our national office has a $16 million budget. Our board
president puts more money of his personal money per year into our
organization than does all the public money that we receive. That
is his personal money.

The last thing, if everything is competitively bidyou asked
about SO percent; I say 60-40 is a better split than your 80 percent.
If everything is competitively bid, or even if you go as high as 80
percent. the only person and the only group that really benefits are
the Beltway bandits that sprung up. They are consulting firms.
They hire the best grant writers, people who have never operated a
program. When JJ money is gone, these people write grants to do
business ventures in South Africa and things like that. These
people are not going to stay in juvenile justice. I promise you, Boys
Clubs of America is going to be doing it long after all of us are
gone.

Senator SPECTER. You may be doing it with or without grants,
too.
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Mr. CALLAWAY. Exactly. We will be. Our board of directors' phi-
losophy in taking government money is very simple. The organiza-
tion does not need it. It takes it to help Government carry out its
mandates whenever appropriate.

Senator SPECTER. Your organization does not need the money?
Mr. CALLAWAY. Absolutely. We can provide good programs that

can be replicated elsewhere. We can show it can be done in the
neighborhoods and in the areas where you want to target.

Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Callaway. Thank
you, Mr. Woodson.

We are going to make a part of the record a letter from the Free-
dom to Read Committee of the Association of American Publishers
to me dated July 30, 1984, without objection.

[Letter never received for the record.]
Senator SPECTER. We will keep the record open for certain addi-

tional questions in writing to Mr. Regnery. And there will be in-
serted, without objection, a statement from Senator Denton at the
outset of the hearing.

Without objection, we will insert the material you have provided.
Thank you all very much.
That concludes the hearing.
[Whereupon, at 2:50 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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